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About VMware Site Recovery 
Administration

VMware Site Recovery is an extension to VMware vCenter Server that delivers a business 
continuity and disaster recovery solution that helps you plan, test, and run the recovery of 
vCenter Server virtual machines. VMware Site Recovery uses the host-based replication feature 
of vSphere Replication and the orchestration of Site Recovery Manager.

Intended Audience

This book is intended for VMware Site Recovery administrators who are familiar with vSphere 
and its replication technologies, such as host-based replication and replicated datastores. This 
solution serves the needs of administrators who want to configure protection for their vSphere 
inventory. It might also be appropriate for users who need to add virtual machines to a protected 
inventory or to verify that an existing inventory is properly configured for use with Site Recovery 
Manager.

VMware Technical Publications Glossary

VMware Technical Publications provides a glossary of terms that might be unfamiliar to you. 
For definitions of terms as they are used in VMware technical documentation, go to http://
www.vmware.com/support/pubs.
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How do I use VMware 
Site Recovery to protect my 
environment

1
This use case provides instructions on the most popular scenario to use VMware Site Recovery 
to protect your environment.

Configure Inventory Mappings

Configure Replication

Test a Recovery 

Clean Up After Testing a 
Recovery Plan

Run a Recovery Plan

Prerequisites

Set up VMware Site Recovery. See How do I set up VMware Site Recovery in an on-premises to 
VMware Cloud on AWS environment and How do I set up VMware Site Recovery in a VMware 
Cloud on AWS to VMware Cloud on AWS environment in the VMware Site Recovery Installation 
and Configuration guide.

Procedure

1 Configure Inventory Mappings

Inventory mappings provide default objects in the inventory on the recovery site for the 
recovered virtual machines to use when you run recovery.

2 Configure Replication

VMware Site Recovery uses vSphere Replication to protect individual virtual machines and 
their virtual disks by replicating them from one vCenter Server instance to another. With this 
procedure you can add the virtual machines to protection groups and recovery plans.

VMware, Inc. 9



3 Test a Recovery Plan

When you test a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery runs the virtual machines of the 
recovery plan on a test network and on a temporary snapshot of replicated data at the 
recovery site. VMware Site Recovery does not disrupt operations at the protected site.

4 Clean Up After Testing a Recovery Plan

After you test a recovery plan, you can return the recovery plan to the Ready state by 
running a cleanup operation. You must complete the cleanup operation before you can run a 
failover or another test.

5 Run a Recovery Plan

When you run a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery migrates all virtual machines in 
the recovery plan to the recovery site. VMware Site Recovery attempts to shut down the 
corresponding virtual machines on the protected site.

Configure Inventory Mappings

Inventory mappings provide default objects in the inventory on the recovery site for the 
recovered virtual machines to use when you run recovery.

For vSphere Replication protection, if you configure site-wide inventory mappings before you 
create protection groups, you do not have to configure protection individually on each virtual 
machine when you create a protection group. Site Recovery Manager applies the site-wide 
mappings to all virtual machines in a vSphere Replication protection group at the moment that 
you create the protection group.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 On the left-hand pane expand Configure, and select the type of resource to configure.

Option Action

Network Mappings Map networks on the protected site to networks on the recovery site.

Folder Mappings Map datacenters or virtual machine folders on the protected site to 
datacenters or virtual machine folders on the recovery site.

Resource Mappings Map resource pools, standalone hosts, vApps, or clusters on the protected 
site to resource pools, standalone hosts, vApps, or clusters on the recovery 
site. You can map any type of resource on one site to any type of resource 
on the other site.

Note   You cannot map individual hosts that are part of clusters to other 
resource objects.

 
4 Click New to create a new mapping.
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5 Select whether to create the mapping automatically or manually and click Next.

This step only applies to network mappings and folder mappings. Automatic mapping is only 
available for network and folder mappings. You must configure resource mappings manually.

Option Description

Automatically Site Recovery Manager automatically maps networks and folders on the 
protected site to networks and folders on the recovery site that have the 
same name.

Manually To map specific networks and folders on the protected site to specific 
networks, folders, and resources on the recovery site.

 
6 Select the items on the protected site to map to items on the recovery site.

n If you selected automatic mapping, expand the inventory items on the left to select a 
parent node on the local site, for example a datacenter or a folder, then expand the 
inventory items on the right to select a parent node on the remote site.

n If you selected manual mapping, expand the inventory items on the left to select a 
specific object on the local site, then expand the inventory items on the right to select 
the object on the remote site to which to map this object.

If you select manual mapping, you can map multiple items on the local site to a single item on 
the remote site. You can select only one item at a time on the remote site.

7 Click Add mappings.

The mappings appear at the bottom of the page. If you selected automatic mapping, Site 
Recovery Manager automatically maps all of the items under the node that you selected on 
the protected site to items that have the same name under the node that you selected on the 
recovery site.

8 Click Next.

9 (Optional) On the Reverse mappings page, select the check box for a mapping.

Selecting this option creates corresponding mappings from the item on the remote site to the 
item on the local site. You require reverse mappings to establish bidirectional protection and 
to run reprotect operations.

10 (Optional) If you are configuring network mappings, in the Test networks page, click the 
network in the Test Network column and use the drop-down menu to select the network to 
use when you test recovery plans.

You can configure Site Recovery Manager to create an isolated network on the recovery 
site for when you test a recovery plan. Creating an isolated test network allows the test to 
proceed without adding extra traffic on the production network on the recovery site.

n Select Isolated network (auto created) to automatically create an isolated network on the 
recovery site to use for tests. This is the default option.

n Select an existing network on the recovery site to use for tests.
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11 Click Finish to create the mappings.

12 Repeat Step 3 through Step 11 to establish mappings for the remaining resource types.

Configure Replication

VMware Site Recovery uses vSphere Replication to protect individual virtual machines and 
their virtual disks by replicating them from one vCenter Server instance to another. With this 
procedure you can add the virtual machines to protection groups and recovery plans.

When you configure replication, you set a recovery point objective (RPO) to determine the 
maximum data loss that you can tolerate. For example, an RPO of 1 hour seeks to ensure that 
a virtual machine loses the data for no more than 1 hour during the recovery. For smaller RPO 
values, less data is lost in a recovery, but more network bandwidth is consumed keeping the 
replica up to date. The RPO value affects replication scheduling, but vSphere Replication does 
not adhere to a strict replication schedule.

Every time that a virtual machine reaches its RPO target, vSphere Replication records 
approximately 3800 bytes of data in the vCenter Server events database. If you set a low RPO 
period, this can quickly create a large volume of data in the database. To reduce the volume of 
data that is kept in the vCenter Server events database, limit the number of days that vCenter 
Server retains event data. See Configure Database Retention Policy in the vCenter Server and 
Host Management Guide. Alternatively, set a higher RPO value.

vSphere Replication guarantees crash consistency amongst all the disks that belong to a virtual 
machine. If you use quiescing, you might obtain a higher level of consistency. The available 
quiescing types are determined by the operating system of the virtual machine.

Prerequisites

n Verify that the vSphere Replication appliance is deployed at the source and the target sites.

n Verify that the vSphere Replication appliances are paired.

n To enable the quiescing of virtual machines that run Linux guest OS, install the latest version 
of VMware Tools on each Linux machine that you plan to replicate.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Click the Replications tab, select Outgoing or Incoming, and click New to configure 
replication.

4 Select the virtual machines you want to replicate and click Next.

5 Accept the automatic assignment of a vSphere Replication server or select a particular server 
on the target site and click Next.

Note   To use VMware Site Recovery with enhanced replication, select Scale-out mode.
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6 On the Virtual machines page of the Configure Replication wizard, select the virtual 
machines you want to replicate and click Next.

7 On the Target datastore page, select a datastore on which to replicate files and click Next..

When replicating multiple virtual machines, you can configure a different target datastore for 
each virtual machine.

8 (Optional) Select the Select seeds check box.

Replication seeds can reduce the network traffic during the initial full synchronization, but 
unintended use of replication seeds might lead to data loss.

9 (Optional) Select or deselect the Auto-include new disks in replication check box.

Keep the check box selected to automatically include new disks in the replication, with 
the same replication configuration as the source virtual machine. Disk format for the 
automatically included disks is determined the following way: If all replicated disks use the 
Same as source format, the Same as source format is applied to the automatically included 
disks. If that is not the case, but all replicated disks use the same format, for example Thin 
provision, the same format (Thin provision) is applied to the automatically included disks. 
If all replicated disks use different formats, the Same as source format is applied to the 
automatically included disks.

10 (Optional) Activate or deactivate the Configure datastore per disk view.

If you activate the Configure datastore per disk view, you can specify a different datastore 
for each disk. You can also include or exclude existing disks from replication, and you can 
also activate or deactivate the automatic replication of new disks. To include or exclude a 
new or existing disk from being replicated, select or deselect the respective disk.

11 Click Next.

12 (Optional) On the Select seed page, review the suggested replication seeds and change them 
if necessary.

You can select seed files for each virtual machine disk and search for seeds by using the 
dropdown menu and clicking Browse.

The replica files for the disk are written in the seeds file directory.

13 Select the The selected seeds are correct check box and click Next.

14 On the Replication settings page, use the RPO slider to set the acceptable period for which 
data can be lost in the case of a site failure.

The available RPO range is from 5 minutes to 24 hours.

VMware Site Recovery Administration
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15 (Optional) To save multiple replication instances that can be converted to snapshots of the 
source virtual machine during recovery, select Enable point in time instances and adjust the 
number of instances to keep.

Note   You can keep up to 24 instances for a virtual machine. For example, if you configure 
vSphere Replication to keep 6 replication instances per day, the maximum number of days 
you can set is 4 days.

The number of replication instances that vSphere Replication keeps depends on the 
configured retention policy, but also requires that the RPO period is short enough for these 
instances to be created. Because vSphere Replication does not verify whether the RPO 
settings will create enough instances to keep, and does not display a warning message if 
the instances are not enough, you must ensure that you set vSphere Replication to create 
the instances that you want to keep. For example, if you set vSphere Replication to keep 
6 replication instances per day, the RPO period must not exceed 4 hours, so that vSphere 
Replication can create 6 instances in 24 hours.

16 (Optional) Select the quiescing method for the guest operating system of the source virtual 
machine.

Note   Quiescing options are available only for virtual machines that support quiescing. 
vSphere Replication does not support VSS quiescing on Virtual Volumes.

17 (Optional) Select Enable network compression for VR data.

Compressing the replication data that is transferred through the network saves network 
bandwidth and might help reduce the amount of buffer memory used on the vSphere 
Replication server. However, compressing and decompressing data requires more CPU 
resources on both the source site and the server that manages the target datastore.

18 (Optional) Activate the network encryption of the replication traffic.

If you configure a replication of an encrypted VM, this option is automatically turned on and 
cannot be deactivated.

19 (Optional) On the Protection group page, you can optionally add the virtual machine to a 
protection group.

Option Description

Add to existing protection group Adds the virtual machine to an existing protection group.

Add to new protection group Adds the virtual machine to a new protection group. If you select this option, 
you must enter protection group name.

Do not add to protection group now Select this option if you do not want to add the virtual machine to a 
protection group.
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20 (Optional) On the Recovery plan page, you can optionally add the protection group to a 
recovery plan.

Option Description

Add to existing recovery plan Adds the protection group to an existing recovery plan.

Add to new recovery plan Adds the protection group to a new recovery plan. If you select this option, 
you must enter recovery plan name.

Do not add to recovery plan now Select this option if you do not want to add the protection group to a 
recovery plan.

 
21 On the Ready to complete page, review your settings, and click Finish.

Test a Recovery Plan

When you test a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery runs the virtual machines of the recovery 
plan on a test network and on a temporary snapshot of replicated data at the recovery site. 
VMware Site Recovery does not disrupt operations at the protected site.

Testing a recovery plan runs all the steps in the plan, except for powering down virtual machines 
at the protected site and forcing devices at the recovery site to assume control of replicated 
data. If the plan requires the suspension of local virtual machines at the recovery site, VMware 
Site Recovery suspends those virtual machines during the test. Running a test of a recovery plan 
makes no other changes to the production environment at either site.

Testing a recovery plan creates a snapshot on the recovery site of all of the disk files of the 
virtual machines in the recovery plan. The creation of the snapshots adds to the I/O latency on 
the storage. If you notice slower response times when you test recovery plans and you are using 
VMware Virtual SAN storage, monitor the I/O latency by using the monitoring tool in the Virtual 
SAN interface.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Test.

You can also run a test by clicking the Test icon in the Recovery Steps view of the recovery 
plan.

4 (Optional) Select Replicate recent changes to recovery site.

Selecting this option ensures that the recovery site has the latest copy of protected virtual 
machines, but means that the synchronization might take more time.

5 Click Next.

6 Review the test information and click Finish.
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7 Click the Recovery Steps tab in the recovery plan tab to monitor the progress of the test and 
respond to messages.

The Recovery Steps tab displays the progress of individual steps. The Test task in Recent 
Tasks tracks overall progress.

What to do next

Run a cleanup operation after the recovery plan test finishes to restore the recovery plan to its 
original state from before the test.

Clean Up After Testing a Recovery Plan

After you test a recovery plan, you can return the recovery plan to the Ready state by running 
a cleanup operation. You must complete the cleanup operation before you can run a failover or 
another test.

Site Recovery Manager performs several cleanup operations after a test.

n Powers off the recovered virtual machines.

n Replaces recovered virtual machines with placeholders, preserving their identity and 
configuration information.

n Cleans up replicated storage snapshots that the recovered virtual machines used during the 
test.

Prerequisites

Verify that you tested a recovery plan.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Cleanup.

You can also run a test by clicking the Cleanup icon in the Recovery Steps view of the 
recovery plan.

4 Review the cleanup information and click Next.

5 Click Finish.

6 After the cleanup finishes, if it reports errors, run the cleanup again, selecting the Force 
Cleanup option.

The Force Cleanup option forces the removal of virtual machines, ignoring any errors, and 
returns the plan to the Ready state. If necessary, run cleanup several times with the Force 
Cleanup option, until the cleanup succeeds.

VMware Site Recovery Administration
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Run a Recovery Plan

When you run a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery migrates all virtual machines in 
the recovery plan to the recovery site. VMware Site Recovery attempts to shut down the 
corresponding virtual machines on the protected site.

Caution   Running a recovery plan makes significant alterations in the configurations of the 
protected and recovery sites and it stops replication. Do not run any recovery plan that you 
have not tested. Reversing these changes might cost significant time and effort and can result in 
prolonged service downtime.

Prerequisites

n To use forced recovery, you must first enable this function. You enable forced recovery by 
enabling the recovery.forceRecovery setting as described in Change Recovery Settings.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Run.

You can also run the recovery plan by clicking the Run icon in the Recovery Steps view of the 
recovery plan.

4 Review the information in the confirmation prompt, and select I understand that this process 
will permanently alter the virtual machines and infrastructure of both the protected and 
recovery datacenters.

5 Select the type of recovery to run.

Option Description

Planned Migration Recovers virtual machines to the recovery site when both sites are running. 
If errors occur on the protected site during a planned migration, the planned 
migration operation fails.

Disaster Recovery Recovers virtual machines to the recovery site if the protected site 
experiences a problem. If errors occur on the protected site during a 
disaster recovery, the disaster recovery continues and does not fail.

 
6 (Optional) Select the Forced Recovery - recovery site operations only check box.

This option is available if you enabled the forced recovery function and you selected Disaster 
Recovery.

7 Click Next.

8 Review the recovery information and click Finish.
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9 Click the recovery plan and click Recovery Steps.

The Recovery Steps tab displays the progress of individual steps. The Recent Tasks area 
reports the progress of the overall plan.
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Learn more about replicating 
virtual machines 2
Before you create protection groups, you must configure replication on the virtual machines to 
protect.

You replicate virtual machines by using vSphere Replication.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Using vSphere Replication with Site Recovery Manager

n Network Encryption of Replication Traffic

n How vSphere Replication Works When Using Guest OS Trim/Unmap Commands

n Stop Replicating a Virtual Machine

n Reconfiguring Replications

Using vSphere Replication with Site Recovery Manager

Site Recovery Manager can use vSphere Replication to replicate data to servers at the recovery 
site.

You deploy the vSphere Replication appliance and configure vSphere Replication on virtual 
machines independently of Site Recovery Manager. See Install vSphere Replication in the 
VMware Site Recovery for VMware Cloud on AWS Installation and Configuration guide for 
information about deploying and configuring vSphere Replication.

vSphere Replication does not require storage arrays. The vSphere Replication storage replication 
source and target can be any storage device, including, but not limited to, storage arrays.
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Figure 2-1. Site Recovery Manager Architecture with vSphere Replication
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Replicating a Virtual Machine and Enabling Multiple Point in Time 
Instances

You can recover virtual machines at specific points in time (PIT), such as the last known 
consistent state.

When you configure а replication, you can enable multiple point in time (MPIT) instances in the 
recovery settings. vSphere Replication keeps several snapshot instances of the virtual machine 
on the target site, based on the retention policy that you specify. vSphere Replication supports 
a maximum of 24 snapshot instances. After you recover a virtual machine, you can revert it to a 
specific snapshot.
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During the replication process, vSphere Replication replicates all aspects of the virtual machine to 
the target site, including any potential viruses and corrupted applications. If a virtual machine has 
a virus or a corruption and you have configured vSphere Replication to keep PIT snapshots, you 
can recover the virtual machine and then revert it to a snapshot in its uncorrupted state.

You can also use the PIT instances to recover the last known good state of a database.

Note   vSphere Replication does not replicate virtual machine snapshots.

Figure 2-2. Recovering a Virtual Machine at Points in Time
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Network Encryption of Replication Traffic

You can enable the network encryption of the replication traffic data for new and existing 
replications to enhance the security of data transfer.

You can enable encryption of replication traffic if your VMware Site Recovery instances are on a 
VMware Cloud on AWS SDDC version 1.13 or later.

The vSphere Replication appliance automatically installs an encryption agent on the source ESXi 
hosts. The network encryption uses secure transport protocol TLSv1.2.

The encrypted replication traffic uses mutual certificate-based authentication between the 
source ESXi host and target site vSphere Replication server.

When configuring or reconfiguring a replication, the vSphere Replication Management Server 
(VRMS) updates the source virtual machine configuration with a thumbprint of the target vSphere 
Replication server certificate. VRMS registers each vSphere Replication server at the target site 
with the certificates of all ESXi hosts from the source site. The registration is done separately for 
each paired vSphere Replication site.

VRMS exchanges data for the leaf certificates of the endpoints of the encrypted replication 
traffic, regardless of the certificate authorities for the source ESXi host and the target vSphere 
Replication server.

You can run the shell command esxcli software vib list on the source ESXi host and look for 

the vmware-hbr-agent VIB to make sure the agent is available in your system.
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When the network encryption feature is switched on, the agent encrypts the replication data on 
the source ESXi host and sends it to the vSphere Replication appliance on the target site. The 
vSphere Replication server decrypts the data and sends it to the target datastore.

Unencrypted traffic goes through port 31031 on the source ESXi hosts and the vSphere 
Replication appliance on the target site.

Encrypted traffic goes through port 32032 on the source ESXi hosts and the vSphere Replication 
appliance on the target site.

If you configure a replication of an encrypted VM, the network encryption is automatically turned 
on and cannot be deactivated.

Enabling network encryption has minimal impact on the CPU and memory resource of the 
host. Enabling network encryption restricts the throughput per host for the replications using 
encryption. This limit only applies to replications that have encryption enabled, and replications 
without encryption are not affected.

How vSphere Replication Works When Using Guest OS 
Trim/Unmap Commands

Storage and network bandwidth requirements might increase when using the trim/unmap Guest 
OS commands with vSphere Replication. You might also observe RPO violations.

Incremental Sync After Using Guest OS Trim/Unmap Commands

Calling the trim/unmap commands might increase the storage consumption on the target site.

After using the trim/unmap commands on the source site disk, the free space available on the 
disk is added to the data blocks that vSphere Replication transfers to the target site during the 
next RPO cycle. As a result, when the source site disk is less full, the size of the changed blocks 
that are transferred to the target site is larger.

For example, if the source site disk is 10 TB, and only 1 TB is allocated, calling the trim/unmap 
commands results in a transfer of at least 9 TB to the target site.

If the source site disk is 10 TB, 9 TB of which are allocated, and if you delete 2 TB of data, calling 
the trim/unmap commands results in a transfer of at least 3 TB of data to the target site.
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Because of the incremental sync and depending on the RAID configuration defined by the VM 
storage policy at the target site, the storage consumption by the replicated VM can be more than 
two times as high as the consumption by the source VM.

Note   If you use the trim/unmap commands at the source site, it is a best practice to configure 
the replication with an activated network compression to reduce the network bandwidth. See 
Replication Data Compression and Configure Replication.

Note   If you use the trim/unmap commands, and the target datastore is vSAN, to reduce the 
actual physical storage space consumption at the target site, you must activate deduplication 
and compression of vSAN. If you do not use deduplication and compression, no storage space 
is reclaimed at the target site. Even after deduplication and compression, you might still see 
storage consumption spikes at the target location, but after the sync and the reconciliation, the 
storage space is freed. For more information about deduplication and compression, see Using 
Deduplication and Compression.

You can't see the storage consumption by the replicated VM at the target site. You can only see 
the overall consumption of the entire vSAN datastore. So, you can't track the reclaimed storage 
space at the VM disk level, but you can track it by looking at the overall free space left on the 
vSAN datastore.

Recovery Point Objective Violations After Using the Trim/Unmap 
Commands on the Source Virtual Machine

You can call the trim/unmap commands manually or they can be called by the guest OS at certain 
intervals of time. In both cases, the synchronization after the command might take a significant 
amount of time.

The usage of the trim/unmap commands to reclaim the unused space on the source virtual 
machine might generate a large number of changed disk blocks. The synchronization of these 
changes might take longer than the configured RPO, and vSphere Replication starts reporting 
RPO violations.

Since the replication is behind the RPO schedule, to synchronize the changed disk blocks, a new 
incremental sync begins as soon as the synchronization of the previous instance completes. This 
process of immediate subsequent incremental syncs continues until vSphere Replication creates 
a replica instance that satisfies the RPO schedule, and does not report an RPO violation. The 
replication status becomes OK.

Stop Replicating a Virtual Machine

If you do not need to replicate a virtual machine, you can stop the replication of that virtual 
machine.

Take a note of the target datastore and the name of the replication that you are about to stop. 
You need this information to clean up your environment after you stop the replication.
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Prerequisites

Verify that you are logged in the vSphere Web Client or vSphere Client as a VRM virtual machine 
replication user or a VRM administrator user.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client.

2 On the home page click Site Recovery and click Open Site Recovery.

3 On the Site Recovery home page, select a site pair and click View Details.

4 Click the Replications tab and select a replication from Outgoing or Incoming.

5 Click the Remove icon.

vSphere Replication asks you if you want to stop permanently the replication for the selected 
virtual machine.

Note   The connection between the vSphere Replication sites must be working to stop a 
replication on both sites. Alternatively, you can force stop the replication on the local site by 
selecting Force stop replication. If the remote site is available, you must also use the Site 
Recovery user interface to force stop the corresponding replication on the remote site. If 
you force stop a forward replication, the replication can still be recovered by using the Site 
Recovery user interface on the remote site.

6 Click Remove to confirm that you want to stop replicating this virtual machine.

If you want to retain your replica disks, select the Retain replica disks check box.

7 Inspect the target datastore for any leftover replica disks and files. Delete them if you do not 
plan to use them as seeds in the future.

Results

The virtual machine does not replicate to the target site.

When you stop a replication, the following operations are performed at the replication target site.

n If the VMDK files were created when the replication was first configured, the VMDK files are 
deleted from the target site datastore.

n If you configured the replication to use existing disks at the target site as seeds, the VMDK 
files are not deleted and remain on the target datastore.

Reconfiguring Replications

You can reconfigure a replication to modify its settings.

For example, you can reconfigure the replication to activate or deactivate a virtual machine disk 
file for replication, modify replication options, such as RPO, MPIT retention policy, or quiescing 
method. You can also specify a different target datastore for replica configuration and disk files.
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Reconfigure Recovery Point Objective in Replications

You can modify the settings for already configured replications to specify different recovery 
point objectives (RPOs).

Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

2 Click the Replications tab, and select a replication from Outgoing or Incoming.

3 Click the Reconfigure icon.

4 Click Next until you reach the Replication settings page of the Reconfigure Replication 
wizard.

5 Modify the RPO settings for this replication and click Next.

6 Click Finish to save your changes.

Change the Point in Time Settings of a Replication

You can reconfigure a replication to activate or deactivate the saving of point in time instances, 
or to change the number of instances that vSphere Replication keeps.

vSphere Replication can save replication instances that can be used as snapshots after recovery 
or planned migration operations. You can save up to 24 point in time instances per VM.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client.

2 On the home page, click Site Recovery and click Open Site Recovery.

3 On the Site Recovery home page, select a site pair and click View Details.

4 Click the Replications tab and select a replication from Outgoing or Incoming.

5 Click the Reconfigure icon.

6 Click Next until you reach the Replication settings page of the Reconfigure Replication 
wizard.

7 In the Point in time instances pane, make the changes that you want to apply and click Next.

Action Procedure

Activate the saving of point in time 
instances

Select the Enable point in time instances check box.

Deactivate the saving of point in 
time instances

Deselect the Enable point in time instances check box.

Adjust the number of instances to 
keep and for how long to keep them

Use the spin-boxes to adjust the number of instances (no more than 24 per 
virtual machine) to keep per day and the number of past days for which you 
want to keep replication instances.
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8 Click Finish to save your changes.

Results

If you selected to deactivate the saving of point in time instances, the instances that exist on the 
target site are deleted when the next replication instance appears on the target site. The moment 
when a new replication instance is saved on the target site depends on the RPO setting.

Increasing the Size of Replicated Virtual Disks

If you run out of disk space, you can seamlessly increase the virtual disks of virtual machines that 
are configured for replication, without triggering an initial full synchronization.

You can resize the virtual disk of a replicated virtual machine while the virtual machine is powered 
on or powered off.

Important   As a best practice, resize the virtual disk of a replicated virtual machine while the 
virtual machine is powered on. If you increase the disk size of a virtual machine that is powered 
off, full synchronization is performed the next time you power on the replicated virtual machine.

After you increase the virtual disk on the source site, the virtual disk on the target site 
automatically resizes and the ongoing replication enters Resizing disk state, until the task 

completes.

Note   After you resize the virtual disk, vSphere Replication clears all available multiple points in 
time. You can modify this behavior by changing the virtual disk resizing configuration options.

To use this feature, you need vSphere 7.0 or later on the source site and vSphere 6.5 or later on 
the target site.

For more information about disk resizing, see Change the Virtual Disk Configuration in the 
VMware Host Client in the vSphere Product Documentation.
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Configure the Virtual Disk Resizing

You can determine the behavior of vSphere Replication during disk resizing, by choosing one of 
the three configuration options. To activate your preferred option, you must change the value of 
three different parameters in the /etc/vmware/hbrsrv.xml configuration file.

n vSphere Replication can follow two approaches to perform the disk resizing on the target 
site. To configure the way the server handles the resizing, change the value of the 
extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy parameter.

Table 2-1. extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy Parameter Values

Value Description

extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy = auto vSphere Replication selects preserve or collapse, 

depending on the current datastore storage 
consumption and the requested new virtual disk size. 

This is the default value of the parameter.

extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy = collapse vSphere Replication collapses the disk hierarchy of the 
replica disk and extends the resulting base disk. All PITs 
created before the start of the virtual disk resizing are 
lost. You cannot perform recovery until you create a 

PIT after resizing the virtual disk.

extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy = preserve vSphere Replication creates a new base disk, which is a 
full clone of the latest PIT. vSphere Replication extends 

the new disk to the new size. The original base disk 
still exists. The extra consumed storage is freed, after 

vSphere Replication removes all PITs, which contain the 
original disk. Then the vSphere Replication removes the 

original replica base disk.

n To adjust the behavior when the extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy is set to auto, you can 

use the extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicyAutoThreshold parameter. You can change the 

property value to а number between 0 and 1 (the default value is 0.9). This way you set a limit 
to the datastore capacity. vSphere Replication calculates this limit by multiplying the size of 
the datastore capacity by the extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicyAutoThreshold parameter 

value.

For example, if the datastore capacity is 5 TB and the 
extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicyAutoThreshold parameter is set to 0.8, then the 

datastore capacity limit is 4 TB.

vSphere Replication calculates what is the final storage consumption, if the preserve mode 

is active. If the storage consumption is below the threshold, vSphere Replication uses the 
preserve mode and if it is above the threshold, it uses the collapse mode.
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n To reduce the period of extended storage consumption, when 
extendDiskPITHierarchyPolicy is set to preserve mode, change the value of the 

removeMPITsBeforeBaseDisks parameter.

Table 2-2. removeMPITsBeforeBaseDisks Parameter Values

Value Description

removeMPITsBeforeBaseDisks = true The vSphere Replication server drops all PITs, which are 
based on the original disk size, after a new PIT which is 

based on the extended disk appears.

removeMPITsBeforeBaseDisks = false The retention policy of the PITs determines the 
expiration of the older PITs. The storage consumption 

drops, after all PITs, which refer to the original disk, are 
expired.

Resize the Virtual Machine Disk Files of a Replication That Uses 
Replication Seeds

vSphere Replication 8.2 and earlier prevents you from resizing the virtual machine disk files 
during replication. If you used replication seeds for the target disk, you can resize the disk 
manually.

Procedure

1 Stop the replication on the source site.

2 Resize the disk of the source virtual machine.

3 On the target site, resize the disk that is left over after you stopped the replication.

4 Configure the replication on the source virtual machine and use the resized disk on the target 
site as seed.

Resize Virtual Machine Disk Files of a Replication That Does Not Use 
Replication Seeds

vSphere Replication 8.2 and earlier prevents you from resizing the virtual machine disk files 
during replication. If you did not use replication seeds during configuration of the target disk, 
vSphere Replication deletes the target disk when you stop the replication.

To resize a virtual machine disk if you did not initially use replication seeds, you must perform 
a recovery, resize the disk on source and target site manually, and use the target disk as a 
replication seed to configure a new replication.

Note   When using vSphere Replication with Site Recovery Manager, if a virtual machine is part 
of a protection group, you must remove it from the group before starting the procedure to 
complete the disk resizing and then add it again. For more information, see Add or Remove 
Virtual Machines to or from a Protection Group.
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Procedure

1 Recover a virtual machine.

2 Stop the replication.

3 Resize the disk on the source site.

4 Resize the disk of the recovered virtual machine on the target site.

5 Unregister the recovered virtual machine on the target site, but do not delete the disks.

6 Configure a replication by using the disks of the recovered virtual machine as seeds.

Change the Target Datastore Location of a Replication

You can reconfigure a replication to change the datastore where replicated data is saved.

The old target datastore from which you want to move the replication data must be online. If the 
old datastore is inaccessible, the reconfiguration task fails. To change the target datastore when 
the old datastore is inaccessible, you must stop the replication to the old datastore and configure 
another replication to the new datastore. If you performed a test failover of a virtual machine, 
you must perform a test cleanup before reconfiguring the replication to a different datastore.

Note   You cannot change the target datastore, while you are performing a test recovery. To 
change the target datastore, you must wait for the test cleanup to be complete.

Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

2 Click the Replications tab and click Outgoing or Incoming.

3 Right-click the replication for which you want to change the target datastore and select 
Reconfigure.

The reconfiguration wizard open. You might be prompted to provide login credentials for the 
target site.

4 Click Next to reach the Target datastore page of the wizard.

5 Select Change datastore, and select the new datastore.

6 Click Next until you reach the Ready to complete page and click Finish to save your settings.

Results

vSphere Replication moves all replicated instances and configuration files to the new target 
datastore according to your settings.
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Monitoring Replications in 
VMware Site Recovery 3
VMware Site Recovery provides a management interface where you can monitor and manage 
virtual machine replication and connectivity states for local and remote sites.

On the home page of the Site Recovery user interface, you can see all site connections and the 
number of outgoing and incoming replications between the sites.

To see details about the status of a connection, replication problems, and to manage and monitor 
replications between a site pair, click the View Details button.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Monitor Replication for Virtual Machines

n View Replication Reports for a Site

n Identifying Replication Problems

Monitor Replication for Virtual Machines

You can monitor the replication status and view information for virtual machines configured for 
replication.

For more information about how to identify replication errors, see Identifying Replication 
Problems.

Prerequisites

n Verify that vSphere Replication is running.

n Verify that the virtual machines are configured for replication.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client.

2 On the home page, click Site Recovery and click Open Site Recovery.

3 On the Site Recovery home page, select a site pair and click View Details.
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4 To see details of the virtual machines replicated from this site, select the Replications tab and 
click Outgoing or Incoming.

Table 3-1. Replication Statuses

Status Description Remediation

OK The replication is running. Not needed.

Not Active The replication is not running at the 
moment.

n The source virtual machine is 
powered off.

n A communication problem might 
have occurred between the 
source ESXi host and the target 
site.

n At the target site the vSphere 
Replication server cannot 
access the datastore using an 
ESXi host.

n Power on the source virtual 
machine.

n Check the network connectivity 
between source and target site.

Paused The replication is not running at the 
moment. A vSphere Replication user 
has paused the replication.

From the list of replications, select 
the paused replication and click the 
Resume icon.

Error The replication is not running at the 
moment.

n A configuration error occurred.

n A replication error occurred. 
For example, the target site 
infrastructure is not accessible.

n Reconfigure the replication.

n Verify whether some problem 
occurred on the virtual machine 
by clicking the Site Pair tab and 
clicking Issues.

Status (RPO violation) For replication status OK, Sync, 

or Full Sync, the replication is 

running, but the RPO that is set for 
the replication is not met and is 
violated.

For replication status Not Active 
or Error, the replication is not 

running, and the RPO that is set for 
the replication is violated.

n The network connection 
between the source and 
the target site is dropping 
intermittently.

n The bandwidth of the 
connection between the source 
and the target site is too low.

n The replication is not running, 
so data cannot be replicated on 
the target site.

n Improve the network connection 
between the source and target 
site.

n Increase the RPO period.

n For replication status Not 
Active or Error, address the 

cause for the status and wait for 
the next sync.
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Note   If a replication is in the Not Active replication state, you might have connected 

the source and target sites using network address translation (NAT). vSphere Replication 
does not support NAT. Use credential-based authentication and network routing without 
NAT when connecting the sites. Another cause for a Not Active replication state might be 

that the source virtual machine is powered off. Automatic replication works only on virtual 
machines that are powered on.

View Replication Reports for a Site

If you observe frequent RPO violations, want to learn more about the network usage of vSphere 
Replication, or verify the status of your outgoing and incoming replications, you can view 
replication statistics for source and target vCenter Server sites.

You can view statistics for the replications for a certain time period. The transferred bytes 
statistics do not include the transferred data for the initial full synchronization, only the data 
transferred after the initial synchronization is complete. The update of the information in the 
statistics might occur in the end of the selected RPO period. For example, if you configure a 
replication with the default RPO of 1 hour, you might not see any transferred data for this VM in 
the statistics for up to 1 hour.

The granularity of the statistical data depends on the rrd-updater-interval parameter. 

The parameter is defined in the the/opt/vmware/hms/conf/hms-configuration.xml 
configuration file. This parameter controls the interval, at which the statistical data is saved. By 
default, the value is set to 5 minutes, but it can be changed if needed.

Note   Data is collected in 10 minute intervals and the graphs represent aggregated data for each 
interval. Therefore, you cannot see the exact moment when a peak value occurred and there 
might be an additional delay of up to 10 minutes before the Transferred Bytes statistics display 
the data. The displayed data combines all site pairs.

n Transferred Bytes - total bytes transferred for all outgoing replications, excluding the data 
from the initial full synchronization.

n Replications Count - number of outgoing replications.

n RPO Violation Count - number of RPO violations.

n Target Sites Count - number of vSphere Replication site connections.

n VR Sites Count - number of registered replication servers.

Prerequisites

Verify that vSphere Replication is running.

Procedure

1 Log in to the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client.

2 On the home page, click Site Recovery and click Open Site Recovery.
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3 On the Site Recovery home page, select a site pair and click View Details.

4 Click the Site Pair tab and click vSphere Replication reports.

Results

The Reports page displays historic data for vSphere Replication for a certain time period.

What to do next

n You can use the drop-down menu above the reports to change the time range of the reports.

n You can zoom in the data.

n Export any chart as a CSV file.

Interpreting Replication Statistics for a Site

You can use the reports that vSphere Replication compiles to optimize your environment for 
replication, identify problems in your environment, and reveal their most probable cause.

As an administrator, you can get the necessary information to diagnose various replication issues 
by using the server and site connectivity, number of RPO violations, and other metrics.

The following sections contain examples of interpreting the data displayed under vSphere 
Replication reports on the Site Pair tab of vSphere Replication.

RPO Violations

The large number of RPO violations can occur due to by various problems in the environment, on 
both the protected and the recovery site. With more details on historical replication jobs, you can 
make educated decisions on how to manage the replication environment.
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Table 3-2. Analyzing RPO Violations

Probable Cause Solution

n The network bandwidth cannot accommodate all 
replications.

n The replication traffic might have increased.

n The initial full sync for a large virtual machine is 
taking longer than the configured RPO for the virtual 
machine.

n To allow the lower change rate virtual machines to 
meet their RPO objectives, deactivate the replication 
on some virtual machines with a high change rate.

n Increase the network bandwidth for the selected host.

n Check if the replication traffic has increased. If the 
traffic has increased, investigate possible causes, for 
example the usage of an application might have 
changed without you being informed.

n Check the historical data for average of transferred 
bytes for a notable and sustained increase. If an 
increase exists, contact application owners to identify 
recent events that might be related to this increase.

n Adjust to a less aggressive RPO or look at other ways 
to increase bandwidth to accommodate the current 
RPO requirements.

n A connectivity problem exists between the protected 
and the recovery site.

n An infrastructure change might have occurred on the 
recovery site.

n To verify the connection between the protected and 
recovery site, check the site connectivity data.

n Check if the infrastructure on the recovery site 
has changed or is experiencing problems that 
prevent vSphere Replication from writing on the 
recovery datastores. For example, storage bandwidth 
management changes made to recovery hosts might 
result in storage delays during the replication process.

n Check on the vSphere Replication Management 
Server appliance and the vSphere Replication Server 
appliance. Someone might have shut down the 
appliance or it might have lost connection.

Transferred Bytes

Corelating the total number of transferred bytes and the number of RPO violations can help you 
decide on how much bandwidth might be required to meet RPO objectives.
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Table 3-3. Analyzing the Rate of Transferred Bytes and RPO Violations

Graph Values Probable Cause Solution

n High rate of transferred bytes and high number of 
RPO violations

n Low rate of transferred bytes and high number of 
RPO violations

The network bandwidth 
might be insufficient 
to accommodate all 
replications.

n Check the transferred 
bytes graph and use 
the drop-down menus 
to filter the data by 
virtual machine and 
time period. To let 
virtual machines with a 
lower change rate meet 
their RPO objectives, 
you can deactivate the 
replication on some 
virtual machines with a 
high change rate.

n Increase the network 
bandwidth for the 
selected host.

n High rate of transferred bytes and a few or no RPO 
violations

n Low rate of transferred bytes and a few or no RPO 
violations

The environment operates 
as expected.

N/A

Identifying Replication Problems

You can view and troubleshoot possible vSphere Replication problems that might occur during 
replication.

Under Issues on the Site Pair tab, you can view and identify possible replication problems.

Table 3-4. Possible Replication Problems

Proble
m Cause Solution

Not 
Active

The replication is not active because the virtual machine is 
powered off and a warning icon appears. Replication is not 
running for that virtual machine.

Power on the virtual machine to resume 
replication.

Pause
d

If you paused the replication, a warning icon appears. Resume the paused replication from the 
Issues tab.

Error If you added a disk on a virtual machine which is already 
configured for replication, the replication pauses and goes to 
an error state.

Reconfigure the replication and activate or 
deactivate the newly added disk.

Error While configuring replication, the replication fails with the 
incorrect UUID. For example, the replication seed found and 
intended for use has a different UUID from the original hard 
disk.

Reconfigure the replication.
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Table 3-4. Possible Replication Problems (continued)

Proble
m Cause Solution

Error You do not use replication seeds during configuration, but a 
disk with the same name is found during configuration.

Reconfigure the replication.

RPO 
Violati
on

A replication contains an RPO violation. See Reconfigure Recovery Point Objective in 
Replications .
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Learn more about configuring 
mappings 4
Mappings allow you to specify how Site Recovery Manager maps virtual machine resources on 
the protected site to resources on the recovery site.

You can configure site-wide mappings to map objects in the vCenter Server inventory on the 
protected site to corresponding objects in the vCenter Server inventory on the recovery site.

n Networks, including the option to specify a different network to use for recovery plan tests

n Datacenters or virtual machine folders

n Compute resources, including resource pools, standalone hosts, vApps, or clusters

During a recovery, when virtual machines start on the recovery site, the virtual machines use 
the resources on the recovery site that you specify in the mappings. To enable bi-directional 
protection and reprotect, you can configure reverse mappings, to map the objects on the 
recovery site back to their corresponding objects on the protected site. You can also configure 
different mappings in the opposite direction, so that recovered virtual machines on a site use 
different resources to protected virtual machines on that site.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Inventory Mappings for vSphere Replication Protection Groups

Inventory Mappings for vSphere Replication Protection 
Groups

For vSphere Replication protection, Site Recovery Manager applies inventory mappings to all 
virtual machines in a protection group when you create that group.

Site Recovery Manager creates a placeholder virtual machine when you create a vSphere 
Replication protection group. Site Recovery Manager derives the resource assignments for the 
placeholder from the site-wide inventory mappings.

If you configure site-wide inventory mappings, you can reapply the inventory mappings to 
a protection group whenever necessary, for example if you add new virtual machines to an 
existing protection group.
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If you change the site-wide inventory mappings for a site, the changes do not affect virtual 
machines that Site Recovery Manager already protects in an existing protection group. Site 
Recovery Manager only applies the new mappings to previously protected virtual machines if you 
reconfigure protection on them.

Site Recovery Manager cannot protect a virtual machine unless it has valid inventory mappings. 
However, configuring site-wide inventory mappings is not mandatory for vSphere Replication 
protection groups. If you create a vSphere Replication protection group without having defined 
site-wide inventory mappings, you can configure each virtual machine in the group individually. 
You can override site-wide inventory mappings by configuring the protection of the virtual 
machines in a protection group. You can also create site-wide inventory mappings after you 
create a protection group, and then apply those site-wide mappings to that protection group.

n For information about configuring site-wide inventory mappings, see Configure Inventory 
Mappings.

n For information about configuring mappings on virtual machines individually, see Configure 
Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual Machine in a Protection Group.

n For information about applying site-wide inventory mappings to an existing protection group, 
see Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members of a Protection Group.

Because placeholder virtual machines do not support NICs, you cannot change the network 
configurations of placeholder virtual machines. You can only change the network for a 
placeholder virtual machine in the inventory mappings. If no mapping for a network exists, you 
can specify a network when you configure protection for an individual virtual machine. Changes 
that you make to the placeholder virtual machine override the settings that you establish when 
you configure the protection of the virtual machine. Site Recovery Manager preserves these 
changes at the recovery site during the test and recovery.
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About Placeholder Virtual 
Machines 5
When you create a vSphere Replication protection group that contains individual virtual 
machines, Site Recovery Manager creates a placeholder virtual machine at the recovery site for 
each of the virtual machines in the protection group.

A placeholder virtual machine is a subset of virtual machine files. Site Recovery Manager uses 
that subset of files to register a virtual machine with vCenter Server on the recovery site.

The files of the placeholder virtual machines are very small, and do not represent full copies 
of the protected virtual machines. The placeholder virtual machine does not have any disks 
attached to it. The placeholder virtual machine reserves compute resources on the recovery site, 
and provides the location in the vCenter Server inventory to which the protected virtual machine 
recovers when you run recovery.

The presence of placeholder virtual machines on the recovery site inventory provides a visual 
indication to vCenter Server administrators that the virtual machines are protected by Site 
Recovery Manager. The placeholders also indicate to vCenter Server administrators that the 
virtual machines can power on and start consuming local resources when Site Recovery Manager 
runs tests or runs a recovery plan.

When you recover a protected virtual machine by testing or running a recovery plan, Site 
Recovery Manager replaces the placeholder with the recovered virtual machine and powers it on 
according to the settings of the recovery plan. After a recovery plan test finishes, Site Recovery 
Manager restores the placeholders and powers off the recovered virtual machines as part of the 
cleanup process.

About Placeholder Datastores

If you use vSphere Replication to protect individual virtual machines, you must identify a 
datastore on the recovery site in which Site Recovery Manager can store the placeholder virtual 
machine files.

Placeholder virtual machine files are very small, so the placeholder datastore does not need to be 
large enough to accommodate the full virtual machines.

To enable planned migration and reprotect, you must select placeholder datastores on both 
sites.

This chapter includes the following topics:
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n What Happens to Placeholder Virtual Machines During Recovery

n Select a Placeholder Datastore

What Happens to Placeholder Virtual Machines During 
Recovery

When you create vSphere Replication protection groups, Site Recovery Manager creates 
placeholder virtual machines on the recovery site. When you run a recovery plan that contains 
these protection groups, Site Recovery Manager replaces the placeholders with real virtual 
machines.

This example illustrates the process by which Site Recovery Manager replaces placeholder virtual 
machines on the recovery site with real virtual machines when you run recovery plans that 
contain vSphere Replication protection groups.

1 vSphere Replication replicates individual virtual machines by making copies of the virtual 
machines in the datastore that you configure as the vSphere Replication target. These virtual 
machine copies are not powered on.

2 You designate a datastore on the recovery site for Site Recovery Manager to use to store 
placeholder virtual machine files.

3 When you run a recovery plan, Site Recovery Manager shuts down the virtual machines on 
the protected site, and vSphere Replication powers on the copies of the virtual machines on 
the recovery site.

4 Site Recovery Manager sends a request to vCenter Server to swap the identity of the 
placeholder virtual machines for the replicated virtual machines that have surfaced on the 
recovery site.

Select a Placeholder Datastore

If you use vSphere Replication protection groups, you must specify a placeholder datastore on 
the recovery site for Site Recovery Manager to use to store placeholder virtual machines.

You must configure a placeholder datastore on both sites in the pair to establish bidirectional 
protection and to perform reprotect.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you connected and paired the protected and recovery sites.

n Placeholder datastores must meet certain criteria.

n For clusters, the placeholder datastores must be visible to all hosts in the cluster.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.
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3 On the Site Pair tab, select Configure > Placeholder Datastores.

4 Select a site and click New to configure a placeholder datastore.

5 Select a datastore to designate as the location for placeholder virtual machines on the local 
site, and click Add.

Previously configured datastores appear but you cannot select them. Do not select replicated 
datastores that Site Recovery Manager does not manage.

Important   If you use vSphere Replication, you can select a placeholder datastore that 
you already use as the target datastore for replications. If you use the same datastore, Site 
Recovery Manager creates placeholder VMs by using the names of the replication targets 
and adding the suffix (1). For information about the vSphere Replication protection groups, 
see vSphere Replication Protection Groups. Selecting the same datastore might lead to 
confusion when differentiating the replication targets from the placeholder VMs. To avoid 
confusion, the best practice is to use different datastores.

Make sure that placeholder datastores are not in the same Storage DRS cluster as the 
vSphere Replication replica target datastores.

Note   When you configure or reconfigure a VM replication by using vSphere Replication, do 
not set the placeholder VM folder as a replication folder for the VM.

6 Select the other site in the pair.

7 Repeat Step 4 to Step 5 to configure a placeholder datastore on the other site.
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Creating and Managing Protection 
Groups 6
After you configure a replication solution, you can create protection groups. A protection group 
is a collection of virtual machines that Site Recovery Manager protects together.

You can include one or more protection groups in a recovery plan. A recovery plan specifies how 
Site Recovery Manager recovers the virtual machines in the protection groups that it contains.

After you configure replication on virtual machines, you must assign each virtual machine 
to an existing resource pool, folder, and network on the recovery site. You can specify site-
wide defaults for these assignments by selecting inventory mappings. For vSphere Replication 
protection groups, if you do not specify inventory mappings, you configure mappings individually 
for each virtual machine in the protection group.

After you create a vSphere Replication protection group, Site Recovery Manager creates 
placeholder virtual machines on the recovery site and applies the inventory mappings to each 
virtual machine in the group. If Site Recovery Manager cannot map a virtual machine to a folder, 
network, or resource pool on the recovery site, Site Recovery Manager sets the virtual machine 
to the Mapping Missing status, and does not create a placeholder for it.

Site Recovery Manager cannot protect virtual machines on which you did not configure or on 
which you incorrectly configured replication.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n vSphere Replication Protection Groups

n Create Protection Groups

n Organize Protection Groups in Folders

n Add or Remove Virtual Machines to or from a Protection Group

n Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members of a Protection Group

n Configure Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual Machine in a Protection Group

n Modifying the Settings of a Protected Virtual Machine

n Remove Protection from a Virtual Machine

n Overview of Protection Group States

n Virtual Machine Protection Status Reference
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vSphere Replication Protection Groups

You can include virtual machines that you configured for vSphere Replication in vSphere 
Replication protection groups.

Virtual machines in the vCenter Server inventory that are configured for vSphere Replication are 
available for selection when you create or edit a vSphere Replication protection group.

You select a target location on a datastore on the remote site when you configure vSphere 
Replication on a virtual machine. When you include a virtual machine with vSphere Replication in 
a protection group, Site Recovery Manager creates a placeholder virtual machine for recovery. It 
is possible for the replication target for vSphere Replication and the placeholder virtual machine 
that Site Recovery Manager creates to both be on the same datastore on the recovery site 
because they are created in different datastore folders. When the replication target and the 
placeholder virtual machines are in the same datastore, Site Recovery Manager creates the 
placeholder virtual machine name by using the replication target name with the suffix (1). To 

avoid confusion, the best practice is to use different datastores for the vSphere Replication 
replication target and for the Site Recovery Manager placeholder virtual machines. Site Recovery 
Manager applies the inventory mappings to the placeholder virtual machine on the recovery site.

Note   When you configure or reconfigure a VM replication by using vSphere Replication, do not 
set the placeholder VM folder as a replication folder for the VM.

vSphere Replication synchronizes the disk files of the replication target virtual machine according 
to the recovery point objective that you set when you configured vSphere Replication on the 
virtual machine. When you perform a recovery with Site Recovery Manager, Site Recovery 
Manager powers on the replication target virtual machine and registers it with vCenter Server 
on the recovery site in the place of the placeholder virtual machine.

When using vSphere Replication protection groups, Site Recovery Manager is dependent on 
vSphere Replication, but vSphere Replication is not dependent on Site Recovery Manager. You 
can use vSphere Replication independently of Site Recovery Manager. For example, you can use 
vSphere Replication to replicate all of the virtual machines in the vCenter Server inventory, but 
only include a subset of those virtual machines in protection groups. Changes that you make to 
vSphere Replication configuration can affect the Site Recovery Manager protection of the virtual 
machines that you do include in protection groups.

n Site Recovery Manager monitors the vSphere Replication status of the virtual machines in 
vSphere Replication protection groups. If replication is not functioning for a virtual machine in 
a protection group, Site Recovery Manager cannot recover the virtual machine.

n If you unconfigure vSphere Replication on a virtual machine, Site Recovery Manager 
continues to include that virtual machine in protection groups in which you included it. Site 
Recovery Manager cannot recover that virtual machine until you reconfigure replication. 
If you unconfigure vSphere Replication on a virtual machine, you can remove it from the 
protection group manually.
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If you remove a virtual machine with vSphere Replication from a protection group, vSphere 
Replication continues to replicate the virtual machine to the recovery site. The virtual machine 
does not recover with the rest of the virtual machines in the protection group if you run an 
associated recovery plan.

Create Protection Groups

You create protection groups to enable Site Recovery Manager to protect virtual machines.

You can organize protection groups in folders. Ensure that protection group names are unique 
across all folders.

When you create protection groups, wait to ensure that the operations finish as expected. Make 
sure that Site Recovery Manager creates the protection group and that the protection of the 
virtual machines in the group is successful.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have configured vSphere Replication on virtual machines

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Protection Groups tab, and click New to create a protection group.

4 On the Name and direction page, enter a name and description for the protection group, 
select a direction, and click Next.

5 Select virtual machines to add to the protection group, and click Next.

6 On the Recovery plan page, you can optionally add the protection group to a recovery plan.

Option Description

Add to existing recovery plan Adds the protection group to an existing recovery plan.

Add to new recovery plan Adds the protection group to a new recovery plan. If you select this option, 
you must enter recovery plan name.

Do not add to recovery plan now Select this option if you do not want to add the protection group to a 
recovery plan.

 
7 On the Ready to complete page, review your settings, and click Finish.

You can monitor the progress of the creation of the protection group on the Protection 
Group tab.
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What to do next

For vSphere Replication protection groups, if the protection status of the protection group is Not 
Configured, apply inventory mappings to the virtual machines:

n To apply site-wide inventory mappings, or to check that inventory mappings that you have 
already set are valid, see Configure Inventory Mappings. To apply these mappings to all of 
the virtual machines, see Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members of a Protection Group.

n To apply inventory mappings to each virtual machine in the protection group individually, see 
Configure Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual Machine in a Protection Group.

Organize Protection Groups in Folders

You can create folders in which to organize protection groups.

Organizing protection groups into folders is useful if you have many protection groups.

Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

2 Select the Protection Groups tab, and in the left pane right-click on Protection Groups and 
select New Folder.

3 Enter a name for the folder to create, and click Add.

4 Add new or existing protection groups to the folder.

Option Description

Create a new protection group Right-click the folder and select New Protection Group.

Add an existing protection group Right-click on a protection group from the inventory tree and select Move. 
Select a target folder and click Move.

 
5 (Optional) To rename or delete a folder, right-click the folder and select Rename Folder or 

Delete Folder.

You can only delete a folder if it is empty.

Add or Remove Virtual Machines to or from a Protection 
Group

You can add or remove virtual machines in a vSphere Replication protection group. You can also 
change the name and description of a vSphere Replication protection group.

Prerequisites

You created a vSphere Replication protection group.
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Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

2 Select the Protection Groups tab, right-click a protection group and select Edit.

3 (Optional) Change the name or description of the protection group and click Next.

You cannot change the Direction or Location settings.

4 Modify the virtual machines that the protection group contains.

u For vSphere Replication protection groups, select or deselect virtual machines to add 
them to or remove them from the protection group, and click Next.

5 Review the settings and click Finish to apply the settings.

You cannot revert or cancel the changes while Site Recovery Manager updates the 
protection group.

Results

If you configured site-wide inventory mappings, Site Recovery Manager applies the mappings 
to the virtual machines that you added to the protection group. If successful, the status for the 
virtual machines is OK.

If you have not configured site-wide inventory mappings, the status for the protection group is 
Not Configured and the status for the new virtual machines is Mapping Missing.

What to do next

If the status of the protection group is Not Configured and the status for the new virtual 
machines is Mapping Missing, apply inventory mappings to the virtual machines:

n To apply site-wide inventory mappings, or to check that inventory mappings that you have 
already set are valid, see Configure Inventory Mappings. To apply these mappings to all of 
the virtual machines, see Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members of a Protection Group.

n To apply inventory mappings to each virtual machine in the protection group individually, see 
Configure Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual Machine in a Protection Group.

Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members of a Protection 
Group

If the status of a vSphere Replication protection group is Not Configured, you can configure 
protection for all of the unconfigured virtual machines by using existing site-wide inventory 
mappings, in one step.
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Site Recovery Manager applies site-wide inventory mappings to virtual machines in vSphere 
Replication protection groups when you create the protection group. If you change the site-wide 
inventory mappings after you create a vSphere Replication protection group or add virtual 
machines to a vSphere Replication protection group, the virtual machines continue to recover 
with the original inventory mappings. To apply new inventory mappings, you must reconfigure 
protection on the virtual machines in the protection group.

The status of a protection group can be Not Configured for several reasons:

n You did not configure site-wide inventory mappings before you created the protection group.

n You did not configure placeholder datastore mappings before you created the protection 
group.

n You added virtual machines to a protection group after you created it.

n Virtual machines lost their protection, possibly because you reconfigured them after you 
added them to a protection group. For example, you added or removed virtual disks or 
devices.

Prerequisites

n Configure or reconfigure site-wide inventory mappings. To select inventory mappings, see 
Configure Inventory Mappings.

n Configure or reconfigure placeholder datastore mappings. To configure a placeholder 
datastore, see Select a Placeholder Datastore.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Protection Groups tab, select a protection group, and on the right pane, click the 
Virtual Machines tab.

4 Click the Configure All VMs icon.

At least one virtual machine in the protection group must be in the Not Configured state for 
the Configure All VMs button to be activated.

n If Site Recovery Manager successfully applied inventory mappings to the virtual machines, 
the status of the protection group is OK.

n If Site Recovery Manager was unable to apply some or all of the inventory mappings, the 
status of the virtual machines is Not Configured or Mapping Missing.

n If Site Recovery Manager applied the inventory mappings, but was unable to create 
placeholders for virtual machines, the status of the virtual machines is Placeholder VM 
creation error.

5 (Optional) If the status of the virtual machines is Not Configured or Mapping Missing, check 
the inventory mappings and click Configure All VMs again.
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6 (Optional) If the status of the virtual machines is Placeholder VM creation error, check the 
placeholder datastore mapping and try to recreate the placeholder virtual machines.

n To recreate the placeholder for an individual virtual machine, right-click a virtual machine 
and select Recreate Placeholder.

n To recreate the placeholder for several virtual machines, right-click the protection group 
and select Restore All Placeholder VMs.

Configure Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual 
Machine in a Protection Group

You can configure the mappings for the virtual machines in a vSphere Replication protection 
group individually. This ability allows you to use different resources on the recovery site for 
different virtual machines.

You can configure individual inventory mappings on virtual machines in a vSphere Replication 
protection group even if you configured site-wide inventory mappings. If you did configure 
site-wide inventory mappings, you can remove protection from an individual virtual machine and 
configure the folder and resource mappings to override the site-wide mappings. You can change 
the network mapping for an individual virtual machine without removing protection.

Prerequisites

You created a vSphere Replication protection group.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Protection Groups tab, and select the protection group that includes the virtual 
machine to configure.

4 On the right pane, click the Virtual Machines tab.

5 Right-click the virtual machine and select Configure Protection.

6 Configure inventory mappings by expanding the resources, selecting the Override site 
mappings checkbox, and selecting resources on the recovery site.

You can only change the folder, resource pool, and network mappings.

7 Click OK.

n If Site Recovery Manager successfully applied inventory mappings to the virtual machine, 
the status of the virtual machine is OK.

n If Site Recovery Manager was unable to apply some or all of the inventory mappings, the 
status of the virtual machine is Not Configured or Mapping Missing.
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n If Site Recovery Manager applied the inventory mappings but was unable to create a 
placeholder virtual machine, the status of the virtual machine is Placeholder VM creation 
error.

8 (Optional) If the status of the virtual machine is Not Configured or Mapping Missing, select 
Configure Protection again and check the inventory mappings.

9 (Optional) If the status of the virtual machine is Placeholder VM creation error, check the 
placeholder datastore mapping at the site level, right-click the virtual machine, and select 
Recreate Placeholder.

Modifying the Settings of a Protected Virtual Machine

Modifying the settings of a virtual machine that is included in a protection group, to add or 
change storage devices, such as hard disks or DVD drives, can affect the protection of that 
virtual machine.

If you add a device to a virtual machine that you protect by using vSphere Replication, you must 
reconfigure vSphere Replication on the virtual machine to select the replication options for the 
new device. For information about reconfiguring vSphere Replication settings, see Reconfiguring 
Replications.

After you modify virtual machines in a vSphere Replication protection group, you must 
reconfigure protection for any virtual machines that have a status of Not Configured, Device Not 
Found, Unresolved Devices, or Mapping Missing. See Apply Inventory Mappings to All Members 
of a Protection Group and Configure Inventory Mappings for an Individual Virtual Machine in a 
Protection Group.

Remove Protection from a Virtual Machine

You can temporarily remove protection from a replicated virtual machine in a vSphere Replication 
protection group without removing it from its protection group.

Removing protection deletes the placeholder virtual machine on the recovery site. If you remove 
protection from a virtual machine in a vSphere Replication protection group, the states of 
the virtual machine and the protection group are set to Not Configured. Running a recovery 
plan that contains the protection group succeeds for the protected virtual machines, but Site 
Recovery Manager does not recover the virtual machines or protection groups that are in the Not 
Configured state. If you ran planned migration, the plan enters the Recovery Incomplete state.

You might remove protection from a virtual machine when you want to exclude a protected 
virtual machine from a protection group.

If you deactivate vSphere Replication on a virtual machine that you included in a protection 
group, recovery fails for this virtual machine but succeeds for all of the correctly configured 
virtual machines in the protection group. You must remove protection from the virtual machine 
and remove the virtual machine from the protection group, either by editing the protection group 
or by clicking Remove VM. See Add or Remove Virtual Machines to or from a Protection Group.
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Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

2 Select the Protection Groups tab, select a protection group, and on the right pane, click the 
Virtual Machines tab.

3 Right-click a virtual machine and select Remove Protection.

4 Click Yes to confirm the removal of protection from the virtual machine.

Overview of Protection Group States

You can monitor the status of a protection group and determine the operation that is allowed in 
each state.

Table 6-1. Protection Group States

State Description

Loading Appears briefly while the interface is loading until the 
protection group status appears.

OK Group is idle.

All virtual machines are in OK state. You can edit the 

group.

Not Configured Group is idle.

Some virtual machines might not be in OK state. You can 

edit the group.

Testing Group is used in a plan running a test.

You cannot edit the group.

Test Complete Group is used in a plan running a test.

You cannot edit the group.

Group returns to the OK or Not Configured state when 

cleanup is successful.

Cleaning Up Group is used in a plan that is cleaning up after a test.

You cannot edit the group.

Group returns to the OK or Not Configured state when 

cleanup is successful.

If cleanup fails, the group goes to the Testing state.

Recovering Group is used in a plan that is running a recovery.

You cannot edit the group.

If recovery succeeds, the group goes to Recovered state.

If recovery fails, group status changes to Partially 
Recovered.

Partially Recovered Group is in a plan that completed a recovery, but 
recovery failed for some virtual machines.

You can remove virtual machines, but cannot configure or 
restore them.
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Table 6-1. Protection Group States (continued)

State Description

Recovered Group is in a plan that successfully completed a recovery.

You can remove virtual machines, but cannot configure or 
restore them.

Reprotecting Group is used in a plan running reprotect.

You cannot edit the group.

Group returns to OK or Not Configured state when 

reprotect is successful.

If reprotect fails, the group goes to Partially 
Reprotected state.

Partially Reprotected The group is in a plan that failed a reprotect.

You can remove virtual machines, but cannot configure or 
restore them.

Configuring Protection Protection operations are in progress on virtual machines 
in the group.

Removing Protection Removing protection from virtual machines in the group is 
in progress.

Restoring Placeholders Creation of placeholders is in progress for virtual 
machines in the group.

Operations in Progress A combination of at least one Configure Protection and 
one Remove Protection operations are in progress in the 
group.

Virtual Machine Protection Status Reference

You can monitor the status of a virtual machine in a protection group and determine the 
operation that is allowed in each state.

Table 6-2. Virtual Machine Protection States

State Description

Placeholder VM Not Found You deleted the placeholder virtual machine. The Restore 
Placeholder icon is enabled.

Original protected VM not found You deleted the original production virtual machine after 
failover and before reprotect. The Restore Placeholder 
icon is enabled.

Mapping missing: Folder name; Network name ; Resource 
pool name

Folder, resource pool, or network mappings are not 
configured for this VM. Fix the inventory mappings for the 
site or manually configure the virtual machine.

Placeholder VM creation error: error string from server Error during placeholder virtual machine creation.

OK The protected virtual machine exists, and both provider 
and placeholder status are clean.
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Table 6-2. Virtual Machine Protection States (continued)

State Description

Invalid: error The virtual machine is not valid because the home 
datastore is not replicated or the virtual machine has 
been deleted. The error string from the server contains 
the details. Remove protection from the virtual machine 
manually.

Not configured You added a new virtual machine after creating 
the protection group. Use Configure All to configure 
protection on the virtual machine.

Error: error Error can be one of the following:

n Recovery site resource pool, folder, or network are 
not in the same datacenter.

n Placeholder datastore not found.

n Any vCenter Server error that occurred when creating 
placeholder, such as connection or permission 
problems.

Configuring protection Virtual machine operation.

Removing protection Virtual machine operation.

Restoring placeholder Virtual machine operation.

Loading Appears briefly while the interface is loading until the 
virtual machine status appears.

Mapping Conflict Site Recovery Manager Server reported an inventory 
conflict. The resource pool and folder of the virtual 
machine are in different datacenters.

Replication Error vSphere Replication reports an error about the virtual 
machine.

Replication Warning vSphere Replication reports a warning about the virtual 
machine.
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Creating, Testing, and Running 
Recovery Plans 7
After you configure Site Recovery Manager at the protected and recovery sites, you can create, 
test, and run a recovery plan.

A recovery plan is like an automated run book. It controls every step of the recovery process, 
including the order in which Site Recovery Manager powers on and powers off virtual machines, 
the network addresses that recovered virtual machines use, and so on. Recovery plans are 
flexible and customizable.

A recovery plan includes one or more protection groups. You can include a protection group 
in more than one recovery plan. For example, you can create one recovery plan to handle 
a planned migration of services from the protected site to the recovery site for the whole 
organization, and another set of plans per individual departments. In this example, having these 
different recovery plans referencing one protection group allows you to decide how to perform 
recovery.

You can run only one recovery plan at a time to recover a particular protection group. If you test 
or run a recovery plan with a replication group that is shared in other recovery plans, the other 
recovery plans change the state of the protection group to Protection Group In Use and you 

cannot run them.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Testing a Recovery Plan

n Performing a Planned Migration or Disaster Recovery By Running a Recovery Plan

n Differences Between Testing and Running a Recovery Plan

n Performing Test Recovery of Virtual Machines Across Multiple Hosts on the Recovery Site

n Create, Test, and Run a Recovery Plan

n Export Recovery Plan Steps

n View and Export a Recovery Plan History

n Delete a Recovery Plan

n Overview of Recovery Plan States
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Testing a Recovery Plan

When you create or modify a recovery plan, test it before you try to use it for planned migration 
or for disaster recovery.

By testing a recovery plan, you ensure that the virtual machines that the plan protects recover 
correctly to the recovery site. If you do not test recovery plans, an actual disaster recovery 
situation might not recover all virtual machines, resulting in data loss.

Testing a recovery plan exercises nearly every aspect of a recovery plan, although Site Recovery 
Manager makes several concessions to avoid disrupting ongoing operations on the protected 
and recovery sites. Recovery plans that suspend local virtual machines do so for tests as well as 
for actual recoveries. With this exception, running a test recovery does not disrupt replication or 
ongoing activities at either site.

If you use vSphere Replication, when you test a recovery plan, the virtual machine on the 
protected site can still synchronize with the replica virtual machine disk files on the recovery 
site. The vSphere Replication server creates redo logs on the virtual machine disk files on the 
recovery site, so that synchronization can continue normally. When you perform cleanup after 
running a test, the vSphere Replication server removes the redo logs from the disks on the 
recovery site and persists the changes accumulated in the logs to VM disks.

You can run test recoveries as often as necessary. You can cancel a recovery plan test at any 
time.

Before running a failover or another test, you must successfully run a cleanup operation. See 
Clean Up After Testing a Recovery Plan.

Permission to test a recovery plan does not include permission to run a recovery plan. Permission 
to run a recovery plan does not include permission to test a recovery plan. You must assign each 
permission separately. See Assign Site Recovery Manager Roles and Permissions.

Test Networks and Data Center Networks

When you test a recovery plan, Site Recovery Manager can create a test network that it uses 
to connect recovered virtual machines. Creating a test network allows the test to run without 
potentially disrupting virtual machines in the production environment.

The isolated test network is managed by its own virtual switch, and in most cases recovered 
virtual machines can use the network without having to change network properties such as IP 
address, gateway, and so on. An isolated test network does not span hosts. You must configure 
a test network for every network that a recovery plan uses during recovery.

You must recover any virtual machines that must interact with each other to the same test 
network. For example, if a Web server accesses information on a database, those Web server 
and database virtual machines must recover together to the same network.
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A data center network is an existing network at the recovery site. You can select a data 
center network for use as a test network. To use it, recovered virtual machines must conform 
to its network address availability rules. These virtual machines must use a network address 
that the network's switch can serve and route, must use the correct gateway and DNS host, 
and so on. Recovered virtual machines that use DHCP can connect to this network without an 
additional customization if the DHCP is properly configured. Other virtual machines might require 
IP customization and additional recovery plan steps to apply the customization.

Performing a Planned Migration or Disaster Recovery By 
Running a Recovery Plan

You can run a recovery plan under planned circumstances to migrate virtual machines from the 
protected site to the recovery site. If the protected site experiences an unforeseen event that 
might result in data loss, you can also run a recovery plan under unplanned circumstances.

During a planned migration, Site Recovery Manager synchronizes the virtual machine data on the 
recovery site with the virtual machines on the protected site. Site Recovery Manager attempts 
to gracefully shut down the protected machines and performs a final synchronization to prevent 
data loss, then powers on the virtual machines on the recovery site. If errors occur during a 
planned migration, the plan stops so that you can resolve the errors and rerun the plan. You can 
reprotect the virtual machines after the recovery.

During disaster recoveries, Site Recovery Manager first attempts a storage synchronization. If 
it succeeds, Site Recovery Manager uses the synchronized storage state to recover virtual 
machines on the recovery site to their most recent available state, according to the recovery 
point objective (RPO) that you set when you configure your replication technology. When you 
run a recovery plan to perform a disaster recovery, Site Recovery Manager attempts to shut 
down the virtual machines on the protected site. If Site Recovery Manager cannot shut down 
the virtual machines, Site Recovery Manager still starts the copies at the recovery site. In case 
the protected site comes back online after disaster recovery, the recovery plan goes into an 
inconsistent state where production virtual machines are running on both sites, known as a 
split-brain scenario. Site Recovery Manager detects this state and allows you to run the plan once 
more to power off the virtual machines on the protected site. Then the recovery plan goes back 
to consistent state and you can run reprotect.

Site Recovery Manager uses VMware Tools heartbeat to discover when a virtual machine is 
running on the recovery site. In this way, Site Recovery Manager can ensure that all virtual 
machines are running on the recovery site. VMware Tools are also used to gracefully shutdown 
the guest operating system of protected virtual machines. For this reason, VMware recommends 
that you install VMware Tools on protected virtual machines. If you do not or cannot install 
VMware Tools on the protected virtual machines, you must configure Site Recovery Manager 
not to wait for VMware Tools to start in the recovered virtual machines and to skip the guest 
operating system shutdown step. See Change Recovery Settings.
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After Site Recovery Manager completes the final replication, Site Recovery Manager makes 
changes at both sites that require significant time and effort to reverse. Because of this time and 
effort, you must assign the privilege to test a recovery plan and the privilege to run a recovery 
plan separately.

Running a Recovery with Forced Recovery

If the protected site is offline and Site Recovery Manager cannot perform its tasks in a timely 
manner, this increases the RTO to an unacceptable level. In such a case, you can run a recovery 
plan with the forced recovery option. Forced recovery starts the virtual machines on the 
recovery site without performing any operations on the protected site.

When to Use Forced Recovery

You can use forced recovery in cases where infrastructure fails at the protected site and, as a 
result, protected virtual machines are unmanageable and cannot be shut down, powered off, or 
unregistered. In such a case, the system state cannot be changed for extended periods.

Forcing recovery does not complete the process of shutting down the virtual machines at the 
protected site. As a result, a split-brain scenario occurs, but the recovery can finish more quickly.

Forced Recovery with vSphere Replication

When running disaster recovery using vSphere Replication, Site Recovery Manager prepares 
vSphere Replication storage for reprotect and you do not have to verify mirroring as you do with 
array-based replication.

Forced Recovery with Array-Based Replication

Running disaster recovery with array-based replication when the storage array of the protected 
site is offline or unavailable can affect the mirroring between the protected and the recovery 
storage arrays.

After you run forced recovery, you must check whether mirroring is set up correctly between the 
protected array and the recovery array before you can perform further replication operations. 
If mirroring is not set up correctly, you must repair the mirroring by using the storage array 
software.

When you enable forced recovery while the protected site storage is still available, any 
outstanding changes on the protection site are not replicated to the recovery site before the 
sequence begins. Replication of the changes occurs according to the recovery point objective 
(RPO) period of the storage array.

If a new virtual machine or template is added on the protection site and recovery is initiated 
before the storage RPO period has elapsed, the new virtual machine or template does not 
appear on the replicated datastore and is lost. To avoid losing the new virtual machine or 
template, wait until the end of the RPO period before running the recovery plan with forced 
recovery.
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After the forced recovery finishes and you have verified the mirroring of the storage arrays, you 
can resolve the issue that necessitated the forced recovery.

After you resolve the underlying issue, run planned migration on the recovery plan again, resolve 
any problems that occur, and rerun the plan until it finishes successfully. Running the recovery 
plan again does not affect the recovered virtual machines at the recovery site.

Enabling Forced Recovery

To select forced recovery when running disaster recovery, you must enable the option 
recovery.forceRecovery in Advanced Settings on the Site Recovery Manager Server on the 

recovery site. For more information, see Change Recovery Settings.

In the Run Recovery Plan wizard, you can only select the forced recovery option in disaster 
recovery mode. This option is not available for planned migration.

Planned Migration after Forced Recovery

When you run planned migration after running a forced recovery, virtual machines on the 
protected site might fail to shut down if the underlying datastores are read only or unavailable. 
In this case, log into vCenter Server on the protected site and power off the virtual machines 
manually. After you have powered off the virtual machines, run planned migration again.

Differences Between Testing and Running a Recovery Plan

Testing a recovery plan has no lasting effects on either the protected site or the recovery site, 
but running a recovery plan has significant effects on both sites.

You need different privileges when testing and running a recovery plan.

Table 7-1. How Testing a Recovery Plan Differs from Running a Recovery Plan

Area of Difference Test a Recovery Plan Run a Recovery Plan

Required privileges Requires Site Recovery 
Manager.Recovery Plans.Test 
permission.

Requires Site Recovery 
Manager.Recovery Plans.Recovery 
permission.

Effect on virtual machines at 
protected site

None Site Recovery Manager shuts down 
virtual machines in reverse priority order 
and restores any virtual machines that 
are suspended at the protected site.

Effect on virtual machines at 
recovery site

Site Recovery Manager suspends 
local virtual machines if the recovery 
plan requires this. Site Recovery 
Manager restarts suspended virtual 
machines after cleaning up the test.

Site Recovery Manager suspends local 
virtual machines if the recovery plan 
requires this.
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Table 7-1. How Testing a Recovery Plan Differs from Running a Recovery Plan (continued)

Area of Difference Test a Recovery Plan Run a Recovery Plan

Effect on replication Site Recovery Manager creates 
temporary snapshots of replicated 
virtual machines at the recovery site.

During a planned migration, Site 
Recovery Manager synchronizes the 
replicated virtual machines, then stops 
replication, then makes the recovery 
site storage writable. During a disaster 
recovery, Site Recovery Manager 
attempts the same steps, but if they 
do not succeed, Site Recovery Manager 
ignores protected site errors.

Network If you explicitly assign test networks, 
Site Recovery Manager connects 
recovered virtual machines to a test 
network. If virtual machine network 
assignment is Isolated network 
(auto created) and there are no 
site-level mappings, Site Recovery 
Manager assigns virtual machines to 
temporary networks that are not 
connected to any physical network.

Site Recovery Manager connects 
recovered virtual machines to the user-
specified datacenter network.

Interruption of recovery plan You can cancel a test at any time. You can cancel the recovery at any time.

Performing Test Recovery of Virtual Machines Across 
Multiple Hosts on the Recovery Site

You can create recovery plans that recover virtual machines across multiple recovery site hosts 
in a quarantined test network.

With Site Recovery Manager, the vSwitches can be DVS based and span hosts. If you accept the 
default test network configured as Isolated network (auto created) and there are no site-level 
mappings, then virtual machines that are recovered across hosts are placed in their own test 
network during recovery plan tests. Each test switch is isolated between hosts. As a result, virtual 
machines in the same recovery plan are isolated when the test recovery finishes. To allow the 
virtual machines to communicate, establish and select DVS switches or VLANs. With an isolated 
VLAN that connects all hosts to each other but not to a production network, you can more 
realistically test a recovery. To achieve connectivity among recovery hosts, but maintain isolation 
from the production network, follow these recommendations:

n Create DVS switches that are connected to an isolated VLAN that is private. Such a VLAN 
allows hosts and virtual machines to be connected, but to be isolated from production virtual 
machines. Use a naming convention that clearly designates that the DVS is for testing use, 
and select this DVS in the recovery plan test network column in the recovery plan editor.
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n Create test VLANs on a physical network, providing no route back to the protected site. 
Trunk test VLANs to recovery site vSphere clusters and create virtual switches for test VLAN 
IDs. Use a clear naming convention to identify that these switches are for testing. Select 
these switches from the test recovery network column in the recovery plan editor.

Create, Test, and Run a Recovery Plan

You can customize the actions of Site Recovery Manager during recovery by creating, testing, 
and running recovery plans.

Create a Recovery Plan

You create a recovery plan to establish how Site Recovery Manager recovers virtual machines.

Procedure

1 Click the Recovery Plans tab, and click New to create a recovery plan.

2 Enter a name, description, and direction for the plan, select a folder, and click Next.

3 Select the group type from the menu.

Option Action

Protection groups for individual VMs 
or datastore groups

Select this option to create a recovery plan that contains array-based 
replication and vSphere Replication protection groups.

Storage policy protection groups Select this option to create a recovery plan that contains storage policy 
protection groups.

If you are using stretched storage, select this option.

 
4 Select one or more protection groups for the plan to recover, and click Next.

5 From the Test Network drop-down menu, select a network to use during test recovery, and 
click Next.

If there are no site-level mappings, the default option Use site-level mapping creates an 
isolated test network.

6 Review the summary information and click Finish to create the recovery plan.

Organize Recovery Plans in Folders

You can create folders in which to organize recovery plans.

Organizing recovery plans into folders is useful if you have many recovery plans. You can limit 
the access to recovery plans by placing them in folders and assigning different permissions to 
the folders for different users or groups. For information about how to assign permissions to 
folders, see Assign Site Recovery Manager Roles and Permissions.

Procedure

1 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.
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2 Select the Recovery Plans tab, and in the left pane right-click on Recovery Plans and select 
New Folder.

3 Enter a name for the folder to create, and click Add.

4 Add new or existing recovery plans to the folder.

Option Description

Create a new recovery plan Right-click the folder and select New Recovery Plan.

Add an existing recovery plan Right-click on a recovery plan from the inventory tree and select Move. 
Select a target folder and click Move.

 
5 (Optional) To rename or delete a folder, right-click the folder and select Rename or Delete .

You can only delete a folder if it is empty.

Edit a Recovery Plan

You can edit a recovery plan to change the properties that you specified when you created it. 
You can edit recovery plans from the protected site or from the recovery site.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Edit Plan.

4 (Optional) Change the name or description of the plan, and click Next.

You cannot change the direction and the location of the recovery plan.

5 (Optional) Select or deselect one or more protection groups to add them to or remove them 
from the plan, and click Next.

6 (Optional) From the drop-down menu select a different test network on the recovery site, 
and click Next.

7 Review the summary information and click Finish to make the specified changes to the 
recovery plan.

You can monitor the update of the plan in the Recent Tasks view.

Test a Recovery Plan

When you test a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery runs the virtual machines of the recovery 
plan on a test network and on a temporary snapshot of replicated data at the recovery site. 
VMware Site Recovery does not disrupt operations at the protected site.
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Testing a recovery plan runs all the steps in the plan, except for powering down virtual machines 
at the protected site and forcing devices at the recovery site to assume control of replicated 
data. If the plan requires the suspension of local virtual machines at the recovery site, VMware 
Site Recovery suspends those virtual machines during the test. Running a test of a recovery plan 
makes no other changes to the production environment at either site.

Testing a recovery plan creates a snapshot on the recovery site of all of the disk files of the 
virtual machines in the recovery plan. The creation of the snapshots adds to the I/O latency on 
the storage. If you notice slower response times when you test recovery plans and you are using 
VMware Virtual SAN storage, monitor the I/O latency by using the monitoring tool in the Virtual 
SAN interface.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Test.

You can also run a test by clicking the Test icon in the Recovery Steps view of the recovery 
plan.

4 (Optional) Select Replicate recent changes to recovery site.

Selecting this option ensures that the recovery site has the latest copy of protected virtual 
machines, but means that the synchronization might take more time.

5 Click Next.

6 Review the test information and click Finish.

7 Click the Recovery Steps tab in the recovery plan tab to monitor the progress of the test and 
respond to messages.

The Recovery Steps tab displays the progress of individual steps. The Test task in Recent 
Tasks tracks overall progress.

What to do next

Run a cleanup operation after the recovery plan test finishes to restore the recovery plan to its 
original state from before the test.

Clean Up After Testing a Recovery Plan

After you test a recovery plan, you can return the recovery plan to the Ready state by running 
a cleanup operation. You must complete the cleanup operation before you can run a failover or 
another test.

Site Recovery Manager performs several cleanup operations after a test.

n Powers off the recovered virtual machines.
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n Replaces recovered virtual machines with placeholders, preserving their identity and 
configuration information.

n Cleans up replicated storage snapshots that the recovered virtual machines used during the 
test.

Prerequisites

Verify that you tested a recovery plan.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Cleanup.

You can also run a test by clicking the Cleanup icon in the Recovery Steps view of the 
recovery plan.

4 Review the cleanup information and click Next.

5 Click Finish.

6 After the cleanup finishes, if it reports errors, run the cleanup again, selecting the Force 
Cleanup option.

The Force Cleanup option forces the removal of virtual machines, ignoring any errors, and 
returns the plan to the Ready state. If necessary, run cleanup several times with the Force 
Cleanup option, until the cleanup succeeds.

Run a Recovery Plan

When you run a recovery plan, VMware Site Recovery migrates all virtual machines in 
the recovery plan to the recovery site. VMware Site Recovery attempts to shut down the 
corresponding virtual machines on the protected site.

Caution   Running a recovery plan makes significant alterations in the configurations of the 
protected and recovery sites and it stops replication. Do not run any recovery plan that you 
have not tested. Reversing these changes might cost significant time and effort and can result in 
prolonged service downtime.

Prerequisites

n To use forced recovery, you must first enable this function. You enable forced recovery by 
enabling the recovery.forceRecovery setting as described in Change Recovery Settings.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.
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3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Run.

You can also run the recovery plan by clicking the Run icon in the Recovery Steps view of the 
recovery plan.

4 Review the information in the confirmation prompt, and select I understand that this process 
will permanently alter the virtual machines and infrastructure of both the protected and 
recovery datacenters.

5 Select the type of recovery to run.

Option Description

Planned Migration Recovers virtual machines to the recovery site when both sites are running. 
If errors occur on the protected site during a planned migration, the planned 
migration operation fails.

Disaster Recovery Recovers virtual machines to the recovery site if the protected site 
experiences a problem. If errors occur on the protected site during a 
disaster recovery, the disaster recovery continues and does not fail.

 
6 (Optional) Select the Forced Recovery - recovery site operations only check box.

This option is available if you enabled the forced recovery function and you selected Disaster 
Recovery.

7 Click Next.

8 Review the recovery information and click Finish.

9 Click the recovery plan and click Recovery Steps.

The Recovery Steps tab displays the progress of individual steps. The Recent Tasks area 
reports the progress of the overall plan.

Cancel a Test or Recovery

You can cancel a recovery plan test or recovery whenever the status is test in progress or 
failover in progress.

When you cancel a test or recovery, Site Recovery Manager does not start processes, and uses 
certain rules to stop processes that are in progress. Canceling a failover requires you to re-run 
the failover.

n Processes that can be stopped are stopped and flagged as errors.

n Processes that cannot be stopped, such as powering on or waiting for a heartbeat, run to 
completion before the cancellation finishes.

The time it takes to cancel a test or recovery depends on the type and number of processes that 
are currently in progress.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.
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2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and select Cancel. You can also 
cancel the plan from the Recovery Steps tab.

What to do next

Run a cleanup after canceling a test.

Export Recovery Plan Steps

You can export the steps of a recovery plan in various formats for future reference, or to keep a 
hard copy backup of your plans.

You cannot export the recovery plan steps while a test recovery or a real recovery is in progress.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have a recovery plan.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, and click a recovery plan.

4 (Required) Select the Recovery Steps tab and from the View drop-down menu select the 
recovery steps mode.

Option Description

Test Steps Exports the test recovery steps.

Recovery Steps Exports the recovery steps.

Cleanup Steps Exports the cleanup steps.

Reprotect Steps Exports the reprotect steps.

 

Note   Depending on the recovery plan status, the option to select the recovery steps mode 
might not be available.

5 Click Export Steps.

You can save the recovery plan steps as HTML, XML, CSV, or MS Excel or Word document.

6 Click Download and close the window.

Additionally, you can open the recovery plan steps report in a new tab
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View and Export a Recovery Plan History

You can view and export reports about each run of a recovery plan, test of a recovery plan, test 
cleanup, or reprotect.

Recovery plan histories provide information about each run, test, cleanup, or reprotect of a 
recovery plan. The history contains information about the result and the start and end times for 
the whole plan and for each step in the plan. You can export history at any time, but history 
always contains entries only for completed operations. If an operation is in progress, the history 
appears after the operation completes.

SRM preserves history for deleted recovery plans. You can export history reports for existing and 
deleted plans.

To export a history report for an existing or a deleted plan, follow this procedure.

Prerequisites

You ran or tested a recovery plan, cleaned up after a test, or ran reprotect.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 On the Site Pair tab, select Recovery Plans History.

4 (Optional) Click Export all to export the entire recovery plans history list for a specific time 
period.

5 (Optional) Select an item from the recovery plans history list, and click Export report for the 
recovery plan history for a specific time period, recovery plan run, test, cleanup, or reprotect 
operation.

6 Select a format for the generated file and click Download or Open in a new tab.

You can save the recovery plan history as HTML, XML, CSV, or MS Excel or Word document.

Delete a Recovery Plan

You can delete a recovery plan if you do not need it.

The recovery plan must be in a consistent state before you can delete it.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click the recovery plan to delete, and select Delete.
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Overview of Recovery Plan States

You can monitor the status of a recovery plan and determine the operation that is allowed in 
each state. The states of the protection groups within a recovery plan determine the state of the 
plan.

Table 7-2. Recovery States

State Description

Ready Recovery steps are cleared.

You can verify protected virtual machines in a recovery plan 
in the Virtual Machines tab.

Test in progress Canceling a test moves plan to Cancel in progress state.

Test complete Test completed with or without errors. If a failure occurs 
during the test, plan goes to Test Interrupted state.

Test interrupted Server failed while a test was running.

Cleanup in progress After successful cleanup, plan state goes to Ready.

If cleanup is incomplete, state goes to Cleanup Incomplete.

If you set the Force Cleanup option, state goes to Ready 
after an error.

If a failure occurs during cleanup, state goes to Cleanup 
Incomplete.

Cleanup incomplete Errors occurred during cleanup.

You can run the cleanup again.

When running cleanup from this state, the cleanup wizard 
provides an option to ignore errors.

Cleanup interrupted Site Recovery Manager failed during cleanup.

You cannot change recovery options.

Recovery in progress If you cancel recovery, the state goes to Cancel in 
progress.

Disaster recovery complete During recovery at the protected site, VM shutdown 
encountered errors, possibly because the sites were not 
connected, the step before split brain.

System prompt warns of split brain and to run recovery again 
when sites reconnect.

When sites are connected, state goes to Recovery 
required (split brain).

Recovery started A recovery started on the peer site, but if the sites are not 
connected, the exact state is unknown.

Log in to the recovery site or reconnect the sites to get the 
current state.
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Table 7-2. Recovery States (continued)

State Description

Recovery required (split brain) Sites were disconnected during recovery. Split-brain scenario 
detected when sites reconnect.

System prompts you to run recovery again to synchronize 
the sites.

You can verify protected virtual machines in a recovery plan 
in the Virtual Machines tab.

Recovery complete If errors, VMs are all recovered but with errors. Running 
recovery again does not fix the errors.

Plan goes to this state after the split brain recovery is 
resolved.

You can see the recover steps of the last recovery run.

You can verify protected virtual machines in a recovery plan 
in the Virtual Machines tab.

Sites were disconnected during recovery. The connection 
status is the only property that triggers this state.

Incomplete recovery Canceled recovery or datastore error. Run recovery again.

You must either resolve errors and rerun recovery, or remove 
protection for VMs in error. The plan detects the resolution of 
errors in either of these ways and updates state to Recovery 
complete.

Partial recovery Some but not all protection groups are recovered by an 
overlapping plan.

Recovery interrupted A failure during recovery causes the recovery to pause. Click 
Run to continue. You cannot change recovery options.

Cancel in progress Canceling a test results in Test complete with last result 

canceled.

Canceling a recovery results in Incomplete recovery with 

last result canceled.

If the operation is canceled early enough, might result in a 
Ready state.

Reprotect in progress If the server fails during this state, it goes to Reprotect 
interrupted.

Partial reprotect Overlapping plan was reprotected.

The already reprotected groups go to Ready state, but this is 

valid, since the other groups are in the Recovered state.

Incomplete reprotect Reprotect did not complete the storage operations. Sites 
must be connected for the reprotect to succeed on the new 
run.

Reprotect completed the storage operations but did not 
complete creating shadow virtual machines. You can run 
reprotect again even if the site running the virtual machines 
is disconnected, then proceed to recovery immediately after.

Reprotect interrupted If the Site Recovery Manager Server fails during reprotect, run 
reprotect again to continue and properly clean up the state.
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Table 7-2. Recovery States (continued)

State Description

Waiting for user input Test is paused. Close the prompt to resume the test.

Recovery is paused. Close the prompt to resume recovery.

Protection groups in use Plan contains groups that are being used for a test by 
another plan. This state also occurs when the other plan has 
completed a Test operation on the groups, but has not run 
Cleanup.

Wait for the other plan to complete the test or cleanup or edit 
the plan to remove the groups.

Direction error Groups are in a mixed state, which is an invalid state. The 
plan contains different groups that are Ready in opposite 

directions. Select one direction as correct and remove the 
protection groups that are in the opposite direction.

For this error to occur, overlapping plans have run and 
reprotected some of the groups in the plan already.

Deleting Plan enters this brief state while waiting for deletion of a peer 
plan. Plan automatically completes when the other plan is 
deleted.

Plan out of sync This state can occur under different circumstances:

n Between a successful test recovery and a cleanup 
operation. If you cannot edit the plan in this state, run 
cleanup to return the plan to the Ready state. To allow 

cleanup, it might be required to open the plan in the 
VMware Site Recovery user interface for the other site. 
If the plan remains in the Plan out of sync state, edit 

the plan.

n During regular operation, you can edit the plan.

Opening the plan for editing and saving the changes after 
edit causes Site Recovery Manager to force synchronization 
of Site Recovery Manager internal data about the plan 
between protection and recovery Site Recovery Manager 
servers, which clears the Plan out of sync status .

No protection groups The plan contains no protection groups and the plan cannot 
run.

You can edit the plan including the recovery site.

You can create empty plans through the API or UI, or by 
deleting protection groups.

Internal error A protection group with an unknown state is in the plan, or 
some other unexpected error occurred.

You cannot run the plan but you can delete it.
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How do I create a Multi-CGW 
network to use as a Site Recovery 
Manager test network

8
You can create a Multi-CGW network to use as a test network for your recovery plans in your 
VMware Cloud on AWS SDDC version 1.18.

Procedure

1 Create a Tier-1 Gateway

Before you can use a Multi-CGW network as a test network, you must create a tier-1 
gateway.

2 Create a Network Segment

Network segments are logical networks for use by workload VMs in the SDDC compute 
network.

3 Configure the Multi-CGW Segment as a Site Recovery Manager Test Network

You can configure the Multi-CGW segment as a Site Recovery Manager test network on a 
site level through network mapping or on a Recovery Plan level.

Create a Tier-1 Gateway

Before you can use a Multi-CGW network as a test network, you must create a tier-1 gateway.

Procedure

1 Log in to VMware Cloud Services at https://vmc.vmware.com.

2 Click Inventory > SDDCs, then pick an SDDC card and click VIEW DETAILS.

3 Click the Network & Security tab.

4 Click Tier-1 Gateways > ADD TIER-1 GATEWAY, then give the new gateway a Name and 
optional Description.

5 Specify the gateway Type.

The recommended gateway type is Isolated.
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Type Traffic Pattern

Isolated Segment traffic cannot traverse the new gateway. Local 
segments can connect with each other. Segments are 
not added to the routing table.

Routed Segment traffic is routed through the new gateway.

NATted Segment traffic cannot traverse the new gateway until 
you create NAT rules for it (see Create or Modify NAT 
Rules in the VMware Cloud on AWS Networking and 
Security documentation.). Local segments can connect 
with each other. Segments are not added to the routing 
table.

6 Click SAVE to create or configure the gateway.

7 Configure DHCP for the gateway.

Click Set DHCP Configuration to open the DHCP Configuration page. Choose a Type of 
DHCP Server and set the DHCP Server Profile to default. Specify an IPv4 Server IP Address 
and optionally change the Lease Time.

Create a Network Segment

Network segments are logical networks for use by workload VMs in the SDDC compute network.

Procedure

1 Log in to VMware Cloud Services at https://vmc.vmware.com.

2 Click Inventory > SDDCs, then pick an SDDC card, and click VIEW DETAILS.

3 Click the Network & Security tab.

4 Click Segments > ADD SEGMENT.

5 Enter a Name for the segment and select the newly created tier-1 Gateway from the drop-
down menu as a Connected Gateway.

6 Enter a Gateway CIDR IPv4, and click SAVE.

Results

The newly created CGW segment is available in the vCenter Server network tab.

Configure the Multi-CGW Segment as a Site Recovery 
Manager Test Network

You can configure the Multi-CGW segment as a Site Recovery Manager test network on a site 
level through network mapping or on a Recovery Plan level.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have created a site pair.
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n Verify that you have created a Recovery Plan.

Configure the Multi-CGW Segment as a Site Recovery Manager Test 
Network on a site level

Procedure

1 On the Site Pair tab expand Configure, and click Network Mappings.

2 Click New to create a new mapping.

3 Select whether to create the mapping automatically or manually and click Next.

4 Select the items on the protected site to map to items on the recovery site.

n If you selected automatic mapping, expand the inventory items on the left to select a 
parent node on the local site, for example a data center or a folder, then expand the 
inventory items on the right to select a parent node on the remote site.

n If you selected manual mapping, expand the inventory items on the left to select a 
specific object on the local site, then expand the inventory items on the right to select 
the object on the remote site to which to map this object.

If you select manual mapping, you can map multiple items on the local site to a single item on 
the remote site. You can select only one item at a time on the remote site.

5 Click Add mappings.

The mappings appear at the bottom of the page. If you selected automatic mapping, Site 
Recovery Manager automatically maps all of the items under the node that you selected on 
the protected site to items that have the same name under the node that you selected on the 
recovery site.

6 Click Next.

7 (Optional) On the Prepare reverse mappings page, select the check box for a mapping.

Selecting this option creates corresponding mappings from the item on the remote site to the 
item on the local site. You require reverse mappings to establish bidirectional protection and 
to run reprotect operations. You cannot select this option if two or more mappings have the 
same target on the remote site.

8 In the Test networks page, click Change and in the Edit Test Network page select the 
Multi-CGW Segment to use when you test recovery plans.

9 Click Finish to create the mappings.

Configure the Multi-CGW Segment as a Site Recovery Manager Test 
Network on a Recovery Plan Level

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.
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2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair, and click View Details.

3 Click the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan, and click Edit.

4 In the Test Networks page, click CHANGE, select the Multi-CGW Segment as a test network, 
and click Save.

5 Review the summary information and click Finish to make the specified changes to the 
recovery plan.

What to do next

Test the recovery plan and check if the replicated VM's network is the Multi-CGW segment.
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Configuring a Recovery Plan 9
You can configure a recovery plan to run commands on Site Recovery Manager Server or on 
a virtual machine, display messages that require a response when the plan runs on the Site 
Recovery Manager Server or in the guest OS, suspend non-essential virtual machines during 
recovery, configure dependencies between virtual machines, customize virtual machine network 
settings, and change the recovery priority of protected virtual machines.

A simple recovery plan that specifies only a test network to which the recovered virtual machines 
connect and timeout values for waiting for virtual machines to power on and be customized can 
provide an effective way to test a Site Recovery Manager configuration.

Most recovery plans require configuration for use in production. For example, a recovery plan 
for an emergency at the protected site might be different from a recovery plan for the planned 
migration of services from one site to another.

A recovery plan always reflects the current state of the protection groups that it recovers. If any 
members of a protection group show a status other than OK, you must correct the problems 
before you can make any changes to the recovery plan.

When a recovery plan is running, its state reflects the state of the recovery plan run, rather than 
the state of the protection groups that it contains.

Recovery Plan Steps

A recovery plan runs a series of steps that must be performed in a specific order for a given 
workflow such as a planned migration or reprotect. You cannot change the order or purpose of 
the steps, but you can insert your own steps that display messages and run commands.

Site Recovery Manager runs different recovery plan steps in different ways.

n Some steps run during all recoveries.

n Some steps run only during test recoveries.

n Some steps run only during real recoveries.

Understanding recovery steps, their order, and the context in which they run is important when 
you customize a recovery plan.
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Recovery Order

When you run a recovery plan, it starts by powering off the virtual machines at the protected 
site. Site Recovery Manager powers off virtual machines according to the priority that you set, 
with high-priority machines powering off last. Site Recovery Manager omits this step when you 
test a recovery plan.

Site Recovery Manager powers on groups of virtual machines on the recovery site according 
to the priority that you set. Before a priority group starts, all of the virtual machines in the next-
higher priority group must recover or fail to recover. Dependencies between virtual machines 
within different priority groups are ignored. If dependencies exist between virtual machines in the 
same priority group, Site Recovery Manager first powers on the virtual machines on which other 
virtual machines depend. If Site Recovery Manager can meet the virtual machine dependencies, 
Site Recovery Manager attempts to power on as many virtual machines in parallel as vCenter 
Server supports.

Recovery Plan Timeouts and Pauses

Several types of timeouts can occur during the running of recovery plan steps. Timeouts cause 
the plan to pause for a specified interval to allow the step time to finish.

Message steps force the plan to pause until the user acknowledges the message. Before you 
add a message step to a recovery plan, make sure that it is necessary. Before you test or run a 
recovery plan that contains message steps, make sure that a user can monitor the progress of 
the plan and respond to the messages as needed.

Creating Custom Recovery Steps

You can create custom recovery steps that present messages to the user during a recovery.

Site Recovery Manager can run custom steps in a virtual machine that is part of the recovery 
plan. The custom recovery steps are shared between the Test workflow and Run workflow. If 
you add a custom recovery step before testing a recovery plan, it is available and executed 
when you run the actual recovery plan and the reverse. You cannot run custom steps on virtual 
machines that are to be suspended.

During reprotect, Site Recovery Manager preserves all custom recovery steps in the recovery 
plan. If you perform a recovery or test after a reprotect, custom recovery steps are run on the 
new recovery site, which was the original protected site.

After reprotect, you can usually use custom recovery steps that show messages directly without 
modifications. You might need to modify some custom recovery steps after a reprotect, if these 
steps run commands that contain site-specific information, such as network configurations.

You can configure commands and prompts in recovery plan steps that signify completion of 
a particular operation. You cannot add commands and prompts before the Configure Test 
networks step.
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Types of Custom Recovery Steps

You can create different types of custom recovery steps to include in recovery plans.

Custom recovery steps are either command recovery steps or message prompt steps.

Command Recovery Steps

Command recovery steps contain either top-level commands or per-virtual machine commands.

Top-Level Commands

Run on the Site Recovery Manager Server. For example, you might use these commands to 
power on physical devices or to redirect network traffic. You cannot run top-level commands 
on VMware Site Recovery on VMware Cloud on AWS.

Per-Virtual Machine Commands

Site Recovery Manager associates per-virtual machine commands with newly recovered 
virtual machines during the recovery process. You can use these commands to complete 
configuration tasks after powering on a virtual machine. You can run the commands either 
before or after powering on a virtual machine. Commands that you configure to run after 
the virtual machine is powered on can run either on the Site Recovery Manager Server 
or in the newly recovered virtual machine. You cannot run commands on Site Recovery 
Manager Server on VMware Cloud on AWS. Commands that run on the newly recovered 
virtual machine are run in the context of the user account that VMware Tools uses on the 
recovered virtual machine. Depending on the function of the command that you write, you 
might need to change the user account that VMware Tools uses on the recovered virtual 
machine.

Message Prompt Recovery Steps

Present a message in the Site Recovery Manager user interface during the recovery. You can use 
this message to pause the recovery and provide information to the user running the recovery 
plan. For example, the message can instruct users to perform a manual recovery task or to verify 
steps. The only action users can take in direct response to a prompt is to dismiss the message, 
which allows the recovery to continue.

Execution of Commands and Prompt Steps

For vSphere Replication protection groups, the first command or prompt (or custom) step added 
between Create Writeable Storage Snapshot and the first non-empty VM priority group starts in 
parallel with the step Create Writeable Storage Snapshot to address restart failure scenarios.

How Site Recovery Manager Handles Custom Recovery Step Failures

Site Recovery Manager handles custom recovery step failures differently based on the type of 
recovery step.

Site Recovery Manager attempts to complete all custom recovery steps, but some command 
recovery steps might fail to finish.
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Command Recovery Steps

By default, Site Recovery Manager waits for 5 minutes for command recovery steps to finish. You 
can configure the timeout for each command. If a command finishes within this timeout period, 
the next recovery step in the recovery plan runs. How Site Recovery Manager handles failures of 
custom commands depends on the type of command.

Type of Command Description

Per-virtual machine 
commands

Run in a batch after a virtual machine powers on. If a command fails, the remaining per-virtual 
machine commands in the batch do not run. For example, if you add five commands to run after 
power on, and the third command in the batch fails, the remaining two commands to run after 
power on do not run.

Message Prompt Recovery Steps

Custom recovery steps that issue a message prompt cannot fail. The recovery plan pauses until 
the user dismisses the prompt.

Create Top-Level Message Prompts

You can add steps that display message prompts that a user must acknowledge during a 
recovery.

Prerequisites

n You have a recovery plan to which to add custom steps.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 On the Recovery Plans tab, select a recovery plan, and click Recovery Steps.

4 Use the View drop-down menu to select the type of recovery plan run to which to add a 
step.

Option Description

Test Steps Add a step to run when you test a recovery plan.

Recovery Steps Add a step to run when you perform planned migration or disaster recovery

 
You cannot add steps in the cleanup or reprotect operations.

5 Select where to add the step.

n To add a step before a step, right click the step and select Add Step Before.

n To add a step after the last step, right click the last step and select Add Step After.

6 In the Name text box, enter a name for the step.

The step name appears in the list of steps in the Recovery Steps view.
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7 In the Content text box, enter the message to display during the recovery plan run.

8 Click Add to add the step to the recovery plan.

What to do next

You can right click the newly created step and select options to edit, delete or add steps before 
and after it.

Create Command Steps for Individual Virtual Machines

You can create custom recovery steps for Site Recovery Manager to perform tasks on a virtual 
machine after Site Recovery Manager powers it on.

Site Recovery Manager associates command steps with a protected or recovered virtual machine 
in the same way as customization information. If multiple recovery plans contain the same virtual 
machine, Site Recovery Manager includes the commands in all of the recovery plans .

Prerequisites

n You have a recovery plan to which to add custom steps.

n For information about writing the commands to add to command steps, see Guidelines for 
Writing Command Steps and Environment Variables for Command Steps.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 On the Recovery Plans tab, select a recovery plan, and click Recovery Steps.

4 Right-click a virtual machine and click Configure Recovery.

5 On the Recovery Properties tab, click Post Power On Steps.

6 Click New to add a step.

7 In the Name text box, enter a name for the step.

The step name appears in the list of steps in the Recovery Steps view.

8 In the Content text box, enter the command or script to run.

9 Modify the Timeout setting for the command to run on the virtual machine.

10 Click Add to add the step to the recovery plan.

11 Click OK to reconfigure the virtual machine to run the command after it powers on.

Guidelines for Writing Command Steps

All batch files or commands for custom recovery steps that you add to a recovery plan must 
meet certain requirements.
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When you create a command step to add to a recovery plan, make sure that it takes into 
account the environment in which it must run. Errors in a command step affect the integrity of a 
recovery plan. Test the command on Site Recovery Manager Server on the recovery site before 
you add it to the plan.

Site Recovery Manager Appliance

n You must copy the script in the home directory of the admin user /home/admin.

n You must change the access permission of the script so that the srm user can run it. For 
example, for a bash script, use the following command line:

chmod 755 Myscript.sh

n When you run the script, you must use the full path on the local host. For example, to run a 
bash script, use the following command:

/bin/sh /home/admin/Myscript.sh

Environment Variables for Command Steps

Site Recovery Manager makes environment variables available that you can use in commands for 
custom recovery steps.

In the default configuration, command steps on a recovered VM run with the identity of 
the VMware Tools service account. You can change the default configuration of the VMs 
that are compatible with the recovery.autoDeployGuestAlias setting. For information about the 
recovery.autoDeployGuestAlias setting, see Change Recovery Settings.

Site Recovery Manager sets the environment variables only for the duration of the command 
step. The specific environment variables do not exist in the guest OS of the recovered VM if the 
command is completed.

Table 9-1. Environment Variables Available to All Command Steps

Name Value Example

VMware_RecoveryName Name of the recovery plan that is 
running.

Plan A

VMware_RecoveryMode Recovery mode. Test or recovery

VMware_VC_Host Host name of the vCenter Server at 
the recovery site.

vc_hostname.example.com

VMware_VC_Port Network port used to contact 
vCenter Server.

443

Site Recovery Manager makes additional environment variables available for per-virtual machine 
command steps that run on the recovered virtual machine.
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Table 9-2. Environment Variables Available to Per-Virtual Machine Command Steps 

Name Value Example

VMware_VM_Uuid UUID used by vCenter to 
uniquely identify this virtual 
machine.

4212145a-eeae-a02c-e525-ebba70b0d4f3

VMware_VM_Name Name of this virtual 
machine, as set at the 
protected site.

My New Virtual Machine

VMware_VM_Ref Managed object ID of the 
virtual machine.

vm-1199

VMware_VM_GuestName Name of the guest OS as 
defined by the VIM API.

otherGuest

VMware_VM_GuestIp IP address of the virtual 
machine, if known.

192.168.0.103

VMware_VM_Path Path to the VMX file of this 
virtual machine.

[datastore-123] jquser-vm2/jquser-
vm2.vmx

Table 9-3. Environment Variables Available to Per-Virtual Machine Command Steps That Run on 
Recovered Virtual Machines

Name Value and Description Example

VMware_GuestOp_OutputFile The value is the path to a command output file.

If the command creates the file, Site Recovery Manager 
downloads the content of the file and adds it as a result to 
the recovery plan history and server logs.

Site Recovery Manager adds the final 4 KB of the 
command output file to the recovery plan history and 
server logs. If the scripts generate an output greater than 
4 KB, the output must be recorded in a custom location.

When the command finishes, Site Recovery Manager 
deletes the command output file.

C:\Windows\TEMP\vm
ware0\srmStdOut.lo
g

Example: Commands That Can Run on Site Recovery Manager

For the Site Recovery Manager Appliance, you can create a myServerScript.sh script that has 

the following content.

clear
echo "$(date "+%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S") : Recovery Plan $VMware_RecoveryName ran in 
$VMware_RecoveryMode mode"
# some more custom actions

Note   Do not use the vertical bar (|) and the single quote (') symbols when writing the commands 
in the script.
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To run the myServerScript.sh script, use the following command content.

/bin/sh /home/admin/myServerScript.sh

You cannot run server commands on VMware Cloud on AWS.

Example: Content for Command That Runs on a Recovered Virtual Machine

For Windows guest OS, you can create a myGuestScript.bat file that has the following content.

@echo off
echo %DATE% %TIME% : VM %VMware_VM_Name% recovered by RP %VMware_RecoveryName% ran in 
%VMware_RecoveryMode% mode
echo %DATE% %TIME% : Configured with the following FQDN: %VMware_VM_GuestName% and IP: 
%VMware_VM_GuestIp%
:: some more custom actions

To run the myGuestScript.bat, use the following command content.

C:\Windows\System32\cmd.exe /c C:\myScripts\myGuestScript.bat > %VMware_GuestOp_OutputFile% 
2>&1

For Linux or Unix guest OS, you can create a myGuestScript.sh file that has the following 

content.

echo $(date) : VM $VMWare_VM_Name recovered by $VMWare_RecoveryName ran
echo $(date) : Configured with the following FQDN: $VMWare_VM_GuestName and IP: 
$VMWare_VM_GuestIp
# some more custom actions

To run the myGuestScript.sh file, use the following command content.

/bin/bash myGuestScript.sh &>$VMWare_GuestOp_OutputFile

Suspend Virtual Machines When a Recovery Plan Runs

Site Recovery Manager can suspend virtual machines on the recovery site during a recovery and 
a test recovery.

Suspending virtual machines on the recovery site is useful in active-active data center 
environments and where non-critical workloads run on recovery sites. By suspending any virtual 
machines that host non-critical workloads on the recovery site, Site Recovery Manager frees 
capacity for the recovered virtual machines. Site Recovery Manager resumes virtual machines 
that are suspended during a failover operation when the failover runs in the opposite direction.

You can only add virtual machines to suspend at the recovery site.

Procedure

1 Click the Recovery Plans tab, click a recovery plan, and click Recovery Steps.
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2 Right-click Suspend non-critical VMs at recovery site and click Add or Remove Non-Critical 
VM.

3 Select virtual machines on the recovery site to suspend during a recovery.

4 Click Save.

Results

Site Recovery Manager suspends the virtual machines on the recovery site when the recovery 
plan runs.

Specify the Recovery Priority of a Virtual Machine

By default, Site Recovery Manager sets all virtual machines in a new recovery plan to recovery 
priority level 3. You can increase or decrease the recovery priority of a virtual machine. The 
recovery priority specifies the shutdown and power on order of virtual machines.

If you change the priority of a virtual machine, Site Recovery Manager applies the new priority to 
all recovery plans that contain this virtual machine.

Site Recovery Manager starts virtual machines on the recovery site according to the priority 
that you set. Site Recovery Manager starts priority 1 virtual machines first, then priority 2 virtual 
machines second, and so on. Site Recovery Manager uses VMware Tools heartbeat to discover 
when a virtual machine is running on the recovery site. In this way, Site Recovery Manager can 
ensure that all virtual machines of a given priority are running before it starts the virtual machines 
of the next priority. For this reason, you must install VMware Tools on protected virtual machines.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, click on a recovery plan, and select Virtual Machines.

4 Right-click a virtual machine and select Priority Group.

5 Select a new priority for the virtual machine.

The highest priority is 1. The lowest priority is 5.

6 Click Yes to confirm the change of priority.

Configure Virtual Machine Dependencies

If a virtual machine depends on services that run on another virtual machine in the same 
protection group, you can configure a dependency between the virtual machines. By configuring 
a dependency, you can ensure that the virtual machines start on the recovery site in the correct 
order. Dependencies are only valid if the virtual machines have the same priority.
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When a recovery plan runs, Site Recovery Manager starts the virtual machines that other virtual 
machines depend on before it starts the virtual machines with the dependencies. If Site Recovery 
Manager cannot start a virtual machine that another virtual machine depends on, the recovery 
plan continues with a warning. You can only configure dependencies between virtual machines 
that are in the same recovery priority group. If you configure a virtual machine to be dependent 
on a virtual machine that is in a lower priority group, Site Recovery Manager overrides the 
dependency and first starts the virtual machine that is in the higher priority group.

If you remove a protection group that contains the dependent virtual machine from the recovery 
plan the status of the protection group is set to Not in this Plan in the dependencies for 

the virtual machine with the dependency. If the configured virtual machine has a different priority 
than the virtual machine that it depends on, the status of the dependent virtual machine is set to 
Lower Priority or Higher Priority.

Prerequisites

n Verify that the virtual machine with the dependency and the virtual machine that it depends 
on are in the same recovery plan.

n Verify that the virtual machine with the dependency and the virtual machine that it depends 
on are in the same recovery priority group.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, click on a recovery plan, and select Virtual Machines.

4 Right-click a virtual machine that depends on one or more other virtual machines and select 
Configure Recovery.

5 Expand VM Dependencies.

6 From the drop-down menu select View all.

A dialog opens listing all virtual machines in the selected recovery plan.

7 Select one or more virtual machines from the list and click OK.

The selected virtual machines are added to the list of dependencies.

8 Verify the virtual machines in the VM Dependencies list are on and verify the status of the 
dependencies is OK.

9 (Optional) To remove a dependency, select View VM Dependencies from the drop-down 
menu, select a virtual machine from the list of virtual machines that this virtual machine 
depends on and click Remove.

10 Click OK.
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Configure Virtual Machine Startup and Shutdown Options

You can configure how a virtual machine starts up and shuts down on the recovery site during a 
recovery.

You can configure whether to shut down the guest operating system of a virtual machine before 
it powers off on the protected site. You can configure whether to power on a virtual machine 
on the recovery site. You can also configure delays after powering on a virtual machine to 
allow VMware Tools or other applications to start on the recovered virtual machine before the 
recovery plan continues.

Prerequisites

You created a recovery plan.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, click on a recovery plan, and select Virtual Machines.

4 Right-click a virtual machine and select Configure Recovery.

5 Expand Shutdown Action and select the shutdown method for this virtual machine.

Option Description

Shutdown guest OS before power 
off

Gracefully shuts down the virtual machine before powering it off. You can 
set a timeout period for the shutdown operation. Setting the timeout period 
to 0 is equivalent to the Power off option. This option requires that VMware 
Tools are running on the virtual machine.

Note   The virtual machine powers off when the timeout expires. If the OS of 
the virtual machine has not completed its shutdown tasks when the timeout 
expires, data loss might result. For a large virtual machine that requires 
a long time to shut down gracefully, set an appropriately long power-off 
timeout.

Power off Powers off the virtual machine without shutting down the guest operating 
system.

 
6 Expand Startup Action and select whether to power on the virtual machine after a recovery.

Option Description

Power on Powers on the virtual machine on the recovery site.

Do not power on Recovers the virtual machine but does not power it on.

 
7 (Optional) Select or deselect the Wait for VMware tools check box.

This option is only available if you selected Power on in Step 6.
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If you select Wait for VMware tools, Site Recovery Manager waits until VMware Tools starts 
after powering on the virtual machine before the recovery plan continues to the next step. 
You can set a timeout period for VMware Tools to start.

8 (Optional) Select or deselect the Additional Delay before running Post Power On steps and 
starting dependent VMs check box and specify the time for the additional delay.

This option is only available if you selected Power on in Step 6.

For example, you might specify an additional delay after powering on a virtual machine to 
allow applications to start up that another virtual machine depends on.

Limitations to Protection and Recovery of Virtual Machines

The protection and recovery by Site Recovery Manager of virtual machines is subject to 
limitations.

Protection and Recovery of Suspended Virtual Machines

When you suspend a virtual machine, vSphere creates and saves its memory state. When the 
virtual machine resumes, vSphere restores the saved memory state to allow the virtual machine 
to continue without any disruption to the applications and guest operating systems that it is 
running.

Protection and Recovery of Linked Clone Virtual Machines

vSphere Replication does not support the protection and recovery of virtual machines that are 
linked clones.

Protection and Recovery of Virtual Machines with Reservations, 
Affinity Rules, or Limits

When Site Recovery Manager recovers a virtual machine to the recovery site, it does not 
preserve any reservations, affinity rules, or limits that you have placed on the virtual machine. 
Site Recovery Manager does not preserve reservations, affinity rules, and limits on the recovery 
site because the recovery site might have different resource requirements to the protected site. 
The only exception is the Reserve all guest memory (All locked) setting, if it was enabled on the 
protected VM.

You can set reservations, affinity rules, and limits for recovered virtual machines by configuring 
reservations and limits on the resource pools on the recovery site and setting up the resource 
pool mapping accordingly. Alternatively, you can set reservations, affinity rules, or limits manually 
on the placeholder virtual machines on the recovery site.
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Customizing IP Properties for 
Virtual Machines 10
You can customize IP settings for virtual machines for the protected site and the recovery site. 
Customizing the IP properties of a virtual machine overrides the default IP settings when the 
recovered virtual machine starts at the destination site.

If you do not customize the IP properties of a virtual machine, Site Recovery Manager uses the IP 
settings for the recovery site during a recovery or a test from the protection site to the recovery 
site. Site Recovery Manager uses the IP settings for the protection site after reprotect during the 
recovery or a test from the original recovery site to the original protection site.

Site Recovery Manager supports different types of IP customization.

n Use IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

n Configure different IP customizations for each site.

n Use DHCP, Static IPv4, or Static IPv6 addresses.

n Customize addresses of Windows and Linux virtual machines.

n Customize multiple NICs for each virtual machine.

Note   You only configure one IP address per NIC.

For the list of guest operating systems for which Site Recovery Manager supports IP 
customization, see the Compatibility Matrices for Site Recovery Manager 8.4 at https://
docs.vmware.com/en/Site-Recovery-Manager/8.4/rn/srm-compat-matrix-8-4.html.

You associate customization settings with protected virtual machines. As a result, if the same 
protected virtual machine is a part of multiple recovery plans, then all recovery plans use a single 
copy of the customization settings. You configure IP customization as part of the process of 
configuring the recovery properties of a virtual machine.

If you do not customize a NIC on the recovery site, the NIC continues to use the IP settings from 
the protected site, and vice versa, and Site Recovery Manager does not apply IP customization to 
the virtual machine during recovery.

You can apply IP customizations to individual or to multiple virtual machines.

If you configure IP customization on virtual machines, Site Recovery Manager adds recovery 
steps to those virtual machines.

Guest OS Startup
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The Guest Startup process happens in parallel for all virtual machines for which you configure 
IP customization.

Customize IP

Site Recovery Manager pushes the IP customizations to the virtual machine.

Guest OS Shutdown

Site Recovery Manager shuts down the virtual machine and reboots it to ensure that the 
changes take effect and that the guest operating system services apply them when the 
virtual machine restarts.

After the IP customization process finishes, virtual machines power on according to the priority 
groups and any dependencies that you set.

Note   To customize the IP properties of a virtual machine, you must install VMware Tools 
or the VMware Operating System Specific Packages (OSP) on the virtual machine. See http://
www.vmware.com/download/packages.html.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Manually Customize IP Properties for an Individual Virtual Machine

n Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines

n Customize IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines by Defining IP Customization Rules

Manually Customize IP Properties for an Individual Virtual 
Machine

You can customize IP settings manually for individual virtual machines for both the protected site 
and the recovery site.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, click on a recovery plan, and select Virtual Machines.

4 Right-click a virtual machine and click Configure Recovery.

5 Click the IP Customization tab and select Manual IP customization.

6 Select the NIC for which you want to modify IP Settings.

7 Click Configure for the protected site or Configure for the recovery site, depending on 
whether you want to configure IP settings on the protected site or on the recovery site.
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8 Click the IPv4 tab to configure IPv4 settings, and select DHCP, or for static addresses, enter 
an IP address, subnet information, and gateway server addresses.

Alternately, if the virtual machine is powered on and has VMware Tools installed, you can 
click Retrieve to import current settings configured on the virtual machine.

9 Click the IPv6 tab to configure IPv6 settings, and select DHCP, or for static addresses, enter 
an IP address, subnet information, and gateway server addresses.

Alternately, if the virtual machine is powered on and has VMware Tools installed, you can 
click Retrieve to import current settings configured on the virtual machine.

10 Click the DNS tab to configure DNS settings.

a Choose how DNS servers are found.

You can use DHCP to find DNS servers or you can specify primary and alternate DNS 
servers.

b Enter a DNS suffix and click Add or select an existing DNS suffix and click Remove, Move 
Up, or Move Down.

Alternately, if the virtual machine is powered on and has VMware Tools installed, you can 
click Retrieve to import current settings configured on the virtual machine.

11 Click the WINS tab to enter primary and secondary WINS addresses.

The WINS tab is available only when configuring DHCP or IPv4 addresses for Windows virtual 
machines.

12 Repeat Step 7 through Step 10 to configure recovery site or protected site settings, if 
required.

For example, if you configured IP settings for the recovery site, you might want to configure 
IP settings for the protected site. Recovery site settings are applied during recovery. 
Protected site settings are applied during failback.

13 Repeat the configuration process for other NICs, as required.

Results

Note   Virtual machines with manually defined IP customization are not subject to the IP Mapping 
Rule evaluation during recovery. Manually-specified IP configuration takes precedence over IP 
mapping rules.

Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines

You can customize the IP properties for multiple virtual machines on the protected and recovery 
sites by using the DR IP Customizer tool and by defining subnet-level IP mapping rules.

Note   You can use the DR IP Customizer tool only on your on-premises environment.
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In previous releases of Site Recovery Manager, you customized IP properties for multiple virtual 
machines by using the DR IP Customizer tool. In addition to DR IP Customizer, you can customize 
IP properties for multiple virtual machines by defining subnet-level IP customization rules.

You can use subnet-level IP customization rules in combination with DR IP Customizer.

n Using DR IP Customizer is a fast way to define explicit IP customization settings for multiple 
virtual machines by using a CSV file.

n You apply subnet-level IP customization rules to virtual machines by using the vSphere Web 
Client.

Virtual machines that you configure by using DR IP Customizer are not subject to subnet-level 
IP customization rules. You can achieve the same IP customization results by using either DR IP 
Customizer or IP subnet rules.

Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines By Using the 
DR IP Customizer Tool

The DR IP Customizer tool allows you to define explicit IP customization settings for multiple 
protected virtual machines on the protected and recovery sites.

In addition to defining subnet IP mapping rules, you can use the DR IP Customizer tool to apply 
customized networking settings to virtual machines when they start on the recovery site. You 
provide the customized IP settings to the DR IP Customizer tool in a comma-separated value 
(CSV) file.

Rather than manually creating a CSV file, you can use the DR IP Customizer tool to export a 
CSV file that contains information about the networking configurations of the protected virtual 
machines. You can use this file as a template for the CSV file to apply on the recovery site by 
customizing the values in the file.

1 Run DR IP Customizer to generate a CSV file that contains the networking information for the 
protected virtual machines.

2 Modify the generated CSV file with networking information that is relevant to the recovery 
site.

3 Run DR IP Customizer on the protected machines again to apply the CSV with the modified 
networking configurations to apply when the virtual machines start up on the recovery site.

You can run the DR IP Customizer tool on either the protected site or on the recovery site. Virtual 
machine IDs for protected virtual machines are different at each site, so whichever site you use 
when you run the DR IP Customizer tool to generate the CSV file, you must use the same site 
when you run DR IP Customizer again to apply the settings.

You can customize the IP settings for the protected and the recovery sites so that Site Recovery 
Manager uses the correct configurations during reprotect operations.

For the list of guest operating systems for which Site Recovery Manager supports IP 
customization, see the Compatibility Matrices for Site Recovery Manager 8.4 at https://
docs.vmware.com/en/Site-Recovery-Manager/8.4/rn/srm-compat-matrix-8-4.html.
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Report IP Address Mappings for Recovery Plans

The IP address map reporter generates an XML document describing the IP properties of 
protected virtual machines and their placeholders, grouped by site and recovery plan. This 
information can help you understand the network requirements of a recovery plan.

Because the IP address mapping reporter must connect to both sites, you can run the command 
at either site. You are prompted to supply the vCenter Server login credentials for each site when 
the command runs.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host at either the protected or recovery site and 
open a command prompt.

2 Change the working directory to:

n For Windows C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery 
Manager\bin.

n For Linux /opt/vmware/srm/bin/.

3 Run the dr-ip-reporter command.

n If you have a Platform Services Controller with a single vCenter Server instance, run the 
following command:

n For Windows:

dr-ip-reporter.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml" 
--out "path_to_report_file.xml" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"

n For Linux:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml" 
--out path_to_report_file.xml 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"

This example points dr-ip-reporter to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site 

Recovery Manager Server and generates the report file for the vCenter Server 
instance that is associated with the Platform Services Controller at https://
Platform_Services_Controller_address.

n If you have Platform Services Controller that includes multiple vCenter Server instances, 
you must specify the vCenter Server ID in the --vcid parameter.

n For Windows:

dr-ip-reporter.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml"
--out "path_to_report_file.xml"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID
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n For Linux:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml"
--out "path_to_report_file.xml"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID

This example points dr-ip-reporter to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site Recovery 

Manager Server and generates the report file for the vCenter Server instance with the ID 
vCenter_Server_ID.

Note   The vCenter Server ID is not the same as the vCenter Server name.

n To restrict the list of networks to just the ones that a specific recovery plan requires, 
include the --plan option in the command line:

n For Windows:

dr-ip-reporter.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml"
--out "path_to_report_file.xml" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--plan recovery_plan_name

n For Linux:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml"
--out "path_to_report_file.xml"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--plan recovery_plan_name

Syntax of the DR IP Customizer Tool

The DR IP Customizer tool includes options that you can use to gather networking information 
about the virtual machines that Site Recovery Manager protects. You can also use the options to 
apply customizations to virtual machines when they start up on the recovery site.

Note   This release of Site Recovery Manager allows you to define subnet-level IP mapping rules 
to customize IP settings on virtual machines, as well as by using the DR IP Customizer tool. You 
can use subnet-level IP mapping rules in combination with DR IP Customizer. For information 
about how you can use subnet-level IP mapping rules and DR IP Customizer together, see 
Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines.

n If you are using Site Recovery Manager for Windows, you find the dr-ip-customizer.exe 
executable file in C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery 
Manager\bin on the Site Recovery Manager Server host machine.

n If you are using the Site Recovery Manager Virtual Appliance, the dr-ip-customizer is 

located in the /opt/vmware/srm/bin/ directory on the appliance.
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When you run dr-ip-customizer.exe or dr-ip-customizer, you specify different options 

depending on whether you are generating or applying a comma-separated value (CSV) file.

dr-ip-customizer.exe 
--cfg SRM Server configuration XML
--cmd apply/drop/generate 
[--csv Name of existing CSV File] 
[--out Name of new CSV file to generate] 
--uri https://host[:port]/lookupservice/sdk
--vcid UUID 
[--ignore-thumbprint] 
[--extra-dns-columns] 
[--verbose]

You can run the DR IP Customizer tool on either the protected site or on the recovery site. Virtual 
machine IDs for protected virtual machines are different at each site, so whichever site you use 
when you run the DR IP Customizer tool to generate the CSV file, you must use the same site 
when you run DR IP Customizer again to apply the settings.

Some of the options that the DR IP Customizer tool provides are mandatory, others are optional.

Table 10-1. DR IP Customizer Options

Option Description Mandatory

-h [ --help ] Displays usage information about 
dr-ip-customizer.exe or dr-ip-
customizer.

No

--cfg arg Path to the application XML 
configuration file, vmware-dr.xml.

Yes

--cmd arg You specify different commands to 
run DR IP Customizer in different 
modes.

n The apply command applies the 

network customization settings 
from an existing CSV file to 
the recovery plans on the 
Site Recovery Manager Server 
instances.

n The generate command 

generates a basic CSV file for 
all virtual machines that Site 
Recovery Manager protects for a 
vCenter Server instance.

n The drop command removes the 

recovery settings from virtual 
machines specified by the input 
CSV file.

Always provide the same vCenter 
Server instance for the apply and 

drop commands as the one that you 

used to generate the CSV file.

Yes
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Table 10-1. DR IP Customizer Options (continued)

Option Description Mandatory

--csv arg Path to the CSV file. Yes, when running the apply and 

drop commands.

-o [ --out ] arg Name of the new CSV output file that 
the generate command creates. If 

you provide the name of an existing 
CSV file, the generate command 

overwrites its current contents.

Yes, when you run the generate 
command.

--uri arg Lookup Service URL on the 
Platform Service Controller with 
the form https://host[:port]/
lookupservice/sdk. Specify the port 

if it is not 443 . The Site Recovery 
Manager instance associates this 
address with the primary site's 
infranode.

Use the same vCenter Server 
instance for the apply and drop 
commands as the one that you used 
to generate the CSV file.

Yes

--vcid arg The primary sitevCenter Server 
instance UUID.

Optional, unless the primary site 
infrastructure contains more than one 
vCenter Server instance.

-i [ --ignore-thumbprint ] Ignore the vCenter Server thumbprint 
confirmation prompt.

No

-e [ --extra-dns-columns ] Must be specified if the input CSV 
file contains extra columns for DNS 
information.

No

-v [ --verbose ] Enable verbose output. You can 
include a --verbose option on any 

dr-ip-customizer.exe or dr-ip-
customizer command line to log 

additional diagnostic messages.

No

The tool can print the UUID to the Lookup Service whenever the --vcid value is unspecified, as 

in this example:

n For Windows:

dr-ip-customizer.exe --cfg testConfig.xml -i --cmd generate -o "c:\tmp\x.csv" --uri 
https://service.company.com:443/lookupservice/sdk --vcid ?

n For Linux:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg testConfig.xml -i --cmd generate -o "/home/
admin/x.csv" --uri
https://service.company.com:443/lookupservice/sdk --vcid ?
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The resulting error message includes the vCenter Server instance UUID followed by the vCenter 
Server DNS host name for each vCenter Server registered with the Lookup Service:

ERROR: Failed to locate VC instance. Use one of the following known VC 
instances: e07c907e-cd41-4fe7-b38a-f4c0e677a18c vc.company.com

Structure of the DR IP Customizer CSV File

The DR IP Customizer comma-separated value (CSV) file consists of a header row that defines 
the meaning of each column in the file, and one or more rows for each placeholder virtual 
machine in a recovery plan.

Note   This release of Site Recovery Manager allows you to define subnet-level IP mapping rules 
to customize IP settings on virtual machines, as well as by using the DR IP Customizer tool. You 
can use subnet-level IP mapping rules in combination with DR IP Customizer. For information 
about how you can use subnet-level IP mapping rules and DR IP Customizer together, see 
Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines.

You can provide settings for only the protected site, or settings for only the recovery site, or 
settings for both sites. You can configure each site to use a different set of network adapters in a 
completely different way.

Certain fields in the CSV file must be completed for every row. Other fields can be left blank if no 
customized setting is required.

Table 10-2. Columns of the DR IP Customizer CSV File

Column Description Customization Rules

VM ID Unique identifier that DR IP 
Customizer uses to collect 
information from multiple rows for 
application to a single virtual machine. 
This ID is internal to DR IP Customizer 
and is not the same as the virtual 
machine ID that vCenter Server uses.

Not customizable. Cannot be blank.

VM Name The human-readable name of the 
virtual machine as it appears in the 
vCenter Server inventory.

Not customizable. Cannot be blank.

vCenter Server Address of a vCenter Server instance 
on either the protected site or the 
recovery site. You set the IP settings 
for a virtual machine on each site in 
the vCenter Server column.

Not customizable. Cannot be blank.

This column can contain both vCenter 
Server instances. Each vCenter 
Server instance requires its own row. 
You can configure one set of IP 
settings to use on one site and 
another set of IP settings to use on 
the other site. You can also provide IP 
settings to be used on both sites, for 
reprotect operations.
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Table 10-2. Columns of the DR IP Customizer CSV File (continued)

Column Description Customization Rules

Adapter ID ID of the adapter to customize. 
Adapter ID 0 sets global settings on 
all adapters for a virtual machine. 
Setting values on Adapter ID 1, 2, 
3, and so on, configures settings for 
specific NICs on a virtual machine.

Customizable. Cannot be left blank.

The only fields that you can modify 
for a row in which the Adapter ID 
is 0 are DNS Server(s) and DNS 
Suffix(es). These values, if specified, 
are inherited by all other adapters in 
use by that VM ID.

You can include multiple DNS servers 
on multiple lines in the CSV file. For 
example, if you require two global 
DNS hosts, you include two lines for 
Adapter ID 0.

n One line that contains all the 
virtual machine information plus 
one DNS host.

n One line that contains only the 
second DNS host.

To add another DNS server to a 
specific adapter, add the DNS server 
to the appropriate Adapter line. For 
example, add the DNS server to 
Adapter ID 1.

DNS Domain DNS domain for this adapter. Customizable. Can be left blank.

If you do enter a value, it must be in 
the format example.company.com.

Net BIOS Select whether to activate NetBIOS 
on this adapter.

Customizable. Can be left blank.

If not left empty, this column must 
contain one of the following strings: 
disableNetBIOS, enableNetBIOS, or 

enableNetBIOSViaDhcp.

Primary WINS DR IP Customizer validates that WINS 
settings are applied only to Windows 
virtual machines, but it does not 
validate NetBIOS settings.

Customizable. Can be left blank.

Secondary WINS DR IP Customizer validates that WINS 
settings are applied only to Windows 
virtual machines, but it does not 
validate NetBIOS settings.

Customizable. Can be left blank.

IP Address IPv4 address for this virtual machine. Customizable. Cannot be blank.

Virtual machines can have multiple 
virtual network adapters. You can 
configure each virtual network 
adapter with one static IPv4 address. 
If the field is not set to a specific 
static address you must set it to 
DHCP.
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Table 10-2. Columns of the DR IP Customizer CSV File (continued)

Column Description Customization Rules

Subnet Mask Subnet mask for this virtual machine. Customizable. Can be left blank.

Gateway(s) IPv4 gateway or gateways for this 
virtual machine.

Customizable. Can be left blank.

IPv6 Address IPv6 address for this virtual machine. Customizable. Can be left blank if you 
do not use IPv6.

Virtual machines can have multiple 
virtual network adapters.You can 
configure each virtual network 
adapter with one static IPv6 address. 
If the field is not set to a specific 
static address you must set it to 
DHCP.

If you run Site Recovery Manager 
Server on Windows Server 2003 and 
you customize IPv6 addresses for a 
virtual machine, you must enable IPv6 
on the Site Recovery Manager Server 
instances. Site Recovery Manager 
performs validation of IP addresses 
during customization, which requires 
IPv6 to be enabled on the Site 
Recovery Manager Server if you are 
customizing IPv6 addresses. Later 
versions of Windows Server have 
IPv6 enabled by default.

IPv6 Subnet Prefix length Ipv6 subnet prefix length to use. Customizable. Can be left blank.

IPv6 Gateway(s) IPv6 gateway or gateways for this 
adapter.

Customizable. Can be left blank.

DNS Server(s) Address of the DNS server or servers. Customizable. Can be left blank.

If you enter this setting in an 
Adapter ID 0 row, it is treated as 
a global setting. On Windows virtual 
machines, this setting applies for 
each adapter if you set it in the 
Adapter ID rows other than Adapter 
ID 0.

On Linux virtual machines, this is 
always a global setting for all 
adapters.

This column can contain one or more 
IPv4 or IPv6 DNS servers for each 
NIC.

DNS Suffix(es) Suffix or suffixes for DNS servers. Customizable. Can be left blank.

These are global settings for all 
adapters on both Windows and Linux 
virtual machines.
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Modifying the DR IP Customizer CSV File

You modify the DR IP Customizer comma-separated value (CSV) file to apply customized 
networking settings to virtual machines when they start on the recovery site.

Note   This release of Site Recovery Manager allows you to define subnet-level IP mapping rules 
to customize IP settings on virtual machines, as well as by using the DR IP Customizer tool. You 
can use subnet-level IP mapping rules in combination with DR IP Customizer. For information 
about how you can use subnet-level IP mapping rules and DR IP Customizer together, see 
Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines.

One challenge of representing virtual machine network configurations in a CSV file is that virtual 
machine configurations include hierarchical information. For example, a single virtual machine 
might contain multiple adapters, and each adapter might have multiple listings for elements such 
as gateways. The CSV format does not provide a system for hierarchical representations. As a 
result, each row in the CSV file that the DR IP Customizer generates might provide some or all of 
the information for a specific virtual machine.

For a virtual machine with a simple network configuration, all the information can be included in 
a single row. In the case of a more complicated virtual machine, multiple rows might be required. 
Virtual machines with multiple network cards or multiple gateways require multiple rows. Each 
row in the CSV file includes identification information that describes to which virtual machine 
and adapter the information applies. Information is aggregated to be applied to the appropriate 
virtual machine.

Follow these guidelines when you modify the DR IP Customizer CSV file.

n Omit values if a setting is not required.

n Use the minimum number of rows possible for each adapter.

n Do not use commas in any field.

n Specify Adapter ID settings as needed. DR IP Customizer applies settings that you specify 
on Adapter ID 0 to all NICs. To apply settings to individual NICs, specify the values in the 
Adapter ID 1, 2, ..., n fields.

n To specify more than one value for a column, create an additional row for that adapter and 
include the value in the column in that row. To ensure that the additional row is associated 
with the intended virtual machine, copy the VM ID, VM Name, vCenter Server, and Adapter ID 
column values.

n To specify an IP address for a network adapter on each of the protected and recovery sites, 
or to specify multiple DNS server addresses, add a new row for each address. Copy the VM 
ID, VM Name, and Adapter ID values to each row.
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Run DR IP Customizer to Customize IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines

You can use the DR IP Customizer tool to customize the IP properties for multiple virtual 
machines that Site Recovery Manager protects.

Note   This release of Site Recovery Manager allows you to define subnet-level IP mapping rules 
to customize IP settings on virtual machines, as well as by using the DR IP Customizer tool. You 
can use subnet-level IP mapping rules in combination with DR IP Customizer. For information 
about how you can use subnet-level IP mapping rules and DR IP Customizer together, see 
Customizing IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines.

Prerequisites

n Use the DR IP Customizer tool on a computer with access to vCenter Server instances in your 
environment.

n If you are using Site Recovery Manager for Windows, the user account that you use to 
run the DR IP Customizer tool requires at least the Site Recovery Manager Recovery Plans 
Administrator role.

n If you are using the Site Recovery Manager Virtual Appliance, you must SSH with the admin 
user.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host and open a command shell.

2 Change the working directory to:

n For Windows C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery 
Manager\bin.

n For Linux /opt/vmware/srm/bin/.

3 Run the dr-ip-customizer command to generate a comma-separated value (CSV) file that 

contains information about the protected virtual machines.

n If you have a Platform Services Controller with a single vCenter Server instance

For Windows, run the following command:

dr-ip-customizer.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd generate --out "path_to_CSV_file.csv" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"

For Linux, run the following command:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd generate --out "/home/admin/output.csv"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk"
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This example points dr-ip-customizer to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site 

Recovery Manager Server and generates the CSV file for the vCenter Server 
instance that is associated with the Platform Services Controller at https://
Platform_Services_Controller_address.

n If you have a Platform Services Controller that includes multiple vCenter Server instances, 
you must specify the vCenter Server ID in the --vcid parameter. If you do not specify --
vcid, or if you provide an incorrect ID, the tool lists all available vCenter Server instances.

For Windows, run the following command:

dr-ip-customizer.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd generate --out "path_to_CSV_file.csv" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID 

For Linux, run the following command:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd generate --out "/home/admin/output.csv" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID 

This example points dr-ip-customizer to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site Recovery 

Manager Server and generates the CSV file for the vCenter Server instance with the ID 
vCenter_Server_ID.

Note   The vCenter Server ID is not the same as the vCenter Server name.

4 (Required) Check the vCenter Server thumbprint and enter y to confirm that you trust this 

vCenter Server instance.

If you specified the --ignore-thumbprint option, you are not prompted to check the 

thumbprint.

5 Enter the login credentials for the vCenter Server instance.

You might be prompted again to confirm that you trust this vCenter Server instance.

6 Edit the generated CSV file to customize the IP properties for the virtual machines in the 
recovery plan.

You can use a spread sheet application to edit the CSV file. Save the modified CSV file under 
a new name.

7 Run dr-ip-customizer to apply the customized IP properties from the modified CSV file.

You can run the DR IP Customizer tool on either the protected site or on the recovery site. 
Virtual machine IDs for protected virtual machines are different at each site, so whichever site 
you use when you run the DR IP Customizer tool to generate the CSV file, you must use the 
same site when you run DR IP Customizer again to apply the settings.

n If you have a Platform Services Controller with a single vCenter Server instance
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For Windows, run the following command:

dr-ip-customizer.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd apply --csv "path_to_CSV_file.csv" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 

For Linux, run the following command:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd apply --csv "/home/admin/output.csv"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 

This example points dr-ip-customizer to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site 

Recovery Manager Server and applies the customizations in the CSV file to the 
vCenter Server that is associated with the Platform Services Controller at https://
Platform_Services_Controller_address.

n If you have a Platform Services Controller that includes multiple vCenter Server instances, 
you must specify the vCenter Server ID in the --vcid parameter.

For Windows, run the following command:

dr-ip-customizer.exe --cfg "SRM_install_dir\config\vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd apply --csv "path_to_CSV_file.csv" 
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID

For Linux, run the following command:

/opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --cfg "/opt/vmware/srm/conf/vmware-dr.xml" 
--cmd apply --csv "/home/admin/output.csv"
--uri "https://Platform_Services_Controller_address[:port]/lookupservice/sdk" 
--vcid vCenter_Server_ID

This example points dr-ip-customizer to the vmware-dr.xml file of the Site Recovery 

Manager Server and applies the customizations in the CSV file to the vCenter Server 
instance with the ID vCenter_Server_ID.

Results

The specified customizations are applied to all of the virtual machines named in the CSV file 
during a recovery. You do not need to manually configure IP settings for these machines when 
you edit their recovery plan properties.

How to Run DR IP Customizer for a VMware Cloud on AWS to VMware Cloud on 
AWS Pairing

You must use the DR IP Customizer tool from an on-premises Site Recovery Manager instance 
with a custom configuration file.
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The DR IP Customizer tool is shipped within the Site Recovery Manager appliance. The DR IP 
Customizer requires shell access to the Site Recovery Manager instance. In VMware Cloud on 
AWS, you do not have shell access and Guest OS credentials for the Site Recovery Manager 
appliance. To use the tool, you must run it from an on-premises Site Recovery Manager instance 
with a custom configuration file.

Prerequisites

Verify that the on-premises instance of Site Recovery Manager is the same version as the Site 
Recovery Manager appliance at VMware Cloud on AWS.

Note   If you attempt to run the DR IP Customizer tool at an on-premises Site Recovery Manager 
8.3 against a Site Recovery Manager 8.2 at VMware Cloud on AWS, the tool fails with: ERROR: 
Unsupported version URI "urn:internaldr0/8.3".

Procedure

1 Prepare a custom configuration file for the DR IP Customizer by using the following template.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Config>
   <vmacore>
      <threadPool>
         <initializeCOM>mta</initializeCOM>
         <catchWorkItemExceptions>false</catchWorkItemExceptions>
         <TaskMax>20</TaskMax>
         <IoMax>60</IoMax>
      </threadPool>
   </vmacore>
   <waitForObjectTimeout>300</waitForObjectTimeout>
   <log>
      <directory>/var/log/vmware/srm</directory>
      <!-- log file names will get -#.log appended -->
      <name>dr-ip-customizer</name>
      <level>verbose</level>
      <coreDump>/var/log/vmware/srm/DumpFiles</coreDump>
   </log>
   <level id="SoapAdapter">
      <logName>SoapAdapter</logName>
      <logLevel>info</logLevel>
   </level>
   <level id="Libs">
      <logName>Libs</logName>
      <logLevel>warning</logLevel>
   </level>
   <level id="HttpConnectionPool">
      <logName>HttpConnectionPool</logName>
      <logLevel>info</logLevel>
   </level>
   <workingDir>.</workingDir>
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   <extension>
      <key>com.vmware.vcDr-foobar</key>
   </extension>
</Config>

2 Update the extension key, the log directory, and the log coreDump settings in the custom 
configuration file.

If the extension key does not match, the tool reports the following error: ERROR: Failed to 
locate DR endpoint for VC UUID....

a Use the extension key reported by the VMware Cloud on AWS Site 
Recovery Manager appliance. See the Extension key: value at https://
srm.sddc-1-2-3-4.vmwarevmc.com/drserver/.

For example, use com.vmware.vcDr if you are using default extension key or 

com.vmware.vcDr-custom_suffix if you are using a custom extension key.

3 Set the firewall rules to allow a TCP connection on port 443 by the on-premises Site Recovery 
Manager instance to the VMware Cloud on AWS vCenter Server and Site Recovery Manager 
appliance.

4 Run the DR IP Customizer tool at the on-premises Site Recovery Manager instance with 
--cfg argument pointing to the custom configuration file and --uri argument pointing to 

https://vmc_vcenter_fqdn/lookupservice/sdk.

5 Make sure to use log directory and log coreDump folders that are writable by the user 
running the DR IP Customizer tool.

For example, if using the log directory /var/log/vmware/srm/ and you are logged in as the 

admin user to an on-premises Site Recovery Manager appliance, run the tool with sudo.

sudo /opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --verbose --cfg /tmp/dr-ip-customizer-
config.xml --cmd generate --out /tmp/ip-customizer-generated.csv --uri https://
vcenter.sddc-1-2-3-4.vmwarevmc.com/lookupservice/sdk

sudo /opt/vmware/srm/bin/dr-ip-customizer --verbose --cfg /tmp/dr-ip-customizer-
config.xml --cmd apply --csv /tmp/ip-customizer-edited.csv --uri https://
vcenter.sddc-1-2-3-4.vmwarevmc.com/lookupservice/sdk

What to do next

You can use the same procedure for running the DR IP Reporter tool for a VMware Cloud on 
AWS to VMware Cloud on AWS pairing. You use an identical custom configuration file, but set 
the log name to dr-ip-reporter instead.
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Customize IP Properties for Multiple Virtual Machines by 
Defining IP Customization Rules

You can specify a single subnet-level IP mapping rule for a selected configured virtual network 
mapping on the protected and recovery sites.

Subnet-level mapping eliminates the need to define exact adapter-level IP mapping. Instead, you 
specify an IP customization rule that Site Recovery Manager applies to relevant adapters. The IP 
customization rule is used for test and recovery workflows. You cannot reuse IP customization 
rules between different network mappings.

Important  
n IP subnet mapping rules support IPv4 only.

n Rule-based IPv6 customization is not supported in Site Recovery Manager.

n When you apply IP subnet mapping rules to Windows virtual machines with IPv6 enabled, the 
IPv6 settings, DHCP or static, remain unaffected after recovery. For Linux virtual machines, 
IPv6 settings are reset to DHCP.

n Site Recovery Manager does not evaluate IP mapping rules for virtual machines configured to 
use manual IP customization.

The IP customization rule applies to virtual machines failing over from a protected site IPv4 
subnet to a recovery site IPv4 subnet, for example, from 10.17.23.0/24 to 10.18.22.0/24. The IP 
customization rule states that during recovery Site Recovery Manager evaluates the existing IP 
configuration of the recovered virtual machine's NICs and reconfigures static NICs found on the 
10.17.23.0/24 subnet for the 10.18.22.0/24 subnet.

If the rule matches, Site Recovery Manager derives the new static IPv4 address from the 
old one by preserving the host bits of the original IPv4 address and placing it to the target 
subnet. For example, if the original protected site address is 10.17.23.55/24, the new address is 
10.18.22.55/24.

If the default gateway text box is empty, Site Recovery Manager derives the new gateway 
parameter from the original one by preserving the host bits of the original IPv4 address and 
placing it in the target subnet. For example, if the original protected site gateway is 10.17.23.1, the 
new gateway is 10.18.22.1. If you specify an explicit gateway parameter, Site Recovery Manager 
checks that the IPv4 address syntax is correct and applies it exactly.

Site Recovery Manager applies DNS and other parameters as specified. DHCP-enabled NICs are 
not subject to customization as their network configuration remains unchanged during recovery.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Network Mappings.
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4 Select a network mapping for which to define a customization rule.

5 To define a rule, right-click on the mapping and select Add IP Customization Rule.

6 Specify the subnet IP ranges that map to the protected and recovery sites.

7 Specify the network settings for the recovery site network.

8 Click Add to save your changes.

Apply IP Customization Rules to a Virtual Machine

You can apply an IP customization rule to the recovery settings of a protected virtual machine.

When you apply an IP customization rule, you specify a single subnet IP mapping rule for each 
network mapping.

If you set the advanced setting option recovery.useIpMapperAutomatically to True and 

configure the IP mapping rule for virtual networks, then Site Recovery Manager evaluates the 
subnet IP mapping rules during recovery to customize the virtual machines. If you set this option 
to False, Site Recovery Manager does not evaluate the IP mapping rules during recovery. You 
can override the effect of this option for each virtual machine by using the IP Customization 
option.

The recovery.useIpMapperAutomatically default option is True. If you set it to Auto, Site 

Recovery Manager customizes the virtual machine by using the IP Customization rule.

Prerequisites

For the list of guest operating systems for which Site Recovery Manager supports IP 
customization, see the Compatibility Matrices for Site Recovery Manager 8.4 at https://
docs.vmware.com/en/Site-Recovery-Manager/8.4/rn/srm-compat-matrix-8-4.html.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, click on a recovery plan and select Virtual Machines.

4 Right-click a virtual machine and click Configure Recovery.

5 Click IP Customization.

6 From the IP customization mode list, select Use IP customization rules if applicable and click 
OK.
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Reprotecting Virtual Machines 
After a Recovery 11
After a recovery, the recovery site becomes the primary site, but the virtual machines are not 
protected yet. If the original protected site is operational, you can reverse the direction of 
protection to use the original protected site as a new recovery site to protect the new protected 
site.

Manually reestablishing protection in the opposite direction by recreating all protection groups 
and recovery plans is time consuming and prone to errors. Site Recovery Manager provides the 
reprotect function, which is an automated way to reverse protection.

After Site Recovery Manager performs a recovery, the virtual machines start up on the recovery 
site. By running reprotect when the protected site comes back online, you reverse the direction 
of replication to protect the recovered virtual machines on the recovery site back to the original 
protected site.

Reprotect uses the protection information that you established before a recovery to reverse the 
direction of protection. You can initiate the reprotect process only after recovery finishes without 
any errors. If the recovery finishes with errors, you must fix all errors and rerun the recovery, 
repeating this process until no errors occur.

You can conduct tests after a reprotect operation completes, to confirm that the new 
configuration of the protected and recovery sites is valid.

Example: Performing a Reprotect Operation
Site A is the protected site and site B is the recovery site. If site A goes offline, run the disaster 
recovery workflow on the recovery plan to bring the virtual machines online on site B. After the 
recovery, the protected virtual machines from site A start up on site B without protection.

When site A comes back online, complete recovery by doing a planned migration because site 
A virtual machines and datastores need to be powered down and unmounted before reversing 
protection. Then initiate a reprotect operation to protect the recovered virtual machines on site 
B. Site B becomes the protected site, and site A becomes the recovery site. Site Recovery 
Manager reverses the direction of replication from site B to site A.
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Figure 11-1. Site Recovery Manager Reprotect Process
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n How Site Recovery Manager Reprotects Virtual Machines with vSphere Replication

In the reprotect process using vSphere Replication, Site Recovery Manager reverses the 
direction of protection, then forces synchronization of the storage from the new protected 
site to the new recovery site.

n Preconditions for Performing Reprotect

You can perform reprotect only if you meet certain preconditions.

n Reprotect Virtual Machines

Reprotect results in the reconfiguration of Site Recovery Manager protection groups and 
recovery plans to work in the opposite direction. After a reprotect operation, you can 
recover virtual machines back to the original site using a planned migration workflow.

n Overview of Reprotect States

The reprotect process can pass through several states that you can observe in the recovery 
plan in the Site Recovery user interface.

How Site Recovery Manager Reprotects Virtual Machines 
with vSphere Replication

In the reprotect process using vSphere Replication, Site Recovery Manager reverses the direction 
of protection, then forces synchronization of the storage from the new protected site to the new 
recovery site.

When performing reprotection with vSphere Replication, Site Recovery Manager uses the original 
VMDK files as initial copies during synchronization. The full synchronization that appears in the 
recovery steps mostly performs checksums, and only a small amount of data is transferred 
through the network.
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Forcing synchronization of data from the new protection site to the new recovery site ensures 
that the recovery site has a current copy of the protected virtual machines running at the 
protection site. Forcing this synchronization ensures that recovery is possible immediately after 
the reprotect process finishes.

If you want to manually set up reverse replication on a vSphere Replication protected virtual 
machine, use the VMware Site Recovery user interface to force stop the incoming replication 
group on the old recovery site, which is the new protected site. If you just delete the virtual 
machine on the original protected site, the reprotect will fail.

Preconditions for Performing Reprotect

You can perform reprotect only if you meet certain preconditions.

You can perform reprotect on recovery plans that contain vSphere Replication protection 
groups.

Before you can run reprotect, you must satisfy the preconditions.

1 Run a planned migration and make sure that all steps of the recovery plan finish successfully. 
If errors occur during the recovery, resolve the problems that caused the errors and rerun 
the recovery. When you rerun a recovery, operations that succeeded previously are skipped. 
For example, successfully recovered virtual machines are not recovered again and continue 
running without interruption.

2 The original protected site must be available. The vCenter Server instances, ESXi Servers, 
Site Recovery Manager Server instances, the vSphere Replication servers and corresponding 
databases must be available.

3 If you performed a disaster recovery operation, you must perform a planned migration when 
both sites are running again. If errors occur during the attempted planned migration, you 
must resolve the errors and rerun the planned migration until it succeeds.

Reprotect is not available under certain circumstances.

n Recovery plans cannot finish without errors. For reprotect to be available, all steps of the 
recovery plan must finish successfully.

n You cannot restore the original site, for example if a physical catastrophe destroys the 
original site.

Reprotect Virtual Machines

Reprotect results in the reconfiguration of Site Recovery Manager protection groups and 
recovery plans to work in the opposite direction. After a reprotect operation, you can recover 
virtual machines back to the original site using a planned migration workflow.

Prerequisites

See Preconditions for Performing Reprotect.
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Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan and select Reprotect.

4 Select the check box to confirm that you understand that the reprotect operation is 
irreversible.

5 (Optional) Select the Force Cleanup check box to ignore errors during the cleanup operation 
on the recovery site, and click Next.

The Force Cleanup option is only available after you have performed an initial reprotect 
operation that has experienced errors.

6 Review the reprotect information and click Finish.

7 Select the recovery plan and click Recovery Steps tab to monitor the progress of the 
reprotect operation.

8 When the reprotect operation finishes, select the recovery plan, click History, and click the 
Export report for selected history item button.

The recovery plan can return to the ready state even if errors occurred during the reprotect 
operation. Check the history report for the reprotect operation to make sure that no errors 
occurred. If errors did occur during reprotect, attempt to fix the errors and run a test 
recovery to make sure that the errors are fixed. If you do not fix errors that occurred 
during reprotect and you subsequently attempt to run planned migration or disaster recovery 
without fixing them, some virtual machines might fail to recover.

Results

Site Recovery Manager reverses the recovery site and protected sites. Site Recovery Manager 
creates placeholder copies of virtual machines from the new protected site at the new recovery 
site.

Overview of Reprotect States

The reprotect process can pass through several states that you can observe in the recovery plan 
in the Site Recovery user interface.

If reprotect fails, or succeeds partially, you can perform remedial actions to complete the 
reprotect.
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Table 11-1. Reprotect States

State Description Remedial Action

Reprotect In Progress Site Recovery Manager is 
running reprotect.

None

Partial Reprotect Occurs if multiple recovery 
plans share the same 
protection groups and some 
of the protection groups were 
successfully reprotected in 
another plan.

Run reprotect again on the partially reprotected 
plans.

Incomplete Reprotect Occurs because of failures 
during reprotect. For example, 
this state might occur because 
of a failure to perform a reverse 
replication or a failure to create 
а placeholder virtual machines.

n If a reprotect operation fails to perform a 
reverse replication, make sure that sites are 
connected, review the reprotect progress 
in the Site Recovery UI, and start the 
reprotect task again. If reprotect still does 
not succeed, run the reprotect task with the 
Force Cleanup option.

n If Site Recovery Manager fails to create 
placeholder virtual machines, recovery is still 
possible. Review the reprotect steps in the 
Site Recovery user interface, resolve any 
problems, and run reprotect again.

Reprotect Interrupted Occurs if one of the Site 
Recovery Manager Servers 
stops unexpectedly during the 
reprotect process.

Ensure that both Site Recovery Manager Servers 
are running and start the reprotect task again.

Ready Occurs when the reprotect 
finishes successfully.

None.
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Restoring the Pre-Recovery Site 
Configuration by Performing 
Failback

12
To restore the original configuration of the protected and recovery sites after a recovery, you 
can perform a sequence of optional procedures known as failback.

After a planned migration or a disaster recovery, the former recovery site becomes the 
protected site. Immediately after the recovery, the new protected site has no recovery site 
to which to recover. If you run reprotect, the new protected site is protected by the original 
protection site, reversing the original direction of protection. See Chapter 11 Reprotecting Virtual 
Machines After a Recovery for information about reprotect.

To restore the configuration of the protected and recovery sites to their initial configuration 
before the recovery, you perform failback.

To perform a failback, you run a sequence of reprotect and planned migration operations.

1 Perform a reprotect. The recovery site becomes the protected site. The former protected site 
becomes the recovery site.

2 To shut down the virtual machines on the protected site and start up the virtual machines 
on the recovery site, perform a planned migration. To avoid interruptions in virtual machine 
availability, you might want to run a test before you start the planned migration. If the test 
identifies errors, you can resolve them before you perform the planned migration.

3 Perform a second reprotect, to revert the protected and recovery sites to their original 
configuration before the recovery.

You can configure and run a failback when you are ready to restore services to the original 
protected site, after you have brought it back online after an incident.

Performing a Failback Operation

Site A is the protected site and B is the recovery site. A recovery occurs, migrating the virtual 
machines from site A to site B. To restore site A as the protected site, you perform a failback.

1 Virtual machines replicate from site A to site B.

2 Perform a reprotect. Site B, the former recovery site, becomes the protected site. Site 
Recovery Manager uses the protection information to establish the protection of site B. Site A 
becomes the recovery site.

3 To recover the protected virtual machines on site B to site A, perform a planned migration.
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4 Perform a second reprotect. Site A becomes the protected site and site B becomes the 
recovery site.

Figure 12-1. Site Recovery Manager Failback Process
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This chapter includes the following topics:

n Perform a Failback

Perform a Failback

After Site Recovery Manager performs a recovery, you can perform a failback to restore the 
original configuration of the protected and recovery sites.
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To aid comprehension, the original protected site from before a recovery is site A. The original 
recovery site is site B. After a recovery from site A to site B, the recovered virtual machines are 
running on site B without protection.

Prerequisites

Verify that the following conditions are in place.

n You have performed a recovery, either as part of a planned migration or as part of a disaster 
recovery.

n The original protected site, site A, is running.

n If you performed a disaster recovery, you must perform a planned migration recovery when 
the hosts and datastores on the original protected site, site A, are running again.

n You did not run reprotect since the recovery.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 Select the Recovery Plans tab, right-click a recovery plan and select Reprotect.

4 Select the check box to confirm that you understand that the reprotect operation is 
irreversible and determine whether to enable Force Cleanup, and click Next.

Force Cleanup is only available after you have run reprotect once and errors occured. 
Enabling this option forces the removal of virtual machines, ignoring errors, and returns the 
recovery plan to the ready state.

5 Review the reprotect information and click Finish.

6 Select the recovery plan and click Recovery Steps to monitor the reprotect operation until it 
finishes.

7 (Optional) If necessary, rerun reprotect until it finishes without errors.

At the end of the reprotect operation, Site Recovery Manager has reversed replication, so 
that the original recovery site, site B, is now the protected site.

8 (Optional) After the test completes, right-click the recovery plan and select Cleanup to clean 
up the recovery plan.

9 Right-click the recovery plan and select Run to run the recovery plan as a planned migration.

10 Select the recovery plan and click Recovery Steps to monitor the planned migration until it 
finishes.

The planned migration shuts down the virtual machines on the new protected site, site B, and 
starts up the virtual machines on the new recovery site, site A. If necessary, rerun the planned 
migration until it finishes without errors.
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When the planned migration completes, the virtual machines are running on the original 
protected site, site A, but the virtual machines are not protected. The virtual machines on the 
original recovery site, site B, are powered off.

11 Right-click the recovery plan and select Reprotect and follow the instructions of the wizard to 
perform a second reprotect operation.

Running reprotect again reestablishes protection in the original direction from before the 
recovery.

Results

You restored the protected and recovery sites to their original configuration before the recovery. 
The protected site is site A, and the recovery site is site B.
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Site Recovery Manager Privileges, 
Roles, and Permissions 13
Site Recovery Manager provides disaster recovery by performing operations for users. These 
operations involve managing objects, such as recovery plans or protection groups, and 
performing operations, such as replicating or powering off virtual machines. Site Recovery 
Manager uses roles and permissions so that only users with the correct roles and permissions 
can perform operations.

Site Recovery Manager adds several roles to vCenter Server, each of which includes privileges to 
complete Site Recovery Manager and vCenter Server tasks. You assign roles to users to permit 
them to complete tasks in Site Recovery Manager.

Privilege

The right to perform an action, for example to create a recovery plan or to modify a 
protection group.

Role

A collection of privileges. Default roles provide the privileges that certain users require to 
perform a set of Site Recovery Manager tasks, for example users who manage protection 
groups or perform recoveries. A user can have at most one role on an object, but roles can 
be combined if the user belongs to multiple groups that all have roles on the object.

Permission

A role granted to a particular user or user group on a specific object. A user or user group is 
also known as a principal. A permission is a combination of a role, an object, and a principal. 
For example, a permission is the privilege to modify a specific protection group.

For information about the roles that Site Recovery Manager adds to vCenter Server and the 
privileges that users require to complete tasks, see Site Recovery Manager Roles Reference.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n How Site Recovery Manager Handles Permissions

n Site Recovery Manager and the vCenter Server Administrator Role

n Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication Roles

n Assign Site Recovery Manager Roles and Permissions

n Site Recovery Manager Roles Reference
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n Learn more about permission configuration for VMware Site Recovery at VMware Cloud on 
AWS

How Site Recovery Manager Handles Permissions

Site Recovery Manager determines whether a user has permission to perform an operation, such 
as configuring protection or running the individual steps in a recovery plan. This permission check 
ensures the correct authentication of the user, but it does not represent the security context in 
which the operation is performed.

Site Recovery Manager performs operations in the security context of the user ID that is used to 
connect the sites, or in the context of the ID under which the Site Recovery Manager service is 
running, for example, the local system ID.

After Site Recovery Manager verifies that a user has the appropriate permissions on the target 
vSphere resources, Site Recovery Manager performs operations on behalf of users by using the 
vSphere administrator role.

For operations that configure protection on virtual machines, Site Recovery Manager validates 
the user permissions when the user requests the operation. Operations require two phases of 
validation.

1 During configuration, Site Recovery Manager verifies that the user configuring the system 
has the correct permissions to complete the configuration on the vCenter Server object. For 
example, a user must have permission to protect a virtual machine and use resources on the 
secondary vCenter Server instance that the recovered virtual machine uses.

2 The user performing the configuration must have the correct permissions to complete the 
task that they are configuring. For example, a user must have permissions to run a recovery 
plan. Site Recovery Manager then completes the task on behalf of the user as a vCenter 
Server administrator.

As a result, a user who completes a particular task, such as a recovery, does not necessarily 
require permissions to act on vSphere resources. The user only requires the permission to run a 
recovery in Site Recovery Manager. Site Recovery Manager performs the operations by using the 
user credentials that you provide when you connect the protected and recovery sites.

Site Recovery Manager maintains a database of permissions for internal Site Recovery Manager 
objects that uses a model similar to the one the vCenter Server uses. Site Recovery Manager 
verifies its own Site Recovery Manager privileges even on vCenter Server objects. For example, 
Site Recovery Manager checks for the Resource.Recovery Use permission on the target 
datastore rather than checking multiple low-level permissions, such as Allocate space. Site 
Recovery Manager also verifies the permissions on the remote vCenter Server instance.

To use Site Recovery Manager with vSphere Replication, you must assign vSphere Replication 
roles to users as well as Site Recovery Manager roles. For information about vSphere Replication 
roles, see vSphere Replication Administration.
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Site Recovery Manager and the vCenter Server 
Administrator Role

If a user or user group has the vCenter Server administrator role on a vCenter Server instance 
when you install Site Recovery Manager, that user or user group obtains all Site Recovery 
Manager privileges.

If you assign the vCenter Server administrator role to users or user groups after you install Site 
Recovery Manager, you must manually assign the Site Recovery Manager roles to those users on 
Site Recovery Manager objects.

You can assign Site Recovery Manager roles to users or user groups that do not have the 
vCenter Server administrator role. In this case, those users have permission to perform Site 
Recovery Manager operations, but they do not have permission to perform all vCenter Server 
operations.

Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication Roles

When you install vSphere Replication with Site Recovery Manager, the vCenter Server 
administrator role inherits all of the Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication privileges.

If you manually assign a Site Recovery Manager role to a user or user group, or if you assign a 
Site Recovery Manager role to a user or user group that is not a vCenter Server administrator, 
these users do not obtain vSphere Replication privileges. The Site Recovery Manager roles do 
not include the privileges of the vSphere Replication roles. For example, the Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery Administrator role includes the privilege to run recovery plans, including 
recovery plans that contain vSphere Replication protection groups, but it does not include 
the privilege to configure vSphere Replication on a virtual machine. The separation of the 
Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication roles allows you to distribute responsibilities 
between different users. For example, one user with the VRM administrator role is responsible 
for configuring vSphere Replication on virtual machines, and another user with the Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery Administrator role is responsible for running recoveries.

In some cases, a user who is not vCenter Server administrator might require the privileges 
to perform both Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication operations. To assign a 
combination of Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication roles to a single user, you can 
add the user to two user groups.

Example: Assign Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication 
Roles to a User
By creating two user groups, you can grant to a user the privileges of both a Site Recovery 
Manager role and a vSphere Replication role, without that user being a vCenter Server 
administrator.

1 Create two user groups.
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2 Assign a Site Recovery Manager role to one user group, for example Site Recovery Manager 
administrator.

3 Assign a vSphere Replication role to the other user group, for example VRM administrator.

4 Add the user to both user groups.

The user has all the privileges of the Site Recovery Manager administrator role and of the VRM 
administrator role.

Assign Site Recovery Manager Roles and Permissions

During installation of Site Recovery Manager, users with the vCenter Server administrator role 
are granted the administrator role on Site Recovery Manager. At this time, only vCenter Server 
administrators can log in to Site Recovery Manager, unless they explicitly grant access to other 
users.

To allow other users to access Site Recovery Manager, vCenter Server administrators must grant 
them permissions in the Site Recovery Manager user interface. You assign site-wide permission 
assignments on a per-site basis. You must add corresponding permissions on both sites.

Site Recovery Manager requires permissions on vCenter Server objects as well as on Site 
Recovery Manager objects. To configure permissions on the remote vCenter Server installation, 
start another instance of the vSphere Web Client. You can change Site Recovery Manager 
permissions from the same Site Recovery Manager user interface on both sites after you connect 
the protected and recovery sites.

Site Recovery Manager augments vCenter Server roles and permissions with additional 
permissions that allow detailed control over Site Recovery Manager specific tasks and 
operations. For information about the permissions that each Site Recovery Manager role includes, 
see Site Recovery Manager Roles Reference.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.
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3 On the left-hand pane click Permissions, select a site, and click Add.

a From the Domain drop-down menu, select the domain that contains the user or group.

b Select a name from the User/Group list.

c Select a role from the Role drop-down menu to assign to the user or user group.

The Role drop-down menu includes all of the roles that vCenter Server and its plug-ins 
make available. Site Recovery Manager adds several roles to vCenter Server.

Option Action

Allow a user or user group to 
perform all Site Recovery Manager 
configuration and administration 
operations.

Assign the SRM Administrator role.

Allow a user or user group to 
manage and modify protection 
groups and to configure protection 
on virtual machines.

Assign the SRM Protection Groups Administrator role.

Allow a user or user group 
to perform recoveries and test 
recoveries.

Assign the SRM Recovery Administrator role.

Allow a user or user group to 
create, modify, and test recovery 
plans.

Assign the SRM Recovery Plans Administrator role.

Allow a user or user group to test 
recovery plans.

Assign the SRM Recovery Test Administrator role.

 
4 Select Propagate to Children to apply the selected role to all of the child objects of the 

inventory objects that this role can affect.

For example, if a role contains privileges to modify folders, selecting this option extends the 
privileges to all the virtual machines in a folder. You might deselect this option to create a 
more complex hierarchy of permissions. For example, deselect this option to override the 
permissions that are propagated from the root of a certain node from the hierarchy tree, but 
without overriding the permissions of the child objects of that node.

5 Click Add to assign the role and its associated privileges to the user or user group.

6 Repeat Step 3 through Step 5 to assign roles and privileges to the users or user groups on 
the other Site Recovery Manager site.

Results

You assigned a given Site Recovery Manager role to a user or user group. This user or user group 
has privileges to perform the actions that the role defines on the objects on the Site Recovery 
Manager site that you configured.
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Example: Combining Site Recovery Manager Roles
You can assign only one role to a user or user group. If a user who is not a vCenter Server 
administrator requires the privileges of more than one Site Recovery Manager role, you can 
create multiple user groups. For example, a user might require the privileges to manage recovery 
plans and to run recovery plans.

1 Create two user groups.

2 Assign the SRM Recovery Plans Administrator role to one group.

3 Assign the SRM Recovery Administrator role to the other group.

4 Add the user to both user groups.

By being a member of groups that have both the SRM Recovery Plans Administrator and the 
SRM Recovery Administrator roles, the user can manage recovery plans and run recoveries.

Site Recovery Manager Roles Reference

Site Recovery Manager includes a set of roles. Each role includes a set of privileges, which allow 
users with those roles to complete different actions.

Roles can have overlapping sets of privileges and actions. For example, the Site Recovery 
Manager Administrator role and the Site Recovery Manager Protection Groups Administrator 
have the Create privilege for protection groups. With this privilege, the user can complete one 
aspect of the set of tasks that make up the management of protection groups.

Assign roles to users on Site Recovery Manager objects consistently on both sites, so that 
protected and recovery objects have identical permissions.

All users must have at least the System.Read privilege on the root folders of vCenter Server and 
the Site Recovery Manager root nodes on both sites.

Note   If you uninstall Site Recovery Manager Server, Site Recovery Manager removes the 
default Site Recovery Manager roles but the Site Recovery Manager privileges remain. You 
can still see and assign Site Recovery Manager privileges on other roles after uninstalling Site 
Recovery Manager. This is standard vCenter Server behavior. Privileges are not removed when 
you unregister an extension from vCenter Server.
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Table 13-1. Site Recovery Manager Roles

Role
Actions that this Role 
Permits Privileges that this Role Includes

Objects in 
vCenter 
Server 
Inventory 
that this 
Role Can 
Access

Site Recovery 
Manager 
Administrator

The Site Recovery 
Manager Administrator 
grants permission 
to perform all 
Site Recovery 
Manager configuration 
and administration 
operations.

n Configure 
advanced settings.

n Configure 
connections.

n Configure 
inventory 
preferences.

n Configure 
placeholder 
datastores.

n Configure array 
managers.

n Manage protection 
groups.

n Manage recovery 
plans.

n Run recovery 
plans.

n Perform reprotect 
operations.

n Configure 
protection on 
virtual machines.

n Edit protection 
groups.

n Remove protection 
groups.

n View storage 
policy objects.

Site Recovery Manager.Advanced Settings.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Array Manager.Configure

Site Recovery Manager.Diagnostics.Export

Site Recovery Manager.Internal.Internal Access

Site Recovery Manager.Inventory Preferences.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Placeholder 
Datastores.Configure

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Assign to 
Plan

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Create

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Remove

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Remove from 
Plan

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery History.Delete 
History

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery History .View Deleted 
Plans

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Configure 
commands

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Create

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Recovery

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Remove

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Reprotect

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Test

Site Recovery Manager.Remote Site.Modify

Datastore.Replication.Protect

Datastore.Replication.Unprotect.Stop

Resource.Recovery Use

Virtual Machine. SRM Protection.Protect

Virtual Machine. SRM Protection.Stop

Site Recovery Manager.Profile-driven storage.Profile-
driven storage view

n Virtual 
machin
es

n Datast
ores

n vCente
r 
Server 
folders

n Resour
ce 
pools

n Site 
Recov
ery 
Manag
er 
service 
instanc
es

n Netwo
rks

n Site 
Recov
ery 
Manag
er 
folders

n Protec
tion 
groups

n Recov
ery 
plans

n Array 
manag
ers

Site Recovery 
Manager 
Protection Groups 
Administrator

The Site Recovery 
Manager Protection 
Groups Administrator 
role allows users to 
manage protection 
groups.

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Create

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Remove

Datastore.Replication.Protect

Datastore.Replication.Unprotect.Stop

n Site 
Recov
ery 
Manag
er 
folders
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Table 13-1. Site Recovery Manager Roles (continued)

Role
Actions that this Role 
Permits Privileges that this Role Includes

Objects in 
vCenter 
Server 
Inventory 
that this 
Role Can 
Access

n Create protection 
groups.

n Modify protection 
groups.

n Add virtual 
machines to 
protection groups.

n Delete protection 
groups.

n Configure 
protection on 
virtual machines.

n Remove protection 
from virtual 
machines.

Users with this role 
cannot perform or test 
recoveries or create or 
modify recovery plans.

Resource.Recovery Use

Virtual Machine. SRM Protection.Protect

Virtual Machine. SRM Protection.Stop

n Protec
tion 
groups
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Table 13-1. Site Recovery Manager Roles (continued)

Role
Actions that this Role 
Permits Privileges that this Role Includes

Objects in 
vCenter 
Server 
Inventory 
that this 
Role Can 
Access

Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery 
Administrator

The Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery 
Administrator role 
allows users to 
perform recoveries 
and reprotect 
operations.

n Remove protection 
groups from 
recovery plans.

n Test recovery 
plans.

n Run recovery 
plans.

n Run reprotect 
operations.

n Configure custom 
command steps on 
virtual machines.

n View deleted 
recovery plans.

n Edit virtual 
machine recovery 
properties.

Users with this 
role cannot configure 
protection on virtual 
machines, or create or 
modify recovery plans.

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Remove from 
plan

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Test

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Recovery

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Reprotect

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery 
Plan.Configure.Configure commands

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery History.View deleted 
plans

n Protec
tion 
groups

n Recov
ery 
plans

n Site 
Recov
ery 
Manag
er 
service 
instanc
es
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Table 13-1. Site Recovery Manager Roles (continued)

Role
Actions that this Role 
Permits Privileges that this Role Includes

Objects in 
vCenter 
Server 
Inventory 
that this 
Role Can 
Access

Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery 
Plans Administrator

The Site Recovery 
Manager Recovery 
Plans Administrator 
role allows users 
to create and test 
recovery plans.

n Add protection 
groups to recovery 
plans.

n Remove protection 
groups from 
recovery plans.

n Configure custom 
command steps on 
virtual machines.

n Create recovery 
plans.

n Test recovery 
plans.

n Cancel recovery 
plan tests.

n Edit virtual 
machine recovery 
properties.

Users with this 
role cannot configure 
protection on 
virtual machines, or 
perform recoveries or 
reprotect operations.

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Assign to 
plan

Site Recovery Manager.Protection Group.Remove from 
plan

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Configure 
Commands

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Create

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Remove

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Test

Resource.Recovery Use 

n Protec
tion 
groups

n Recov
ery 
plans

n vCente
r 
Server 
folders

n Datast
ores

n Resour
ce 
pools

n Netwo
rks
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Table 13-1. Site Recovery Manager Roles (continued)

Role
Actions that this Role 
Permits Privileges that this Role Includes

Objects in 
vCenter 
Server 
Inventory 
that this 
Role Can 
Access

Site Recovery 
Manager Test 
Administrator

The Site Recovery 
Manager Test 
Administrator role only 
allows users to test 
recovery plans.

n Test recovery 
plans.

n Cancel recovery 
plan tests.

n Edit virtual 
machine recovery 
properties.

Users with this 
role cannot configure 
protection on virtual 
machines, create 
protection groups or 
recovery plans, or 
perform recoveries or 
reprotect operations.

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Modify

Site Recovery Manager.Recovery Plan.Test

Recovery 
plans

Site Recovery 
Manager Remote 
User

The Site Recovery 
Manager Remote User 
role grants users 
the minimum set 
of privileges needed 
for cross site Site 
Recovery Manager 
operations.

Datastore.Browse datastore

Datastore.Low level file operations

Datastore.Replication.Update virtual machine files

Datastore.Replication.Update virtual machine metadata

Host.vSphere Replication.Manage replication

Virtual Machine.Snapshot management.Remove 
snapshot

Virtual Machine.vSphere Replication.Configure 
replication

Virtual Machine.vSphere Replication.Manage 
replication

Virtual Machine.vSphere Replication.Monitor 
replication

n Virtual 
machin
es

n Datast
ores

Learn more about permission configuration for VMware Site 
Recovery at VMware Cloud on AWS

When you activate VMware Site Recovery at VMware Cloud on AWS, the permissions for the 
VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup group are automatically configured.
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You can use the cloudadmin@vmc.local account or any other direct member or transitive 
member of VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup to work with Site Recovery Manager and vSphere 
Replication at VMware Cloud on AWS.

At VMware Cloud on AWS, you have:

n Read-only access to Mgmt-ResourcePool, Management VMs folder, vsanDatastore, networks 
in VMC Networks folder as VMware Cloud on AWS is handling the lifecycle of all 
management components in the SDDC;

n Access with CloudAdmin role to any non-management part of the vCenter Server 
inventory, such as: Compute-ResourcePool, Workloads and Templates VM folders, 
WorkloadDatastore, networks outside of the VMC Networks folder. For more information 
about the CloudAdmin role, see Roles and Permissions in the SDDC in the VMware Cloud on 
AWS Operations Guide.

When activated, VMware Site Recovery configures permissions for the VMC.LOCAL\SRM 
Administrators group and the VMC.LOCAL\HmsCloudAdministrators group with 
roles SrmAdministrator and HmsCloudAdmin for the same entities for which 
VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup has permissions with the role CloudAdmin. VMware Site 
Recovery adds VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup as member of both the VMC.LOCAL\SRM 
Administrators and the VMC.LOCAL\HmsCloudAdministrators groups. As a result any direct or 
transitive member of the VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup group can work with Site Recovery 
Manager and vSphere Replication.

Defining extra permissions for any group or individual user at any part of the vCenter Server 
inventory overrides this configuration and the group or individual user will not be able to use Site 
Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication, as the permissions override makes in effect only the 
single role given in that permission and results in the following error 'Permission to perform 
this operation was denied.'.

The recommended way to combine privileges from the SrmAdministrator and HmsCloudAdmin 
roles is through group membership and inheriting the permissions for the VMC.LOCAL\SRM 
Administrators group and the VMC.LOCAL\HmsCloudAdministrators group through being a 
member of the VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup group.

If you use identify provider federation and your own domain, you must use Hybrid Linked Mode 
to add the relevant groups as members of VMC.LOCAL\CloudAdminGroup, so that they can use 
Site Recovery Manager and vSphere Replication.
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Interoperability of Site Recovery 
Manager with Other Software 14
Site Recovery Manager Server operates as an extension to the vCenter Server at a site. Site 
Recovery Manager is compatible with other VMware solutions, and with third-party software.

You can run other VMware solutions such as vCenter Update Manager, vCenter Server 
Heartbeat, VMware Fault Tolerance, vSphere Storage vMotion, and vSphere Storage DRS in 
deployments that you protect using Site Recovery Manager. Use caution before you connect 
other VMware solutions to the vCenter Server instance to which the Site Recovery Manager 
Server is connected. Connecting other VMware solutions to the same vCenter Server instance 
as Site Recovery Manager might cause problems when you upgrade Site Recovery Manager or 
vSphere. Check the compatibility and interoperability of the versions of these solutions with your 
version of Site Recovery Manager by consulting VMware Product Interoperability Matrixes.

For more information about the interoperability of Site Recovery Manager with other software, 
see the Site Recovery Manager Administration guide for your version of Site Recovery Manager.
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Advanced Site Recovery Manager 
Configuration 15
The Site Recovery Manager default configuration enables some simple recovery scenarios. 
Advanced users can customize Site Recovery Manager to support a broader range of site 
recovery requirements.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Reconfigure Site Recovery Manager Settings

n Modify Settings to Run Large Site Recovery Manager Environments

Reconfigure Site Recovery Manager Settings

Using the Advanced Settings, you can view or change many custom settings for the Site 
Recovery Manager service. Advanced Settings provide a way for a user with adequate privileges 
to change default values that affect the operation of various Site Recovery Manager features.

Important   During an upgrade, Site Recovery Manager does not retain any advanced settings 
that you configured in the previous installation. This is by design. Due to changes in default 
values or improvements in performance, advanced settings that you set in a previous version of 
Site Recovery Manager might not be required by or compatible with the new version. Similarly, 
if you uninstall then reinstall the same version of Site Recovery Manager, reusing the database 
from the previous installation, advanced settings are not retained.

Change Connections Settings

Site Recovery Manager communicates with other services.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Connections.
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4 Select a site, and click Edit to change the settings.

Option Action

Change the number of failed pings 
before raising a site down event. The 
default value is 5.

Enter a new value in the connections.drPanicDelay text box.

Change the number of remote site 
status checks (pings) to try before 
declaring the check a failure. The 
default value is 2.

Enter a new value in the connections.drPingFailedDelay text box.

Change the number of failed pings 
before raising a site down event. The 
default value is 5.

Enter a new value in the connections.hmsPanicDelay text box.

Change the number of status checks 
(pings) to try before declaring the 
check a failure. The default value is 
2.

Enter a new value in the connections.hmsPingFailedDelay text box.

Configure the maximum number of 
replication groups in a single VASA 
provider call. If set to zero, the 
replication group operations are not 
split in batches.

Enter a new value in the connections.smsGroupBatchSize text box.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Configure the number of times to 
retry the VASA provider calls. The 
default value is 30.

Enter a new value in the connections.smsGroupOpRetryCount text box.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Change the timeout value for the 
wait time for updates from servers. 
The default value is 900 seconds.

Enter a new value in the connections.waitForUpdatesTimeout text box.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change Site Recovery Manager History Report Collection Setting

Site Recovery Manager history reports are useful to diagnose Site Recovery Manager Server 
behavior before and after a failure. You can change the number of history reports to export.

When you run failover, test, cleanup, and reprotect operations with site A as the protected site 
and site B as recovery site, you can export history reports for these operations when you collect 
a support bundle for Site B, the recovery site. The most recent history is fetched directly from 
the Site Recovery Manager database.

After reprotect occurs, site A is the new recovery site and site B is the protected site. When you 
run failover, test, cleanup, and reprotect operations, you can export history reports when you 
collect a support bundle for site A, the recovery site.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have Administrator credentials.
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n Site Recovery Manager must be connected to a Site Recovery Manager database that you 
can access with valid database credentials.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Export History.

4 Select a site and click Edit to change the settings.

5 Change the value for exportHistory.numReports as needed.

You can enter a value from 0 to 50. The default value is 5.

6 To choose not to export reports, change the value to zero (0).

7 Click OK to save your changes.

Change Local Site Settings

Site Recovery Manager monitors consumption of resources on the Site Recovery Manager Server 
host and raises an alarm if a resource threshold is reached. You can change the thresholds and 
the way that Site Recovery Manager raises the alarms.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Local Site Status.

4 Select a site and click Edit to change the settings.

Option Action

Change the time difference at which 
Site Recovery Manager checks the 
CPU usage, disk space, and free 
memory at the local site. The default 
value is 60 seconds.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus.checkInterval text box.

Change the timeout during which 
Site Recovery Manager waits 
between raising alarms about CPU 
usage, disk space, and free memory 
at the local site. The default value is 
600 seconds.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus.eventFrequency text box.

Change the maximum allowed time 
difference between server clocks. 
The default is 20 seconds.

Enter a new value in thelocalSiteStatus.maxClockSkew textbox. If the 
detected server clock time is off by more than the set number of seconds 
to the Site Recovery Manager Server clock, Site Recovery Manager raises an 
event.
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Option Action

Change the percentage of CPU 
usage that causes Site Recovery 
Manager to raise a high CPU usage 
event. The default value is 70.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus.maxCpuUsage text box.

Change the number of days 
before the Site Recovery Manager 
certificate expires before raising 
a certificate expiring event. The 
default value is 30 days.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus. minCertRemainingTime text box.

Change the percentage of free disk 
space that causes Site Recovery 
Manager to raise a low disk space 
event. The default value is 100 Mb.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus.minDiskSpace text box.

Change the amount of free memory 
that causes Site Recovery Manager 
to raise a low memory event. The 
default value is 32 MB.

Enter a new value in the localSiteStatus.minMemory text box.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change Logging Settings

You can change the levels of logging that Site Recovery Manager provides for the Site Recovery 
Manager Server components.

Site Recovery Manager Server operates log rotation. When you restart Site Recovery Manager 
Server, or when a log file becomes large, Site Recovery Manager Server creates a new log file 
and writes subsequent log messages to the new log file. When Site Recovery Manager Server 
creates new log files, it compresses the old log files to save space.

You might reduce the logging levels for some Site Recovery Manager Server components 
because log files become too large too quickly. You might increase logging levels for certain 
components to help diagnose problems. The list of available logging levels is the same for all Site 
Recovery Manager Server components.

none

Turns off logging.

quiet

Records minimal log entries.

panic

Records only panic log entries. Panic messages occur in cases of complete failure.

error
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Records panic and error log entries. Error messages occur in cases of problems that might or 
might not result in a failure.

warning

Records panic, error, and warning log entries. Warning messages occur for behavior that is 
undesirable but that might be part of the expected course of operation.

info

Records panic, error, warning, and information log entries. Information messages provide 
information about normal operation.

verbose

Records panic, error, warning, information, and verbose log entries. Verbose messages 
provide more detailed information than information messages.

trivia

Records panic, error, warning, information, verbose, and trivia log entries. Trivia messages 
provide all available information. This level of logging is useful for debugging but it can 
produce so much data that it might affect performance.

Note   Set this logging level only when instructed by VMware Support to help resolve a 
problem.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Log Manager.

4 Select a site and click Edit to modify the logging settings.

By default, all components record verbose level logs, unless stated otherwise in the 
description of the logging level.

Option Description

Set logging level for all components 
that do not have an entry in 
logManager. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Default drop-down menu.

Set logging level for the external API 
module. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.ExternalAPI drop-down menu.

Set logging level for vSphere 
Replication. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.HbrProvider drop-down menu.

Set logging level for the IP 
Customizer tool. The default is 
verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.IPCustomizer drop-down menu.
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Option Description

Set logging level for inventory 
mapping. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.InventoryMapper drop-down 
menu.

Set logging level for licensing issues. 
The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Licensing drop-down menu.

Set logging level for persistence 
issues. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Persistence drop-down menu.

Set logging level for recovery 
operations. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Recovery drop-down menu. By 
default, recovery logging is set to verbose.

Set logging level for recovery 
configuration operations. The 
default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.RecoveryConfig drop-down 
menu.

Set logging level for replication 
operations. The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Replication drop-down menu.

Set logging level for authorization 
issues between Site Recovery 
Manager Server and vCenter Server. 
The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.ServerAuthorization drop-down 
menu.

Set logging level for session 
management. The default is 
verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.SessionManager drop-down 
menu.

Set logging level for the SOAP Web 
Services adapter. The default is info.

Select a logging level from the logManager.SoapAdapter drop-down menu. 
Due to the levels of traffic that the SOAP adapter generates, setting the 
logging level to trivia might affect performance. By default, SOAP adapter 
logging is set to info.

Set logging level for storage issues. 
The default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.Storage drop-down menu.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Set logging level for storage 
provider issues. The default is 
verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.StorageProvider drop-down 
menu.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Set logging level for messages from 
the vVols storage provider. The 
default is verbose.

Select a logging level from the logManager.VvolProvider drop-down menu.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

The new logging levels apply as soon as you click OK. You do not need to restart the Site 
Recovery Manager service. If you restart Site Recovery Manager Server, logging remains set 
to the level that you chose.

Change Recovery Settings

You can adjust default values for timeouts that occur when you test or run a recovery plan. You 
might adjust default values if tasks fail to finish because of timeouts.
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Several types of timeouts can occur during recovery plan steps. These timeouts cause the plan 
to pause for a specified interval to give the step time to finish.

Site Recovery Manager applies some advanced settings to a virtual machine when you configure 
protection on that virtual machine:

n recovery.autoDeployGuestAlias

n recovery.defaultPriority

n recovery.powerOnTimeout

n recovery.powerOnDelay

n recovery.customizationShutdownTimeout

n recovery.customizationTimeout

n recovery.skipGuestShutdown

n recovery.powerOffTimeout

Site Recovery Manager keeps a copy of virtual machine recovery settings on each Site Recovery 
Manager site. If recovery advanced settings are different on the protection and recovery 
sites,Site Recovery Manager initializes recovery settings for a virtual machine to different values 
at each site . When Site Recovery Manager recovers the virtual machine from site A to site 
B, it applies the local recovery settings for site B. When recovering from site B to site A, 
Site Recovery Manager applies the local recovery settings for site A. This condition exists until 
you explicitly edit and save individual virtual machine recovery settings from the recovery plan 
Virtual Machines tab. Recovery settings for the affected virtual machine synchronize and become 
identical on both Site Recovery Manager sites.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Recovery.
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4 Select a site and click Edit to modify the recovery site settings.

Option Action

Activate or deactivate the automatic 
configuration of guest user 
mappings. This option is available 
only for VMs that use a compatible 
version of VMware Tools. The 
default value is true.

For information about the 
compatible versions of VMware 
Tools, see Compatibility Matrices for 
Site Recovery Manager 8.5.

Select the value of recovery.autoDeployGuestAlias to activate or deactivate 
the automatic configuration of guest user mappings.

If the value is true, Site Recovery Manager creates guest user mappings in 
the guest OS of all VMs during the recovery and removes them when the 
recovery finishes. To use this option, you must install a compatible version of 
VMware Tools and must configure the IP customization or in-guest callout 
operations on the VMs that you want to recover. Before you run the 
recovery process, you must ensure the time synchronization between the 
ESXi hosts and the vCenter Single Sign-On server on the recovery site.

If the value is false, you must manually map the local Site Recovery Manager 
solution user on the recovery site to a guest user account on the protected 
VM. The guest OS user must have permissions to run commands and access 
to files in the gust OS. If you configure an IP customization or in-guest callout 
operations, you must ensure the time synchronization between the guest OS 
of the protected VM and the vCenter Single Sign-On servers on the recovery 
site.

If your Site Recovery Manager sites are in enhanced linked mode, you can 
use vSphere Web Client to configure the guest user mappings.

For information about how to configure guest user mappings, see the 
Configuring User Mappings on Guest Operating Systems chapter in the 
VMware vSphere ESXi and vCenter Server documentation.

If your Site Recovery Manager sites are not in enhanced linked mode, you 
must use a vSphere API to configure the guest user mappings and to ensure 
that the alias certificate is mapped. The best practice is to use the signing 
certificates of the vCenter Single Sign-On server. For information about the 
vSphere API, see the VMware vSphere API Reference documentation.

Change the virtual machine power 
off timeout in IP customization. The 
default value is 300 seconds.

Enter a new value in the recovery.customizationShutdownTimeout text box. 
This value is the minimal virtual machine power off timeout in seconds used 
in IP customization workflow only. If you specify power off timeout in virtual 
machine recovery settings, the greater value of the two takes precedence.

Change the IP customization 
timeout. The default value is 600 
seconds.

Enter a new value in the recovery.customizationTimeout text box. This 
value is the timeout used in preparation of IP customization scripts on the 
Site Recovery Manager Server. You rarely need to change this value.

Change the default priority for 
recovering a virtual machine. The 
default value is 3.

Enter a new value in the recovery.defaultPriority text box.

Activate or deactivate forced 
recovery. The default value is false.

Select or deselect the recovery.forceRecovery check box. Activate forced 
recovery in cases where a lack of connectivity to the protected site 
severely affects RTO. This setting only removes the restriction to select 
forced recovery when running a recovery plan. To actually activate forced 
recovery, select it when you run a plan.

Change the timeout for hosts in a 
cluster to power on. The default 
value is 1200 seconds.

Enter a new value in the recovery.hostPowerOnTimeout text box.
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Option Action

Change the default timeout value 
to wait for guest shutdown to 
complete before powering off VMs. 
The default value is 300 seconds.

Enter a new value in the recovery.powerOffTimeout text box. This value 
defines the guest operating system timeout before power-off is attempted 
as a last resort to shutting down the virtual machines.

Note   The virtual machines power off when the timeout expires. If the OS of 
the virtual machine has not completed its shutdown tasks when the timeout 
expires, data loss might result. For a large virtual machine that requires a 
longer time to shut down gracefully, set the guest OS power-off timeout 
individually for that virtual machine as described in Configure Virtual Machine 
Startup and Shutdown Options.

Change the delay after powering 
on a virtual machine before starting 
dependent tasks. The default value 
is 0.

Enter a new value in the recovery.powerOnDelay text box. The new value 
applies to power-on tasks for virtual machines at the recovery site.

Change the timeout to wait for 
VMware Tools when powering on 
virtual machines. The default value is 
300 seconds.

Enter a new value in the recovery.powerOnTimeout text box. The new 
power-on value applies to power-on tasks for virtual machines at the 
recovery site. If protected virtual machines do not have VMware Tools 
installed, set this value to 0 to skip waiting for VMware Tools when powering 
on those VMs and avoid a timeout error in SRM.

Activate or deactivate skipping the 
shutdown of the guest OS. The 
default value is false.

Select or deselect the recovery.skipGuestShutdown check box.

If skipGuestShutdown=true, Site Recovery Manager does not attempt guest 
OS shutdown on protection site VMs, but directly powers them off instead. 
In this case, the value set for recovery.powerOffTimeout has no effect 
together with this setting. If VMware Tools are not installed in the virtual 
machine, enable this setting to avoid a guest OS shutdown error in Site 
Recovery Manager.

You can also activate the option to directly power off virtual machines 
without a shutdown timeout, bypassing the guest OS. See Configure Virtual 
Machine Startup and Shutdown Options.

Activate or deactivate automatic VM 
IP customization during recovery. 
The default value is true.

Select or deselect the recovery.useIpMapperAutomatically check box. If 
you select the option and IP mapping rules are configured for virtual 
networks, then Site Recovery Manager evaluates these rules during 
recovery to customize the VMs. If you deselect the option, the IP mapping 
rules are not evaluated during recovery. You can override the option for 
each VM in VM Recovery Settings IP Customization mode.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

What to do next

To apply the changes to virtual machines that you have previously protected, you must 
reconfigure those virtual machines. For example, if you reconfigure the defaultPriority 
setting, you can manually reconfigure the priority of a previously protected virtual machine to 
match the new defaultPriority setting. You can apply changes from either Recovery Plans or 

from Protection Groups.

See Apply Recovery Settings to Virtual Machines in a Recovery Plan and Apply Recovery 
Settings to Virtual Machines in a Protection Group.
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Apply Recovery Settings to Virtual Machines in a Recovery Plan

If you change advanced recovery settings on a protected virtual machine, you must reconfigure 
the virtual machine for the settings to take effect.

You can more efficiently configure recovery settings in a recovery plan if you target a single 
setting or a single virtual machine. In some cases, you can apply a setting only this way, for 
example, if you change settings in a disaster recovery or incomplete recovery scenario.

Procedure

1 Select the Recovery Plans tab, and click on the recovery plan to which the virtual machine 
belongs.

2 On the Virtual Machines tab, right-click a virtual machine and click Configure Recovery.

3 Make the changes you want to the recovery properties settings.

4 Click OK.

What to do next

To apply recovery settings to virtual machines in a Protection Group, see Apply Recovery 
Settings to Virtual Machines in a Protection Group.

Apply Recovery Settings to Virtual Machines in a Protection Group

If you change advanced recovery settings for protected virtual machines, the new settings do 
not take effect until the virtual machines are reconfigured.

You can more conveniently update recovery settings by using the Protection Groups feature 
when you apply settings to multiple virtual machines, although it can be used for a single virtual 
machine. You can select all of the virtual machines in a protection group and update the settings 
all at once.

Procedure

1 Select the Protection Groups tab, and click on the protection group to which the virtual 
machine belongs.

2 On the Virtual Machines tab, right-click a virtual machine and click Remove Protection.

The virtual machine status changes to Not Configured.

3 Click Configure All VMs to reconfigure all virtual machines in the protection group, or select a 
virtual machine and click Configure Protection to reconfigure only that virtual machine.

What to do next

To apply recovery settings to a virtual machine in a recovery plan, see Apply Recovery Settings 
to Virtual Machines in a Recovery Plan.
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Change Remote Manager Settings

If you run tasks that take a long time to complete, the default timeout period on the remote 
site might elapse before the task completes. You can configure additional timeouts to allow 
long-running tasks to finish.

A long-running task might be the test recovery or cleanup of a large virtual machine. If a virtual 
machine has large disks, it can take a long time to perform a test recovery or to perform a full 
recovery. The default timeout period monitors the connectivity between the sites, so if a task 
takes a longer time to complete than the default timeout period and does not send notifications 
to the other site while it is running, timeouts can result. In this case, you can change the remote 
manager settings so that Site Recovery Manager does not time out before a long-running task 
finishes.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Remote Manager.

4 Select a site and click Edit to modify the remote manager settings.

Option Action

Configure the maximum time to wait 
for a remote operation to complete. 
The default value is 900 seconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.defaultTimeout.

Mark a virtual machine as protected 
by Site Recovery Manager. The 
default value is true.

Select the checkbox to enable the value 
remoteManager.enableCustomFields.

Set a time period to wait for 
requests to aggregate at the remote 
site. The default value is 2000 
milliseconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.powerOnAggregationInterval.

Configure the maximum time to wait 
for cancelled tasks to stop. The 
default value is 300 seconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.taskCancelDefaultTimeout.

Configure an additional timeout 
period for tasks to complete on the 
remote site. The default value is 900 
seconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.taskDefaultTimeout.

Configure the number of seconds to 
wait for a timed out task to report 
progress. The default value is 180 
seconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.taskProgressDefaultTimeout. The task is 
allowed more time to complete if progress update is received within that 
time.

Configure the number of attempts to 
power on a virtual machine in case of 
failure. The default value is 5 times.

Enter a new value in the remoteManager.vmPowerOnRetryCount text box.
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Option Action

Configure the number of attempts 
to shut down the guest OS of a 
virtual machine in case of failure. 
The default value is 5 times.

Enter a new value in the remoteManager.vmGuestShutDownRetryCount 
text box.

Configure the number of attempts 
to reconfigure a virtual machine's 
settings in case of failure. The 
default value is 5 times.

Enter a new value in the remoteManager.vmReconfigureRetryCount text 
box

Configure the number of seconds to 
wait for a timeout of xVC-vMotion. 
The default value is 3600 seconds.

Enter a value for remoteManager.xVcVMotionTimeout.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change Replication Settings

You can edit replication settings to modify how long Site Recovery Manager waits for the 
creation of virtual machine placeholders to finish.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Replication.

4 Click Edit to change the settings.

Option Action

Set the time interval in minutes 
between two executions of the 
cleanup task for archived recovery 
settings. The default value is 1440 
minutes.

Enter a new value in the 
replication.archiveRecoverySettingsCleanupInterval text box.

Set the time duration in days to keep 
the archived recovery settings. The 
default value is 30 days.

Enter a new value in the replication.archiveRecoverySettingsLifetime text 
box.

Exclude CD/DVD and floppy media 
devices from protection. The default 
value is true.

To deactivate the setting, move the slider to change the value of 
replication.autoExcludeMediaDevices to false.

Automatically try to select 
placeholder datastores. The default 
value is true.

To deactivate the setting, move the slider to change the value of 
replication.automaticPlaceholderDatastoreSelection to false.

Set the minimum amount of free disk 
space available in megabytes for 
an automatic placeholder datastore 
selection. The default value is 50 
MB.

To change the amount of free disk space, enter a new value in 
the replication.automaticPlaceholderDatastoreSelectionMinFreeSpace text 
box.
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Option Action

Skip the check for non-protected 
replica virtual machines while 
deactivating the protection site 
during Planned Migration. The 
default value is false.

Move the slider to enable the value 
replication.disablePiggybackVmsCheckDuringDeactivate.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Change the timeout in seconds to 
wait when creating a placeholder 
virtual machine. The default value is 
300 seconds.

Enter a new value in the replication.placeholderVmCreationTimeout text 
box.

Periodically poll the virtual machines 
in storage policy protection groups 
for missing mappings and report a 
warning if any mappings are missing 
that can cause the storage policy 
protection group recovery to fail. 
The default value is false.

Move the slider to change the value 
replication.pollForMissingInventoryMappings to true.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Activate or deactivate the 
preservation of VM Tags on the 
recovery site for recovered virtual 
machines. The default value is true.

Move the slider to change the value replication.preserveVmTags to false.

Note   To attach tags to recovered virtual machines on the recovery site, the 
setting must be set to true on the recovery site.

Change the timeout in seconds 
to wait for consistency group 
information to be replicated to the 
remote site before starting an online 
sync on that site. The default is 900 
seconds.

Enter a new value in the replication.protectionInfoSyncTimeout textbox.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

Change the interval in seconds to 
poll the storage policy protection 
groups and missing inventory 
mappings. The default value is 120 
seconds.

Enter a new value in the replication.protectionPollInterval textbox.

Note   The setting is not supported in VMware Site Recovery.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change SSO Setting

You can modify the Single Sign On setting for Site Recovery Manager to renew SSO tokens.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > SSO.

4 Click Edit to change the sso.sts.tokenLifetime setting to specify the number of seconds to 
use SSO tokens before they are renewed.

The default value is 28800 seconds (8 hours).
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5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change vSphere Replication Settings

You can adjust global settings to change how Site Recovery Manager interacts with vSphere 
Replication.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > vSphere Replication.

4 Click Edit to modify the vSphere Replication settings.

Option Description

Allow Site Recovery Manager to 
recover virtual machines that are 
managed by other solutions. The 
default value is false.

vSphere Replication allows solutions to manage the replication of virtual 
machines. By default, Site Recovery Manager only recovers the virtual 
machines that it manages. To allow Site Recovery Manager to recover virtual 
machines whose replications are managed by other solutions, select the 
allowOtherSolutionTagInRecovery check box.

Keep older multiple point in time 
(PIT) snapshots during recovery. The 
default value is true.

If you configure vSphere Replication to take PIT snapshots of protected 
virtual machines, Site Recovery Manager only recovers the most recent 
snapshot when you perform a recovery. To recover older PIT snapshots 
during recovery, select the preserveMpitImagesAsSnapshots check box.

Change the timeout period for 
vSphere Replication synchronization 
operations. The default value is 
7200.

Enter a new value in the synchronizationTimeout text box. The value that 
you enter must be half of the timeout time that you want to set. The default 
value is 7200 and corresponds to a working synchronization timeout period 
of 14400 seconds. Change this value if you experience timeout errors when 
vSphere Replication synchronizes virtual machines on the recovery site.

Change the default RPO setting for 
replications. The default value is 
240.

Enter a new value in the vrReplication.timeDefault text box. The default 
value is 240 minutes (4 hours). This value is selected when you configure 
replications, but you can specify a different RPO in the Configure 
Replication wizard when you configure replication for an individual virtual 
machine or for a group of virtual machines.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Change Telemetry Settings

You can edit the telemetry settings of Site Recovery Manager to specify a proxy host to use 
when sending telemetry reports.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client or the vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery > Open Site Recovery.

2 On the Site Recovery home tab, select a site pair and click View Details.

3 In the left pane click Configure > Advanced Settings > Telemetry.
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4 Click Edit to change the settings.

Option Description

Specify the host name of the 
HTTP proxy to use when sending 
telemetry reports.

Enter the name of the HTTP proxy in the telemetry.proxyHost text box.

Specify the port for the HTTP proxy 
to use when sending telemetry 
reports.

Enter the port number in the telemetry.proxyPort box.

Specify whether to use SSL to 
connect to the HTTP proxy when 
sending telemetry reports. The 
default value is false.

Move the slider to change the value telemetry.proxyUseSsl to true.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

Modify Settings to Run Large Site Recovery Manager 
Environments

If you use Site Recovery Manager to test or recover a large number of virtual machines, you 
might need to modify the default Site Recovery Manager settings to achieve the best possible 
recovery times in your environment or to avoid timeouts.

In large environments, Site Recovery Manager might simultaneously power on or power off 
large numbers of virtual machines. Simultaneously powering on or powering off large numbers 
of virtual machines can create a heavy load on the virtual infrastructure, which might lead to 
timeouts. You can modify certain Site Recovery Manager settings to avoid timeouts, either by 
limiting the number of power on or power off operations that Site Recovery Manager performs 
concurrently, or by increasing the timeout periods.

The limits that you set on power on or power off operations depend on how many concurrent 
power on or power off operations your infrastructure can handle.

You modify certain options in the Advanced Settings menus in the vSphere Web Client or 
in the Site Recovery Manager client plug-in. To modify other settings, you edit the vmware-
dr.xml configuration file on the Site Recovery Manager Server. Always modify settings by 

using the client menus when an option exists. If you modify settings, you must make the same 
modifications on the Site Recovery Manager Server and vCenter Server instances on both the 
protected and recovery sites.

For descriptions of the settings that you can change, see Settings for Large Site Recovery 
Manager Environments.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Web Client or the vSphere Client, select a cluster.
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2 On the Configure tab, select Services > vSphere DRS.

If you are using vCenter Server 6.0 Update 3, on the Manage tab, select Services > vSphere 
DRS

3 Click Edit.

4 In Advanced Options, set the srmMaxBootShutdownOps setting.

Option Description

Option text box Enter srmMaxBootShutdownOps.

Value text box Enter the maximum number of concurrent startup and shutdown operations. 
If you set the value to 32, for example, this means that VMs 1 to 32 start up 
or shut down together, and that VM 33 starts up or shuts down as soon as 
one of the first-batch VMs has finished. VM 34 starts up when the second 
VM of the first batch has finished, and so on.

 
5 Click OK to save your changes.

6 Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host.

7 Open the vmware-dr.xml file in a text editor.

You find the vmware-dr.xml file in the C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager\config folder.

8 Change the defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster and 

defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerHost settings in the vmware-dr.xml file:

<config>
...
   <defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster>24</defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster>
   <defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerHost>4</defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerHost>
...
</config>

If these elements do not already exist in the vmware-dr.xml file, you can add them 

anywhere in the <config> section.

If you set the <defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster> value to 24, the next guest starts 

up or shuts down as soon as one of the first batch of 24 has finished. This means that VMs 1 
to 24 all start together, then VM 25 starts once one of the first-batch VMs has finished. VM 26 
starts when the second VM of the first batch has finished, and so on.

9 To apply the new settings, restart Site Recovery Manager Server.
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10 In the left pane, click Configure > Advanced Settings > vSphere 
Replication and increase the vrReplication.synchronizationTimeout and 

vrReplication.reverseReplicationTimeout settings.

The default value is 7200 and corresponds to a working synchronization timeout period of 
14400 seconds.

11 Select Advanced Settings > Storage, select a site, and increase the 
storage.commandTimeout setting.

The default value is 300 seconds.

12 Click OK to save your changes.

Settings for Large Site Recovery Manager Environments

To protect a large number of virtual machines, you can modify the default Site Recovery 
Manager settings to achieve the best possible recovery times in your environment or to avoid 
timeouts.

You modify certain options in the Advanced Settings menus in the vSphere Web Client or 
in the Site Recovery Manager client plug-in. To modify other settings, you edit the vmware-
dr.xml configuration file on the Site Recovery Manager Server. Always modify settings by 

using the client menus when an option exists. If you modify settings, you must make the same 
modifications on the Site Recovery Manager Server and vCenter Server instances on both the 
protected and recovery sites.

To modify the settings, see Modify Settings to Run Large Site Recovery Manager Environments.
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Table 15-1. Settings that Modify the Number of Simultaneous Power On or Power Off Operations

Option Description

srmMaxBootShutdownOps Specifies the maximum number of concurrent power-
on operations for any given cluster. Guest shutdowns, 
but not forced power offs, are throttled according 
to this value. Guest shutdowns occur during primary 
site shutdowns (planned failover) and IP customization 
workflows. Modify this option per cluster in the vSphere 
Web Client or the vSphere Client by right-clicking a 
cluster and selecting Settings. Click vSphere DRS, then 
Edit > Advanced Options. Type the option to override 
the defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster value 
that you can set in the vmware-dr.xml 
file. You can set a global value 
defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster in the 
vmware-dr.xml file, and then set different 

srmMaxBootShutdownOps values for individual clusters 
in the vSphere Web Client or the vSphere Client. By 
default, throttling is turned off.

defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster Specifies the maximum number of concurrent power-
on operations for all clusters that Site Recovery 
Manager protects. Guest shutdowns, but not forced 
power offs, are throttled according to this value. 
Guest shutdowns occur during primary site shutdowns 
(planned failover) and IP customization workflows. 
You modify this setting in the vmware-dr.xml 
file. The srmMaxBootShutdownOps value that you 
can set in the vSphere Web Client overrides 
the defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster 
value. You can set a global value 
defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerCluster in the 
vmware-dr.xml file, and then set different 

srmMaxBootShutdownOps values for individual clusters 
in the vSphere Web Client. By default, throttling is turned 
off.

defaultMaxBootAndShutdownOpsPerHost Specifies the maximum number of concurrent power-on 
operations on any standalone host. You can only set the 
option in the vmware-dr.xml file. By default, throttling is 

turned off.
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Table 15-2. Settings that Modify Timeout Periods

Option Description

vrReplication.synchronizationTimeout Site Recovery Manager enforces a timeout to complete 
an online or offline synchronization for virtual machines 
replicated by vSphere Replication during a test or failover. 
If a synchronization does not finish within the given 
timeout, for example, because of a slow network or a 
large virtual machine, Site Recovery Manager reports a 
failure during a test or failover. Modify this option in the 
Site Recovery user interface. On the Site Recovery home 
tab, select a site pair and click View Details. In the left 
pane, select Configure > Advanced Settings > vSphere 
Replication. The default value is 7200 and corresponds 
to a working synchronization timeout period of 14400 
seconds.

vrReplication.reverseReplicationTimeout The timeout period for reverse replication during 
reprotect operations. Modify this option in the Site 
Recovery user interface. On the Site Recovery home 
tab, select a site pair and click View Details. In the left 
pane, select Configure > Advanced Settings > vSphere 
Replication. The default value is 7200 and corresponds 
to a working synchronization timeout period of 14400 
seconds.

storage.commandTimeout The timeout for running SRA commands in ABR-related 
workflows. In some cases, such as surfacing LUNs and 
snapshots, some arrays take longer than the default 
time to respond. Modify this option in the Site Recovery 
user interface. On the Site Recovery home tab, select a 
site pair and click View Details. In the left pane, select 
Configure > Advanced Settings > Storage. The default 
value is 300 seconds.
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Site Recovery Manager Events 
and Alarms 16
Site Recovery Manager supports event logging. Each event includes a corresponding alarm that 
Site Recovery Manager can trigger if the event occurs. This provides a way to track the health of 
your system and to resolve potential issues before they affect the protection that Site Recovery 
Manager provides.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n How Site Recovery Manager Monitors Connections Between Sites

n Create Site Recovery Manager Alarms

How Site Recovery Manager Monitors Connections Between 
Sites

Site Recovery Manager monitors the connection between the protected and recovery sites and 
logs events if the remote site stops responding.

When Site Recovery Manager establishes the connection between two paired Site Recovery 
Manager Server instances, the Site Recovery Manager Server that initiated the connection sends 
a RemoteSiteUpEvent event.

If Site Recovery Manager detects that a monitored connection has broken, it starts periodic 
connection checks by sending a ping request to the remote site. Site Recovery Manager 

monitors the connection checks and logs events.

n The connection monitor skips a number of failed pings. You can configure this number by 
setting the remoteSiteStatus.drPingFailedDelay value. The default is 2.

n When the number of skipped failed pings exceeds the value of the 
remoteSiteStatus.drPingFailedDelay setting, Site Recovery Manager sends a 

RemoteSitePingFailedEvent event.

n When the number of skipped failed pings exceeds a higher limit Site Recovery 
Manager sends a RemoteSiteDownEvent event for every failed ping and stops sending 

RemoteSitePingFailedEvent events. You can configure this higher limit of failed pings by 

setting the remoteSiteStatus.drPanicDelay setting. The default is 5.

n Site Recovery Manager continues to send RemoteSiteDownEvent events until the connection is 

reestablished.
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n When a connection to the remote site Site Recovery Manager Server is reestablished, Site 
Recovery Manager sends RemoteSiteUpEvent events.

Create Site Recovery Manager Alarms

Site Recovery Manager adds alarms to the alarms that vCenter Server supports. You can 
configure Site Recovery Manager alarms to send an email notification, send an SNMP trap, or 
to run a script on the vCenter Server host.

The Alarm Definitions tab lists all Site Recovery Manager alarms. You can edit the settings for 
each alarm to specify the action for Site Recovery Manager to take when an event triggers the 
alarm. By default, none of the Site Recovery Manager alarms act until you configure the alarm.

Note   In an environment with more than one vCenter Server, Site Recovery Manager displays 
all events from the Site Recovery Manager Servers that are registered as extensions, even if you 
select events for a specific vCenter Server.

Prerequisites

For alarms to send email notifications, configure the Mail settings in the vCenter Server Settings 
menu. See ESXi and vCenter Server Documentation.

Procedure

1 In the vSphere Client, click a vCenter Server.

2 In the Configure tab, expand More and click Alarm Definitions to display the list of vCenter 
Server alarms.

3 Click Add to add a new alarm.

4 On the Name page, enter an alarm name, description, and click Next.

5 On the Targets page, select a target from the drop-down menu, and click Next.

6 On the Alarm Rule page, select an event from the drop-down menu and the corresponding 
status.

If you see repeated events in the list, each event represents a single Site Recovery Manager 
instance and triggers an alarm for the extension with which it is registered. For example, in 
a scenario with multiple Site Recovery Manager instances, you can use RecoveryPlanCreated 
(SRM 1) and RecoveryPlanCreated (SRM 2) for the same event on both extensions.

7 To add a condition that triggers the alarm, click Add Argument, select an argument from the 
drop-down menu, the operator, and the transition from warning to critical condition.

8 (Optional) Select to send email notifications, SNMP traps, or to run a script.

9 Click Next.

10 On the Review page, select whether to enable the alarm, and click Create.
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Site Recovery Manager Events Reference

Site Recovery Manager monitors different types of events.

Site Status Events

Site status events provide information about the status of the protected and recovery sites and 
the connection between them.

Table 16-1. Site Status Events

Event Name Event Type Event Description
Catego
ry

Unknown status UnknownStatusEvent Site Recovery Manager Server status is not 
available

Info

Remote site down RemoteSiteDownEvent Site Recovery Manager Server has lost its 
connection with the remote Site Recovery 
Manager Server.

Error

Remote site ping 
failed

RemoteSitePingFailedEvent Failures at the remote site or network connectivity 
problems.

Warnin
g

Remote site created RemoteSiteCreatedEvent Local site has been successfully paired with the 
remote site.

Info

Remote site up RemoteSiteUpEvent Site Recovery Manager Server re-establishes 
its connection with the remote Site Recovery 
Manager Server.

Info

Remote site deleted RemoteSiteDeletedEvent Remote Site Recovery Manager site has been 
deleted.

Info

vSphere Replication 
replicated virtual 
machine is added to a 
protection group

HbrGroupVmAssociatedEvent A virtual machine replicated by vSphere 
Replication is added to a protection group.

Info

vSphere Replication 
replicated virtual 
machine is removed 
from a protection 
group

HbrGroupVmDisassociatedEve
nt 

A virtual machine replicated by vSphere 
Replication is removed from a protection group.

Info

Local vSphere 
Replication Server is 
down

LocalHmsConnectionDownEven
t 

Repeated connection attempts to vSphere 
Replication fail.

Error

The connection to 
the local vSphere 
Replication Server has 
been restored

LocalHmsConnectionUpEvent Connection to vSphere Replication is successful. Info

The local vSphere 
Replication Server is 
not responding

LocalHmsPingFailedEvent Failure to establish connection to the local 
vSphere Replication Server

Warnin
g

Low disk space LowDiskSpaceEvent Free disk space on the local site is low. Warnin
g
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Table 16-1. Site Status Events (continued)

Event Name Event Type Event Description
Catego
ry

Low memory LowMemoryEvent Available memory on the local site is low. Warnin
g

SRM Server certificate 
not yet valid

SrmCertificateNotValidEven
t

The SSL/TLS certificate for the specified SRM 
Server is in the future.

Error

SRM Server certificate 
expiring

SrmCertificateExpiringEven
t

The SSL/TLS certificate for the specified SRM 
Server expires in the specified number of days.

Info

SRM Server certificate 
has expired

SrmCertificateExpiredEvent The SSL/TLS certificate for the specified SRM 
Server has expired.

Error

Protection Group Events

Protection Group events provide information about actions and status related to protection 
groups.

Table 16-2. Protection Group Replication Events

Event Description Cause
Categ
ory

CreatedEvent Created protection group. Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of creating 
a protection group.

Info

RemovedEvent Removed protection group. Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of removing 
a protection group.

Info

ReconfiguredEvent Reconfigured protection 
group.

Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of 
reconfiguring a protection group.

Info

ProtectedVmCreatedEvent Virtual machine in group is 
configured for protection.

Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of the 
protection of a virtual machine.

Info

ProtectedVmRemovedEvent Virtual machine in group is 
no longer configured for 
protection.

Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of 
unprotecting a virtual machine.

Info

ProtectedVmReconfiguredPro
tectionSettingsEvent

Reconfigured protection 
settings for virtual machine.

Posted on both vCenter Servers in the 
completion of the Commit phase of 
reconfiguring virtual machine protection 
settings.

Info

ProtectedVmReconfiguredRec
overyLocationSettingsEvent

Reconfigured recovery 
location settings for virtual 
machine.

Posted on the protected site vCenter 
Server only on the successful completion of 
reconfiguring the recovery location settings 
for a protected virtual machine.

Info

PlaceholderVmCreatedEvent The placeholder virtual 
machine was created in the 
vCenter Server inventory.

Posted on the recovery site vCenter Server 
placeholder virtual machine is created as a 
result of protection, repair operation.

Info
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Table 16-2. Protection Group Replication Events (continued)

Event Description Cause
Categ
ory

PlaceholderVmCreatedFromOl
dProductionVmEvent

The placeholder virtual 
machine was created in the 
vCenter Server inventory 
using the identity of the old 
protected virtual machine.

Posted on the recovery site vCenter Server 
placeholder virtual machine is created as a 
result of swapping the old protected virtual 
machine with a placeholder virtual machine 
during or after reprotect operation .

Info

VmFullyProtectedEvent Virtual machine in group: 
Unresolved devices have all 
been resolved.

A protected virtual machine's previously 
unresolved devices have all been resolved.

Warni
ng

VmNotFullyProtectedEvent Virtual machine in group: 
One or more devices 
need to be configured for 
protection.

Posted on the protected site vCenter Server 
only upon device handling updating the 
recovery location settings with a non-empty 
unresolvedDevices set. This can be triggered 
by changes to the protected virtual machine 
or during reprotect of a virtual machine.

Warni
ng

PlaceholderVmUnexpectedlyD
eletedEvent

Virtual machine in group: 
The placeholder virtual 
machine was removed 
from the vCenter Server 
inventory.

Posted on the recovery site vCenter Server 
when Site Recovery Manager detects that the 
placeholder virtual machine was unexpectedly 
deleted or removed from the vCenter Server 
inventory.

Warni
ng

ProductionVmDeletedEvent Virtual machine in group: 
The protected virtual 
machine has been removed 
from the virtual machine 
vCenter Server inventory.

Posted when a protected virtual machine is 
deleted or removed from the vCenter Server 
inventory.

Error

ProductionVmInvalidEvent Virtual machine in group: 
Cannot resolve the 
file locations of the 
protected virtual machine 
for replication.

Posted when the replication provider cannot 
find the protected virtual machine files in 
order to replicate them.

Error

Recovery Events

Recovery events provide information about actions and status related to the Site Recovery 
Manager recovery processes.

Table 16-3. Recovery Events

Event Name Event Type Event Description Category

Recovery plan has 
begun recovering 
the specified virtual 
machine.

RecoveryVmBegin Signaled when the recovery virtual machine was 
successfully created. If some error occurred 
before the virtual machine ID is known the event 
is not fired.

Info

Recovery plan 
has completed 
recovering the virtual 
machine.

RecoveryVmEnd Signaled after the last post-power on script has 
completed, or after a recovery-stopping error 
has occurred for the virtual machine.

Info
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Table 16-3. Recovery Events (continued)

Event Name Event Type Event Description Category

Recovery plan 
hostnamehas been 
created.

PlanCreated Signaled when a new plan is created. It is sent to 
each vCenter Server instance where the plan is 
hosted.

Info

Recovery plan has 
been destroyed.

PlanDestroy Signaled when a plan has been deleted from the 
site. Note that on the site where the plan has 
been requested to be deleted there can be a 
significant delay, while it waits for the plan to 
be deleted at the other site. It will be sent to 
each vCenter Server instance where the plan is 
hosted.

Info

Recovery plan was 
changed.

PlanEdit Signaled when an existing plan is edited. Info

Recovery plan has 
begun a test.

PlanExecTestBegin Signaled on the recovery site when a recovery 
test is initiated.

Info

Recovery plan has 
completed a test.

PlanExecTestEnd Signaled on the recovery site when a recovery 
test has completed.

Info

Recovery plan has 
begun a test cleanup.

PlanExecCleanupBegin Signaled on the recovery site when a test 
cleanup is initiated.

Info

Recovery plan has 
completed a test 
cleanup.

PlanExecCleanupEnd Signaled on the recovery site when a test 
cleanup has completed.

Info

Recovery plan has 
begun a recovery.

PlanExecBegin Signaled on the recovery site when a recovery is 
initiated.

Info

Recovery plan 
has completed a 
recovery.

PlanExecEnd Signaled on the recovery site when a recovery 
has completed.

Info

Recovery plan has 
begun a reprotect 
operation.

PlanExecReprotectBegin Signaled on the recovery site when a reprotect 
is initiated.

Info

Recovery plan 
has completed a 
reprotect operation.

PlanExecReprotectEnd Signaled on the recovery site when a reprotect 
has completed.

Info

Recovery plan is 
displaying a prompt 
and is waiting for 
user input.

PlanPromptDisplay Signaled on the recovery site when a prompt 
step is encountered. The key is a unique 
identifier for the prompt.

Info

Recovery plan has 
received an answer 
to its prompt.

PlanPromptResponse Signaled on the recovery site when a prompt 
step is closed.

Info
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Table 16-3. Recovery Events (continued)

Event Name Event Type Event Description Category

Recovery plan has 
started to run a 
command on a 
recovered virtual 
machine.

PlanVmCommandBegin Signaled on the recovery site when Site 
Recovery Manager has started to run a callout 
command on a recovered virtual machine.

Info

Recovery plan has 
completed executing 
a command on 
a recovered virtual 
machine.

PlanVmCommandEnd Signaled on the recovery site when Site 
Recovery Manager has finished running a callout 
command on a recovered virtual machine.

Info

Licensing Events

Licensing events provide information about changes in Site Recovery Manager licensing status.

Table 16-4. Licensing Events

Event Description Cause

LicenseExpiringEvent The Site Recovery Manager License 
at the specified site expires in the 
specified number of days.

Every 24 hours, non-evaluation, 
expiring licenses are checked for the 
number of days left. This event is 
posted with the results.

EvaluationLicenseExpiringEvent The Site Recovery Manager 
Evaluation License at the specified 
site expires in the specified number 
of days.

Every 24 hours, evaluation licenses 
are checked for the number of days 
left. This event is posted with the 
results.

LicenseExpiredEvent The Site Recovery Manager license at 
the specified site license has expired.

Every 30 minutes, expired (non-
evaluation) licenses will post this 
event.

EvaluationLicenseExpiredEvent The Site Recovery Manager 
Evaluation License at the specified 
site license has expired.

Every 30 minutes, evaluation licenses 
will post this event.

UnlicensedFeatureEvent The Site Recovery Manager license at 
the specified site is overallocated by 
the specified number of licenses.

Every 24 hours and upon the 
protection or unprotection of a virtual 
machine, this event will be posted if 
the total number of licenses exceeds 
the capacity in the license.

LicenseUsageChangedEvent The Site Recovery Manager license 
at the specified site is using the 
specified number out of the total 
number licenses.

Every 24 hours and upon the 
protection or unprotection of a virtual 
machine, this event will be posted if 
the total number of licenses does not 
exceed the capacity in the license.

Permissions Events

Permission events provide information about changes to Site Recovery Manager permissions.
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Table 16-5. Permissions Events

Event Description Cause

PermissionsAddedEvent Permission created for the entity on 
Site Recovery Manager.

A permission for the entity was 
created using the role specified. The 
IsPropagate flag indicates whether 

the permission is propagated down 
the entity hierarchy.

PermissionsDeletedEvent Permission rule removed for the 
entity on Site Recovery Manager.

A permission for the entity was 
deleted.

PermissionsUpdatedEvent Permission changed for the entity on 
Site Recovery Manager.

A permission for the indicated entity 
was modified.

SNMP Traps

Site Recovery Manager sends SNMP traps to community targets defined in vCenter Server. You 
can configure them using the vSphere Web Client. When you enter localhost or 127.0.0.1 as a 
target host for SNMP traps, Site Recovery Manager uses the IP address or host name of the 
vSphere server as configured by the Site Recovery Manager installer.

Table 16-6. SNMP Traps

Event Description Cause

RecoveryPlanExecuteTestBeginTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
starts a test.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state.

RecoveryPlanExecuteTestEndTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
ends a test.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, result status.

RecoveryPlanExecuteCleanupBeginTr
ap

This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
starts a test cleanup.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state.

RecoveryPlanExecuteCleanupEndTrap This trap is sent a recovery plan ends 
a test cleanup.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, result status.

RecoveryPlanExecuteBeginTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
starts a recovery.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state.

RecoveryPlanExecuteEndTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
ends a recovery.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, result status.

RecoveryPlanExecuteReprotectBegin
Trap

This trap is sent when Site Recovery 
Manager starts the reprotect 
workflow for a recovery plan.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state.

RecoveryPlanExecuteReprotectEndTr
ap

This trap is sent when Site Recovery 
Manager has finished the reprotect 
workflow for a recovery plan.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, result status.
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Table 16-6. SNMP Traps (continued)

Event Description Cause

RecoveryVmBeginTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
starts recovering a virtual machine.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, virtual machine 
name, virtual machine UUID.

RecoveryVmEndTrap This trap is sent when a recovery 
plan has finished recovering a virtual 
machine.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, virtual machine 
name, virtual machine UUID, result 
status.

RecoveryPlanVmCommandBeginTrap This trap is sent when a recovery 
plan starts the execution of a 
command callout on a recovered 
virtual machine.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, command name, 
virtual machine name, virtual machine 
UUID.

RecoveryPlanVmCommandEndTrap This trap is sent when a recovery 
plan has finished the execution of 
a command callout on a recovered 
virtual machine.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, command name, 
virtual machine name, virtual machine 
UUID, result status.

RecoveryPlanPromptDisplayTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
requires user input before continuing.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
execution state, prompt string.

RecoveryPlanPromptResponseTrap This trap is sent when a recovery plan 
no longer requires user input before 
continuing.

Site Recovery Manager site name, 
recovery plan name, recovery type, 
and execution state.
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Collecting Site Recovery Manager 
Log Files 17
To help identify the cause of any problems you encounter during the day-to-day running of Site 
Recovery Manager, you might need to collect Site Recovery Manager log files to review or send 
to VMware Support.

Site Recovery Manager creates several log files that contain information that can help VMware 
Support diagnose problems. You can collect the log files for your on-premises installation of Site 
Recovery Manager manually.

The Site Recovery Manager Server and client use different log files.

The Site Recovery Manager Server log files contain information about the server configuration 
and messages related to server operations. The Site Recovery Manager Server log bundle also 
contains system information and history reports of the latest recovery plan executions.

The Site Recovery Manager client log files contain information about the client configuration and 
messages related to Site Recovery Manager standalone user interface.

Log files from vCenter Server instances and ESXi Server instances that are part of your Site 
Recovery Manager system might also include information useful for diagnosing Site Recovery 
Manager problems.

The Site Recovery Manager log file collects or retrieves the files and compresses them in a 
zipped file that is placed in a location that you choose.

Errors that you encounter during Site Recovery Manager operations appear in error dialog boxes 
or appear in the Recent Tasks window. Most errors also generate an entry in a Site Recovery 
Manager log file. Check the recent tasks and log files for the recovery site and the protected site.

Collect Site Recovery Manager Log Files Manually

You can download Site Recovery Manager Server log files for your on-premises Site Recovery 
Manager installation in a log bundle that you generate manually.

Use this information to understand and resolve issues.
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Procedure

u Initiate the collection of Site Recovery Manager Server log files from the Start menu:

a Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host.

b Select Start > Programs > VMware > VMware Site Recovery Manager > Generate 
VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager log bundle.

u Initiate the collection of Site Recovery Manager Server log files from the Windows command 
line:

a Start a Windows command shell on the Site Recovery Manager Server host.

b Change directory to C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery 
Manager\bin.

c Run the following command.

cscript srm-support.wsf

Results

The individual log files are collected in a file named srm-support-MM-DD-YYYY-HH-MM.zip, 

where MM-DD-YYYY-HH-MM indicates the month, day, year, hour, and minute when the log files 
were created. The log bundle is saved on the desktop by default.

Change Size and Number of Site Recovery Manager Server 
Log Files

You can change the size, number, and location of Site Recovery Manager Server log files.

You can modify the Site Recovery Manager log settings in the vmware-dr.xml configuration file 

on the Site Recovery Manager Server.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host.

2 Open the vmware-dr.xml file in a text editor.

You find the vmware-dr.xml file in the C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager\config folder.

3 Find the <log> section in the vmware-dr.xml file.
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4 Set the maximum size in bytes of the logs to retain.

You set the maximum log size by adding a <maxFileSize> section to the <log> section. The 

default is 10485760 bytes.

<log>

   <maxFileSize>10485760</maxFileSize>

</log>

5 Set the maximum number of log files to retain.

You set the maximum number of logs by adding a <maxFileNum> section to the <log> section. 

The default is 20 log files.

<log>

   <maxFileNum>20</maxFileNum>

</log>

6 Change the location on the Site Recovery Manager Server in which to store the logs.

You change the log location by modifying the <directory> section in the <log> section.

<log>

   <directory>C:\ProgramData\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery
    Manager\Logs</directory>

</log>

7 Change the default prefix for log files.

You change the default prefix by modifying the <name> section in the <log> section.

<log>

   <name>vmware-dr</name>

</log>
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8 Change the logging level.

You change the logging level by modifying the <level> section in the <log> section. The 

possible logging levels are error, warning, info, verbose, and trivia. If you set the level to 
trivia, you will see a noticeable negative effect on performance.

<log>

   <level>info</level>

</log>

9 (Optional) Set the level of logging for Site Recovery Manager Server components.

You can set specific logging levels for components by modifying the appropriate <level> 
sections. For example, you can set the logging level for the recovery component to trivia.

<level id="Recovery">
   <logName>Recovery</logName>
   <logLevel>trivia</logLevel>
</level>

10 Restart the Site Recovery Manager Server service for changes to take effect.

Configure Site Recovery Manager Core Dumps

You can configure Site Recovery Manager core dump settings to change the location of the core 
dump files and compress them.

You can modify the Site Recovery Manager core dump settings in the vmware-dr.xml 
configuration file on the Site Recovery Manager Server.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Site Recovery Manager Server host.

2 Open the vmware-dr.xml file in a text editor.

You find the vmware-dr.xml file in the C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager\config folder.

3 Change the location on the Site Recovery Manager Server in which to store core dumps by 
modifying the <coreDump> section of the vmware-dr.xml file.

Note   If you change the location of the core dump files, you must verify that your Site 
Recovery Manager user account has the necessary permissions to write in the new directory.

n If you are using Site Recovery Manager for Windows, the default path to the core dump 
is C:\ProgramData\VMware\VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager\DumpFiles, 

unless this location does not exist or is not writable. In that case, Site Recovery Manager 
Server uses C:\ProgramData\VMware.
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n If you are using the Site Recovery Manager Appliance, the default location of the core 
dump is /var/log/vmware/srm/DumpFiles.

4 Use the core dump system parameters to limit the number of created and compressed dump 
files.

<debug>
  <dumpCoreCompression>true,false</dumpCoreCompression>
  <dumpFullCore>true,false</dumpFullCore>
</debug>

Parameter Description

dumpCoreCompression If unspecified, the default value is false. Site Recovery Manager Server does 
not compress previous core dump files as it creates core dump files. If you 
specify true, then Site Recovery Manager Server compresses all older core 
dumps when it generates a new core dump.

dumpFullCore If unspecified, the default value is false. Site Recovery Manager Server 
generates a core dump file of several MB and provides some assistance to 
support when a problem occurs. If you set this value to true, Site Recovery 
Manager Server generates a full core dump file that might be several GBs 
in size, depending on the workload at the time the core dump occurs. This 
larger file can provide greater assistance to support when a problem occurs. 
If disk space allows, set this value to true.

 
5 To modify the maximum number of core dump files, add a row to the <debug> section.

<maxCoreDumpFiles>max files</maxCoreDumpFiles>

If unspecified, the default value is 4. This value specifies the maximum number of core dump 
files that are retained in the core dump directory. When Site Recovery Manager Server 
creates core dumps, Site Recovery Manager Server deletes older files as necessary to avoid 
exceeding the maximum and consuming excessive disk space, especially when dumpFullCore 
is true.
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How to Retrieve a Health Report 
for you VMware Site Recovery 
SDDC

18
You can use the VMware Cloud APIs or the VMware Cloud API Explorer to retrieve a Health 
Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC.

Procedure

1 Retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC by using the VMware Cloud 
APIs

You use the VMware Cloud APIs to retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery 
SDDC.

2 Retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC by using the VMware Cloud 
API Explorer

You can use the VMware Cloud API Explorer to retrieve a health report for your VMware 
Site Recovery SDDC.

3 Request an On-Demand VMware Site Recovery Health Check by using the VMware Cloud 
API Explorer

You use the VMware Cloud API Explorer to request on-demand health check for your 
VMware Site Recovery SDDC.

4 VMware Site Recovery Issues Reference

You can view the issues in the Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC. The 
following tables list the issues, their category, and what you can do to remediate them.

Retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery 
SDDC by using the VMware Cloud APIs

You use the VMware Cloud APIs to retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery 
SDDC.

Retrieve an API token for your organization

The API token is a form of authentication similar to a user name and password for a specific 
organization on VMware Cloud Services.
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An API token expires in 6 months by default. You can change the TTL when you create the API 
token.

Procedure

1 Log in to https://vmc.vmware.com/.

2 Click your user name at the top right and then switch to the organization that you want to 
use.

3 Navigate to My Account > API Tokens > Generate a New API Token .

4 Enter the token name, TTL, scopes, and so on.

In the scopes box select All Roles.

5 Click Generate.

What to do next

After the API token is generated, copy and record the token value.

Retrieve an authentication token by using an API token

You must have a valid authentication token to use the VMware Cloud APIs.

Prerequisites

Verify that you have retrieved an API token.

Procedure

1 (Optional) For Linux, use the following command to obtain authentication token.

export REFRESH_TOKEN=...
export AUTH_TOKEN=$(curl "https://console.cloud.vmware.com/csp/gateway/am/api/auth/api-
tokens/authorize" -X POST -d "api_token=$REFRESH_TOKEN" | jq -r .access_token)
export DRAAS_BACKEND_URL=https://vmc.vmware.com
export ORG_ID=...
export SDDC_ID=...

2 (Optional) For Windows Powershell, use the following command.

$REFRESH_TOKEN="..."
$AUTH_TOKEN=Invoke-WebRequest -Method Post -Uri "https://console.cloud.vmware.com/csp/
gateway/am/api/auth/api-tokens/authorize" -Body @{"api_token" = $REFRESH_TOKEN} | 
ConvertFrom-Json | Select-Object -ExpandProperty access_token
$DRAAS_BACKEND_URL="https://vmc.vmware.com"
$ORG_ID="..."
$SDDC_ID="..."

Retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC
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After you acquire the authentication token and receive the VMware Site Recovery - Site 
Recovery Health Report email, you can check the health reports for your SDDCs.

Procedure

1 To retrive the health report in json format, copy each curl item from the email.

curl "https://vmc.vmware.com/api/vsr-guardrails/{{org-id}}/deployments/{{sddc-id}}/site-
recovery-health-report" -X GET -H "csp-auth-token: $AUTH_TOKEN"

To format the json output for easier readability, you can add jq command.

curl "https://vmc.vmware.com/api/vsr-guardrails/{{org-id}}/deployments/{{sddc-id}}/site-
recovery-health-report" -X GET -H "csp-auth-token: $AUTH_TOKEN" | jq . 

You can redirect the result to a json file.

curl "https://vmc.vmware.com/api/vsr-guardrails/{{org-id}}/deployments/{{sddc-id}}/site-
recovery-health-report" -X GET -H "csp-auth-token: $AUTH_TOKEN" | jq . > example.json

2 To retrive the health report in html format, copy each curl item from the email.

curl "https://vmc.vmware.com/api/vsr-guardrails/{{org-id}}/deployments/{{sddc-id}}/site-
recovery-health-html-report" -X GET -H "csp-auth-token: $AUTH_TOKEN"

You can redirect the result to an html file.

curl "https://vmc.vmware.com/api/vsr-guardrails/{{org-id}}/deployments/{{sddc-id}}/site-
recovery-health-html-report" -X GET -H "csp-auth-token: $AUTH_TOKEN" > example.html

Retrieve a Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery 
SDDC by using the VMware Cloud API Explorer

You can use the VMware Cloud API Explorer to retrieve a health report for your VMware Site 
Recovery SDDC.

When you invoke the APIs from the API Explorer, the API Explorer injects the authentication 
token automatically and auto-fills the organization ID path parameter in the endpoint's path.

Procedure

1 Log in to https://vmc.vmware.com/.

2 Click your user name at the top right and then switch to the organization that you want to 
use.

3 Navigate to Developer Center > API Explorer > VMware Site Recovery.
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4 To retrieve the health report in JSON format, expand the site-recovery-health-report menu 
in API categories, select the GET request, and click Execute.

GET /api/vsr-guardrails/{org_id}/deployments/{deployment_id}/site-recovery-health-report

You can copy or download the response to a local machine, or expand the 
SiteRecoveryHealthReport and read the report.

5 To retrieve the health report in html format, expand the site-recovery-health-html-report 
menu in API categories, select the GET request, and click Execute.

GET  /api/vsr-guardrails/{org_id}/deployments/{deployment_id}/site-recovery-health-html-
report

The HTML code snippet is embedded in the text field as a string. To convert the content to a 
common HTML code, you must perform the following steps.

a Click COPY RESPONSE.

b Open a web browser, navigate to https://jsoneditoronline.org/ and paste the response on 
the left pane.

c To switch to the tree view, click tree.

d Copy the content value of the text node, paste it in a text editor, and save the content as 
an html file.

e To review the health report, open the html file in a browser.

Request an On-Demand VMware Site Recovery Health 
Check by using the VMware Cloud API Explorer

You use the VMware Cloud API Explorer to request on-demand health check for your VMware 
Site Recovery SDDC.

VMware Site Recovery guardrails have a daily scanning scheduled for all VMware Site Recovery 
SDDCs, but if you want to trigger on-demand health check, you can request it by using the 
VMware Cloud API Explorer.

Procedure

1 Log in to https://vmc.vmware.com/.

2 Click your user name at the top right and then switch to the organization that you want to 
use.

3 Navigate to Developer Center > API Explorer > VMware Site Recovery.
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4 To request a default health check execution for all issue types, expand the site-recovery-
health-html-report menu in API categories, select the POST request, and click Execute.

POST  /api/vsr-guardrails/{org_id}/deployments/{deployment_id}/site-recovery-health-html-
report

5 (Optional) To request a customized health check execution for certain issue types and 
information types, you must specify them in the body of the request.

a Expand the site-recovery-health-html-report menu in API categories, and select the POST 
request.

b Expand the HealthCheckExecuteRequest entity on the right pane.

c To populate the selected_info_types, select the types from the SiteRecoveryInfoType 
entity on the right pane.

d To populate the selected_issue_types, select the types from the SiteRecoveryIssueType 
entity on the right pane.

You must select at least one issue type.

e Click Execute.

f Wait for several minutes for the on-demand health check job to complete.

VMware Site Recovery Issues Reference

You can view the issues in the Health Report for your VMware Site Recovery SDDC. The following 
tables list the issues, their category, and what you can do to remediate them.

HMS_SITE_ISSUE

Issue Error Remediation

hmsConnectionIssue vSphere Replication 
Management Server could 
not establish connection to 
remote vSphere Replication 
Management Server at 
'...:8043'

If you do not need the site pairing or the 
remote site no longer exists, break the 
pairing. Otherwise, to resolve the issue do 
the following:

n Check if the remote site is in healthy 
status.

n Check the network and firewalls on both 
sites.

n Check the remote vSphere Replication 
Management Server status.

n Reconnect the vSphere Replication 
pairing.

Other Issue N/A A CSSD ticket is created for any new 
errors. VMware Site Recovery support might 
contact you if customer action is required.
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HMS_REPLICATION_ISSUE

Issue Error Remediation

rpoViolated rpoViolated See the vSphere Replication RPO 
Violations topic in the vSphere 
Replication Administration.

replicationNotActive replicationNotActive See the Monitor the Status of a 
Replication topic in the vSphere 
Replication Administration.

newDiskAddedIssue A new disk was added to a 
replicated virtual machine. 
Replication will be paused 
until the new disk is 
configured for replication.

See The Replication Pauses When 
You Add a New Disk to the Source 
VM topic in the vSphere Replication 
Administration.

replicationForceStoppedIssue Replication '...' on the 
source site has been force-
stopped.

To resolve the issue, perform one of 
the following actions:

n Force stop the replications from 
the target site.

n If the source VM was deleted 
by mistake and you must restore 
the VM, perform a failover by 
using the Recover action in the 
Replications tab.

n Recover action will be greyed 
out if the VM is part of a Site 
Recovery Manager Protection 
group. You must first remove 
the VM from the Protection 
group.

n After the recovery, the VM 
is restored on the target 
site. You must force stop the 
replication from the target 
site.

replicationForceStoppedIssue Replication '... on the target 
site has been force-stopped.

To resolve the issue, force stop the 
replications from the source site.

diskFileNameAlreadyExists Unable to complete the 
reconfiguration task at 
remote site for replication 
group ...'. Details: 'Disk 
file name ....vmdk' already 
exists.'" ...

To resolve the issue, perform one of 
the following actions:

n Delete the vmdk file with the file 
name from the error message at 
the remote site and perform a 
Reconfigure operation.

n Reconfigure the replication, 
exclude the problematic disk 
and finish the reconfigure. 
Reconfigure the replication again, 
include the problematic disk and 
select seed, then finish the 
reconfigure operation.
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Issue Error Remediation

sessionNotAuthenticated The session is not 
authenticated.

You might observe the error 
if the disk move task is not 
complete and the reconfigure session 
timeouts. Retry reconfigure operation 
after waiting some time. If the 
error persists, contact VMware Site 
Recovery support.

Lock issue The storage for datastore path 
'[] ....vmdk' is locked.

A CSSD ticket is created and VMware 
Site Recovery support will investigate 
the issue.

n Collect log bundles from the on-
premises site.

If the error is a result from a 
broken disk hierarchy, recreate the 
replication.

1 Stop the replication with the 
option to retain the replica disks.

2 Re-create the replication with 
seed disks.

3 Wait for the initial sync to 
complete.

Other issues A CSSD ticket is created for any 
new errors. VMware Site Recovery 
support might contact you if 
customer action is required.

DISK_UUID_MISMATCH_ISSUE

Issue Error Remediation

disk uuid mismatch disk uuid mismatch A CSSD ticket is created and VMware 
Site Recovery will correct the UUIDs.

disk not found disk not found To resolve the issue, perform the 
following actions:

n Exclude the disk, and reconfigure 
the replication.

n If the source disk exists, include 
the disk, and reconfigure the 
replication again.

datastore not exists datastore not exists Check if the datastore exists, and 
change the replication to a valid 
datastore.
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REPLICATION_FOLDER_ISSUE

Issue Error Remediation

Folder conflict Replication VM <vm_name> which 
target <vm_folder> is the 
same as placeholder VM folder 
<vm_folder>

To resolve the issue, perform the 
following actions:

1 Delete the placeholder VM from 
the vCenter Server inventory. 
This triggers the Missing 
placeholder VM error in the Site 

Recovery user interface.

2 From the Site Recovery user 
interface, select the Re-create 
placeholder VM action. A 
placeholder VM is created in a 
new directory.

SRM_DATASTORE_CONFIG_ISSUE

Issue Error Remediation

datastore config issue Cluster managed object ID: 
domain-c8
Missing configuration for 
placeholder datastore

Configure placeholder datastore for 
the cluster used in the resource pool 
mapping.

RESOURCE_MAPPING_MISMATCH

Issue Error Remediation

cluster mismatch Replication datastore belongs 
to cluster Cluster-67-2, but 
resource mapping cluster is 
Cluster-67-1.

To resolve the issue, perform one of 
the following actions:

n Change the datastore of the 
replication to the resource 
mapping cluster.

n Change the resource mapping 
cluster to the cluster which has 
the replication datastore.

disk in multi clusters VM disks's datastores do 
not belong to the same 
cluster, the clusters are: 
Cluster-67-2, Cluster-67-1

Change the datastore of all the 
replication disks to the same cluster.

DataStore not found No datastore is found for VM 
vmlb1db19p, VM moId vm-8346, 
replication id GID-a1d8126e-
c0e7-4a66-a448-8c68133a9439 on 
VM disks

Check if the datastore exists and 
change the replication to a valid 
datastore.

Resource pool not found Resource mapping object is not 
found for VM vm-29396

Check if the resource pool exists, 
and change the replication to a valid 
resource pool.
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